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From the desk of the 
Principal 

 
“A book is a dream that you hold in 

your hands.”  

                                 -  Neil Gaiman 

Dear Parents and Students, 

The above quote encompasses the need for 

thoughts, the fervor of a dream, the churning of 

the mind, the strokes of imagination…… If one had 

to rewind to an era where books reigned supreme 

and were considered as landmarks of knowledge and 

then bounce back to today’s world where 

technology has gained momentum, you will still find 

that books are not an out dated source of 

knowledge. They are relevant and indeed have the 

power to nurture a dream, to inspire the mind and 

become a harbinger of change. I believe that 

parents are the most important educators in a 

child’s life, perhaps even more important than their 

teachers.  It’s never too early to start reading 

together. 
 

Education is not a mere process; it is more dynamic 

in its meaning and perspective. Pawar Public 

school is making an honest attempt to make the 

process participatory and embrace a higher form 

of experimental and experiential learning. The 

school is playing a pivotal role in upgrading the 

fraternity, resources and infrastructure to cater 

to the diverse needs of students that will leverage 

technology within the framework of traditional 

teaching methods and conventional classroom 

practices. 

 

The larger plan encompasses ethical and moral 

grounding as students perform on multiple 

platforms that are consciously created with a 

view to creating fine optimistic individuals. 

Efforts will be taken to dilute mechanical 

thinking with creative freedom that can only be 

enhanced by the process of reading. 
 

At a personal level, my interactions with children 

have given me a positive feedback that we are on 

the right track.  Undoubtedly, the school will play 

a greater role in moulding dreams through a 

gamut of activities that will eventually enhance 

critical thinking and also establish value systems 

that will aim at emotional wellbeing of students. I 

firmly believe that a learning community can be 

created by asserting the importance of 

reading which has to be cultivated from a young 

age if we want to take forward our dream of 

creating citizens who will wield a positive change 

in the society. 
 

Mrs. Suma Das 

Principal 
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 Felicitation Ceremony 2015-16  

 
The Felicitation Ceremony for the students of 

Grade 10 was organized in the school 

auditorium on 18th July, 2016. The programme 

began with a prayer followed by a welcome 

song and dance. The results were stupendous 

with 42 students scoring 95% or above and 23 

students scoring 99% in Hindi Language. 

The Principal, Mrs. Suma Das, introduced the 

Chief Guest Dr. Dilip Nadkarni, a renowned 

orthopaedic surgeon with multifarious pursuits 

like music, meditation and sports besides 

medical practice. 

This year seven students scoring above 97% 

were presented with the Mrs. Pranjali 

Ambekar award for their super results. The 

school also saw 23 students with a score of 99 

in Hindi and 7 students again with a score of 

99 in Marathi. They were all presented with 

the Mrs. Ambekar Trophy. 

 The prize distribution began with loud cheers 

from the audience. The school toppers Sanjana 

Reddy, Unnati Shetye and Mansi Shinde were 

felicitated amidst thunderous applause. The 

most coveted ‘Best Outgoing Student Award’ 

was bagged by Ms. Akanksha Yeola. This year a 

special certificate was presented to Master 

Abhishek Acharya for his outstanding 

accomplishments in competitive examinations. 

 

Dr. Madhura Phadke, Principal of the Chandivali 

branch, addressed the audience and 

congratulated the students for their 

impressive performance.  

 

The Chief Guest Dr. Dilip Nadkarni spoke 

eloquently and motivated the students 

immensely by recounting episodes from his own 

life. 
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Proficiency Awards Ceremony  

 
The Award Ceremony 2015-16 was organized in a 

grand manner on April 22, 2016 in the school 

auditorium.  Dr. Sally Enos, Principal of Pillai’s 

College of Education and Research, New Panvel, 

graced the occasion as the Chief Guest. 

The Award ceremony began with a beautiful 

prayer and a motivational song rendered 

melodiously by the primary students. 

Our institutional vision commits to providing an 

environment where every student can learn and 

achieve success. This is something the school 

leadership and all staff work very hard to achieve 

each year. The Award Ceremony is one of the 

most important events in the school calendar 

because it is an occasion where we recognise the 

students’ hard work and the success that follows. 

We acknowledge them through the ‘Academic 

Achievement’, ‘Most Improved Student’, ‘Best 

Outgoing’ and ‘Most Outstanding Student’ Awards 

and other special awards. 

The other awards given in this ceremony were 

Mr. M.K. Phadke Award, Mr. M.S Datey Award, 

Dr. R.T. Sane Award and the Writer’s Award. 

The latter was awarded to the students who 

stepped in as writers for some Grade 10 

students. 

In 2015-16, the school participated in the 

‘Swacch Bharat PET Recycling Contest’ initiated 

by the mineral water giant, Bisleri. At the 

Award Ceremony, the students who contributed 

the highest number of plastic bottles towards 

this cause were honoured. The school toppers 

and the Grade toppers in the bottle collection 

contest were presented with certificates. 

The Chief Guest, Dr. Sally Enos, in her address, 

congratulated the young achievers who by their 

sheer grit and hard work have set benchmarks 

and won accolades on stage.  Her motivational 

speech in which she likened our life to the 

humble ‘pencil’ was well received by the 

students, parents and teachers. 

100% Attendance and Avid Reader Awards  
This was the first time an Awards Ceremony was 

organized and executed by the students 

themselves. This programme was conducted on 

22nd April, 2016. The objective was to felicitate 

the students with ‘100% Attendance Award’ and 

the students who proved to be ‘Avid Readers’ 

during the academic year 2015-16. 

While the 100% Attendance Awards were handed 

over to the students by the Principal, 

Headmistresses and Co-ordinators, the ‘Avid 

Reader’ Awards were presented to the 

students by the Librarians. 

The programme was entirely managed by the 

members of the Student Council. The students 

were ably guided by the teachers. It was a 

great learning experience for the students who 

picked up leadership and organizational skills in 

the process. 
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entoring Ceremony 

 

  

 
The Mentoring Ceremony for Grade 10 students 

for the academic year 2016-17 was held in the 

school auditorium on 19th July, 2016, the 

auspicious day of Guru Purnima.  

The programme commenced with the prayer song 

followed by a dance. The Principal, Mrs. Suma Das, 

addressed the gathering thereafter; she said that 

in the contemporary scenario, the teacher had a 

broader role to perform beyond classroom 

instruction. 

The Principal initiated the proceedings by 

lighting her lamp and then lighted the lamp of 

the Headmistresses who in turn lighted the 

lamps of the Co-ordinators and teachers. 

The Mentor teachers lighted the lamps of 

their mentees who stood beside them. The 

entire mentor – mentee gathering pledged to 

work together in accordance with the school 

motto ‘Together We Can Make a Difference.’ 

Independence Day  

 
The celebrations began with the tricolor being 

hoisted by the Principal.  In her speech addressed 

to the students and the staff members, the 

Principal urged the Student Council to work 

against all odds and prove their mettle. An 

example was cited of the Israeli women swimming 

champions who despite being refugees gave their 

best in the Rio Olympics. 

The student Council Members planted saplings 

and maintained the green tradition adopted by 

our school. This was followed by a skit 

‘Pandhara August’ enacted by students of 

grade 6 and 7 in the school auditorium. Dhyan 

Sakrani, a student of Sr. KG Daffodils, 

dressed up as Swami Vivekanand, reproduced 

his speech to awaken the youth of the country. 

The role play was enacted to perfection. 
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 Investiture Ceremony  

  
The Investiture Ceremony at Pawar Public 

School was held on 26th January, 2017.  It 

solemnized the initiation of the new Council 

Members for the academic year 2017-18.  After 

the flag hoisting in the stilt area, the students 

and teachers proceeded to the auditorium to 

witness the Investiture Ceremony.  

The programme began with the welcoming of the 

Chief Guest Mr. Aubrey Rebello, a gold medalist 

from IIM Ahmedabad and an eminent H.R. 

Consultant. The audience then witnessed the 

solemn march of the new student council 

members as they proceeded to the stage to 

receive their badges. 

After the Council members received their badges, 

the Principal administered the oath to the student 

council and the Head boy, Aditya Singh, promised 

that the Council would strive to achieve their 

goals. 

A thought-provoking and insightful speech was 

delivered by the Chief Guest on the values that 

are most important in life. We also witnessed the 

mature speeches delivered by the outgoing Head 

boy and Head-girl and also the newly appointed 

ones. The programme ended with the national 

anthem and the belief that the new office-

bearers would work as diligently as the previous 

council fulfilling their duties to their optimum 

capacity. 
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 Namaste India  

 
The interschool group Dance and Music Competition, 

Namaste India, was held in the school auditorium on 27th 

August, 2016. Around 15 schools participated in the grand 

event, exhibiting their talents.  

The competition kick started with students of the host 

school rendering a medley. Mr. P. S. Krishnamurti, a 

renowned flautist and Ms. Dwarita Madhavan, an 

accomplished classical and light music vocalist, judged the 

music competition.   

Ms. Manori Shah, a classical and contemporary 

dance enthusiast along with Ms. Asha Kumar from 

a popular dance academy, judged the dance 

competition, which was based on the theme ‘Nav 

Rasa’ or nine emotions. 

All the winners were awarded trophies and 

certificates. 

 

Abhivyakti - Observing, Imagining and Expressing  
 The annual interschool Hindi 

Abhivyakti competition was held 

on 17th September, 2017, in 

which 26 schools participated.  

 

This competition is conducted 

every year to promote Hindi and 

also to help students to express 

their views and thoughts. 

Abhivyakti means expression 

and when a picture is given to 

students, they pen down their thoughts, which reflects their imagination and interpretation. 

Towards the end, the Principal, Mrs. Suma Das, in her speech stated that in today’s age, 

communication is essential. With the digitalised culture gaining popularity, we adopt shortcuts while 

sending messages. Such competitions help to improve one’s language skills. Abhivyakti is the right 

platform for students to express their feelings and showcase the power of their imagination. Today, 

our country needs more thinkers. 
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The PPS News Channel 

This year The PPS News Channel covered interviews 

with the illustrious students who brought glory to 

the school.  The ‘Lights, Camera, Action’ winners 

were the first to be interviewed this year. Heeral 

Manwani, Arzoo Das, Mahi Lakhani, Manan Chothani, 

Yash Chedda and Aryan Ughade spoke excitedly 

about the shoot and the thrill of winning the event. 

Vansh Jain of 5/D, Hari Balaji of 7/E and Manomay 

Upadhye of 6/B spoke animatedly about the 1st prize 

bagged by them in an Interschool Quiz Competition  

organized by SAEVUS at Euro School. Calm and 

composed Arjoo Das of 8/A who won the Best Actor 

Award (Female) at the Stage Right Interschool 

Theatre Competition(NCPA), spoke of the challenges 

she faced when portraying the character of a grief-

stricken mother.  Rhea Mane of 8/B who was 

felicitated as a Star Correspondent for The Times 

NIE News spoke of the various rounds she had to 

clear to earn her place. 

 NCPA : ‘Stage Right’ Interschool Theatre Competition  

At the “Stage Right 2017” Interschool Theatre 

competition organized by NCPA in collaboration 

with Hindustan Times, our students competed 

with over 80 schools in and around Mumbai. The 

teams had to go through three rounds of 

rigorous selection before they made it to the 

finals. 

The theme of the play “The Attic” revolved 

around the challenge of dealing with the loss of 

a near and dear one in a technologically poised 

future.  The play was very well received by the 

judges and the audience. 

 

Another feather was added to the cap when Arjoo Das of Grade 8 was declared the “Best Actress” 

in the competition. She essayed the role of the grief-stricken mother coming to terms with the loss 

of her daughter. This is not, however, the first time that the school has won prizes in this 

competition. Earlier as well, it has bagged prizes for Best play and Best Actress and here is hoping 

that they would win much more. 

 Lights, Camera, Action  

 

“A film is a film, is a film, is a film......” – Satyajit 

Ray. 

The students looked up this quote from the 

illustrious Indian filmmaker to inspire them, 

when they competed for a short film (trailer) 

competition. The competition was a part of the 

school festival held by St. Gregorios High 

School (ICSE). 

The event named ‘Lights, Camera, Action’ 

required the students to make a trailer for a 

fictional film in the ‘Suspense/Thriller’ category.  

The students made a film named ‘Flashlight’ 

which won them the first prize in the event.  

The participants were Heeral Manwani, Arzoo 

Das, Mahi Lakhani, Manan Chothani, Yash Chedda 

and Aryan Ughade. 
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 EUMIND : Confluence of Cultures  

 
The school has been hosting a team of students and 

teachers from Vechtdal College, Ommen from the 

Netherlands every year and this year was no 

exception. The visit is a part of Europe Meets India 

(EUMIND) initiative, which is an educational and 

cultural exchange programme between India and The 

Netherlands. It benefits the students and teachers 

of both the countries as it helps them broaden their 

horizons. 

The three teachers and twelve students from 

Vechtdal College visited various departments and 

classrooms.  Yoga, music and dance sessions were 

conducted by the PE and Music and Dance 

departments. The students of our school rendered 

the Dutch national anthem impeccably. The day ended 

with an art and craft workshop and the paintings 

were later framed and presented to the visitors. 

On the following day, they visited the blind school 

affiliated to National Association for the Blind at 

Bandra. They were guided to the audio library, which 

provided recorded notes for the visually impaired 

students. They also saw the printing press that 

produced Braille books. This was followed by the visit 

to the film city, where the guests got acquainted  

with the intricacies of dubbing and voice 

recording. The guests were later taken to the 

Bhandup Water Works Department that 

helps in supplying water to the sprawling 

metropolitan city. They also enjoyed the 

‘Mumbai Darshan’ tour and after a panoramic 

view of the landmark structures, the visitors 

shopped to their heart’s content at the local 

market. The tour to ‘Magic Forest’ on the 

subsequent day was a memorable one. The 

visitors were exposed to the traditional 

Indian handicrafts like Warli painting and 

basket weaving. On the last day of the six-

day long trip, the Dutch and Indian students 

played on the basketball court. The students 

of Vechtdal College made an audio visual 

presentation, show casing the Dutch culture, 

practices, food, clothes, and also shared 

information about their educational system. 

The visitors went back with great memories 

of India and its people.  

Year after year, the EUMIND programme 

has been bringing new students and teachers 

from distant nations together and 

successfully building bridges between various 

cultures. 
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 Annual Days  
Grade 10 - www.hope.com 

 

 

The grade 10 Annual 

Day is always a grand 

affair. This year too 

was no exception. On 

29th April, 2016, the 

school auditorium 

came alive with 

brilliant 

performances, 

dances and songs.  

 

The protagonist of 

the play, Azad, is 

disillusioned with his 

country and yearns 

to live abroad. To 

teach him the ground 

realities, his 

indulgent father 

sends him on a trip 

around the world.  

Azad travels through 

Saudi Arabia, Spain, 

Africa, Columbia and 

finally reaches USA, 

his dream 

destination. 

In each of the 

countries, he 

encounters problems 

and realizes that in 

any other country he 

can’t even voice his 

protest.  

 

Completely disillusioned, he calls his father from a hospital bed in the USA. He realizes that there is 

no place quite like home.  

The play attempts to engage with the youth of today. The youth are the beacon of hope for any 

country, and so they cannot afford to be pessimistic in their attitude. If the younger generation is 

willing to be the change they want to see, then there’s hope for our country. 
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Annual Day Grade 3 - A Christmas Carol  
The Grade 3 Annual Day was 

held on 15th October, 2016. 

An adaptation of the classic ‘A 

Christmas Carol’ by Charles 

Dickens was put up on the 

occasion. The skit was 

anchored in Hindi by four 

students who played an Indian 

family trying to change the 

ways of their grumpy and 

stingy grandfather. They also 

provided comic relief in the 

skit. Mr. Scrooge, a bad 

tempered miser, was not kind 

to his employees or relatives. 

He thought that celebrations 

were a waste of time and 

money. His deceased 

associate’s ghost along with 

the Spirits of Christmas Past, 

Present and Future taught him 

a lesson about the spirit of 

Christmas.  

Scrooge then relived his past, realized his mistakes and decides to 

change his future by being kind and generous. In return, his family and 

friends give him the Gift of Love. 

The Principal, Mrs. Suma Das, used this forum to express her strong 

feelings about how these little children have a big role to play for a 

better tomorrow. 

An exhibition of the properties used in the Annual Day, along with a 

synopsis of the story and short write ups about the props, was put up on 

21st October, 2016, during the Open House at school. 

Annual Day Grade 4 - Mary Poppins  
Grade 4 presented an annual day based 

on Walt Disney’s ‘Mary Poppins’ on 3rd 

December, 2016. 

The central character of the play, ‘Mary 

Poppins’ taught the children a fruitful way 

of living and it brought awareness among 

parents as to why spending quality time 

with the children today is the need of the 

hour. The skit showed that, ‘Quality time 

can happen anytime and anywhere’ in the 

middle of ordinary days and situations too. 

  

The ‘Supercalifragilisticexpialidocious’ performance put up by one and all was a treat to the eyes as it 

proved that the love of our family is the world’s greatest blessing and spending time with your children 

is the greatest gift of all, because when we dedicate our time, we are offering a part of our life that 

we will never get back. 
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Annual Day Grade 5 - Charlie and the Chocolate Factory  

 
The Annual Concert of Grade 5 was staged on 

3rd December, 2016 in the school auditorium. 

The theme was ‘Think Positive ’ 

The Annual concert of Grade 5 was an event 

to remember as the audience was transported 

to a chocolate land of fun and cheer through 

“Charlie and the Chocolate Factory”. The skit 

was based on the story written by Roald Dahl. 

This was also a tribute to this much loved 

author of children’s stories whose birth 

centenary we celebrate this year. 

The programme began with a prayer and foot tapping 

welcome song. After the skit, the Principal, Mrs. 

Suma Das addressed the gathering and urged the 

parents to actively encourage the children to read. 

There was also a wonderful surprise in store for the 

audience, five golden ticket finders were rewarded a 

hamper of chocolates made by their own children 

under the guidance of the teachers at school. They 

were also invited for the High Tea with the Principal. 

Needless to say the parent’s were thrilled to bits by 

the entire event. 

 Annual Day Grade 1 - ‘Let’s celebrate Family spirit & traditions’  
 

The theme for the Annual Day of 

Grade 1 was based on a ISA project 

‘Our Kith and Kin’. It was titled ‘Let’s 

celebrate Family spirit and Traditions’. 

The play was based on the portrayal of 

different characters in Indian, 

Chinese and American families. 

 

The main story of the skit revolved 

around five characters who try to 

share their cultural values and 

traditions linked to their country. The 

festivals shown were ‘Ganesh 

Chathurthi’ and ‘Holi’ from India, the 

‘Chinese New Year’ from China and the 

‘Thanksgiving Day’ from the U.S.A. 

 
The programme was designed to highlight family values and 

to show the fact that no matter which country we live in – 

India, U.S.A. or China – family bonding is precious and is 

synonymous with care and affection. 
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Annual Day Grade 2 - Aladdin and his Magical Lamp  

 
Grade 2 hosted their annual day on the 11th of 

February 2017. It was based on the musical 

fantasy ‘Aladdin and his Magical Lamp’. 

As a part of the preparation, the students 

were shown the animated film of ‘Aladdin’.  

Annual Day has always been a perfect venue 

for children to instill positive values, recognize 

their abilities and talents through an array of 

entertaining programmes.  The programme 

commenced with the prayer song sung by the 

choir group of our school. 

The programme concluded with a grand finale 

which added a glamour quotient to the event. 

The audience was left awestruck spreading a 

sense of pride and contentment among the 

staff and students alike. The parents were 

invited on stage to give their valuable feedback. 

The responses were overwhelming and 

gratifying. 
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Sports Days  

 Sports Meet - Primary 

 
 

The Primary section held their Annual Sports 

Meet for 2016-17 on 19th December, 2016. The 

meet began with a welcome song by the choir 

group followed by flag hoisting. The students 

then took an oath to uphold the spirit of 

sportsmanship. The Guest of Honour was a Grade 

9 student, Atharva Palshetkar. The Principal, 

Mrs. Suma Das, extolled the virtues and 

achievements of this young boy in the field of 

sports. His exemplary performance in athletics 

and handball inspired the young primary students 

and they welcomed him enthusiastically.  

 

The Principal declared the sports meet open. At 

the Sports Meet, athletic events like 50 

meters sprint, hurdles and relays were held.  

The excitement in the air was palpable. The 

winners were awarded certificates and medals 

by the dignitaries and the Guest of Honour. 

Points were awarded to the houses of the 

victors. 

It was certainly a day where the children 

participated with great joy and enthusiasm. 
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 Sports Day Pre-Primary 

 

The Sports Day for the Pre Primary Section was 

held on 20th December, 2016, in the Municipal 

playground adjoining the school. The theme was 

‘Road safety with Mowgli and friends’. Radha 

(Mowgli’s friend) brings him to the city. He comes 

along with animal friends but the unpleasant 

sounds on the road and the traffic scares them. 

Mowgli goes back to the forest urging the city 

dwellers not to destroy the forests. This theme 

was beautifully depicted through the drill 

displays. 

There were various events/ races  for the 

students of Junior and senior K.G. The highlight 

of the event was the ‘Parent-toddler event’ for 

the nursery class. The mothers participated 

with the boys, and the fathers with the girls. 

It was fun to watch them participating in a 

competitive spirit. The winners were given 

certificates and trophies. 
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Sports Day – Secondary 

 

 

The 11th Annual Sports Day for Grades 6 to 9 

was held with great opulence and enthusiasm on 

21st December, 2016. The Chief Guest for the 

celebrations was Mr. Amol Muzumdar, a renowned 

Ranji Trophy player. After a formal introduction 

of the Chief Guest, the Principal hoisted the 

school flag. The five houses, Prithvi, Jal, Agni, 

Vayu and Akash marched smartly past the dais, 

led by the Head Boy, Parth Chattrapati and the 

Head Girl, Trisha Rai. 

The torch bearers, the students who excelled in 

various sports events and had won accolades for 

the school at the National level, lit the cauldron 

of the sports meet. The Principal declared the 

Sports Meet open and the Head Boy administered 

an oath to compete in the true spirit of 

sportsmanship. This was followed by a wonderful 

rendition of a Sports song by the choir group.  

The students of Grades 6, 7 and 8 put up displays 

which were woven around the theme ‘Save Earth’.  

In the speech addressed to the students and 

the parents, the Chief Guest brought forth the 

importance of sports in their life and the 

advantages of pursuing it.  

Various track events like the 50 metres sprint, 

shuttle relay and tug of war gave the students 

a chance to exhibit their sporting prowess.  

After the ‘tug of war’, the House contingents 

reassembled for the closing march.  All the 

prestigious trophies were given away during the 

prize distribution ceremony. The Vote of 

Thanks was followed by the Closing Ceremony in 

which the school flag was lowered.  The flag 

was handed over to the Principal by the Head 

Girl of the school.The Principal then declared 

the 11th Annual Athletic Meet closed. 
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 Ignited Minds 

Disaster Management and Climate change 

The Tata Power Educator for PPS Bhandup, Ms. 

Sunita Sharma made a presentation on this year’s 

theme ‘Disaster Management and Climate change’ 

to the students of Grades 5,6,7 and 8 in the 

school auditorium under the Club Enerji 

Programme. 

A movie was shown in which the students were 

shown how a safety kit can be prepared. They 

were also directed to prepare an emergency plan 

for their school.   
Also the perils of climate change were shown and 

the students were sensitized about the need to 

conserve resources. The ’10 commandments’‘of 

resource conservation were presented. 

A small quiz in which the students participated 

enthusiastically, was conducted in an informal 

manner. The students were given prizes for the 

correct answers. 

Grade 8 - Hyderabad Tour 

 
The grade 8 students were taken to Hyderabad on 

19th November, 2016 for their annual educational 

trip.  

They visited the Snow World (theme park) and the 

Hussain Sagar Lake for a boat cruise. It was 

followed by a dance and music performance by 

artists belonging to the Tourism department of 

Telangana.  

The visit to the famous Salarjung Museum proved 

informative as it has one of the largest collections 

of clocks, priceless porcelain and exquisite paintings. 

That evening was spent among the Qutub Shahi 

Tombs followed by the ‘Sonet Lumeiri’ (sound and 

light) show of Golkonda fort. History came alive 

with the enthralling commentary and the students 

were transported to a different time and age.  

The students were excited and happy to visit the 

Ramoji Film City- to see and experience film 

making, film sets, famous stunt shows and of 

course the different film locations. It was an 

experience of a life time! 
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Grade 9 – Gwalior and Agra 

Students of grade 9 were taken to Gwalior and 

Agra for a visit to the historic landmarks that hold 

an important place in the history of our country.  In 

Gwalior the students were taken to the Gwalior 

palace (Jai Vilas Palace) and Gwalior fort. At the 

Jai Vilas Palace, the students caught a glimpse of 

the life style of the royalty of our country and the 

way the monarchy lived under the rule of the 

various Maharajas of the dynasty. The Gwalior fort 

was built by Man Singh Tomar and consists of 2 

palaces Gujarimahal and Man mandir. The students 

learnt about the history of the palace in a light and 

sound show that brought the palace to life. 

The 2 main places visited by the students during 

the Agra leg of the trip were the TajMahal and 

Agra fort. The monument of Taj Mahal is a symbol 

of eternal love and an architectural wonder. 

During the visit the student learnt about some of 

the most essential elements of the Mughal 

architecture and the intricate workmanship of the 

artists of the era that are etched in the marble 

to date. The Agra fort is one of the most 

important historic monuments as it was an integral 

part of the governing Mughal empire. The 

students were especially enthralled by the Darbar 

–e–aam (the court for the commoners) and the 

Darbaar–e– khaas (the royal court) which provided 

them a peek into the governing system of the 

Mughal dynasty. 

Grade 6  - Essel World 

 
A trip to ‘Essel World’, India’s largest amusement 

park located in Gorai (Mumbai) was organized for 

the students of Grade 6.   

The students enjoyed the plethora of rides. The 

‘Alibaba Adventur’e is an interactive air conditioned 

Mirror Maze with the theme and ambience of the 

legendary folk tale ‘Alibaba and the forty thieves’. 

The animatronics effects welcome you to the 

dark den where you need to help Alibaba fight 

against the forty thieves and find the hidden 

treasure in the Mirror Maze. 
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Grade 8 – Jaipur  

 Words fail in describing the scenic beauty of 

Jaipur, popularly known as the Pink City due to 

its glorious and beautiful history. The students  

of Grade 8, visited the historic city as part 

oftheir educational trip. The ‘most visited’ 

place in Jaipur is the Amber Fort. It is a 

fortified palace with innumerable courtyards, 

audience halls, garden temple and private 

apartments. The Diwan-i-Aam and Diwan-i-Khas 

both proved to be a khas treat to your eyes 

with cream marble and sandstone pillars 

supporting a vaulted roof. 

Though the Hawa Mahal is just a building with a 

thousand windows, it proves to be a wonder on 

its own; with 953 windows perfected with 

elaborate and intricate designs. 

Jantar Mantar is a treat for all astronomy 

lovers. You can’t miss the guy in Chowki Dani who 

will write your name or anything you like on just 

a single grain of RICE! 

 

What a wonderful thing to carry back home; just 

make sure you don’t cook it back there! 

This land of art will never stop amazing you; even 

this five-day trip seemed short to explore Jaipur. 

Be it the Palace of Mirrors or the Palace of Winds, 

Jaipur is home to the innumerable palaces of your 

dreams. One certainly can’t capture enough of this 

place.  

 

Grade 1 and 2 - Wadala monorail ride and Mongiland 

 

This year the school organized a picnic for the 

students of grade 1 and 2 on the 6th of January. 

The chosen venue for the trip was Monginis cake 

factory, Mongiland, in Viviana Mall and along with it 

a ride on the monorail from Wadala to Chembur and 

back.  

This was a great learning experience for the 

students as they witnessed and experienced 

working and functioning of the monorail.  

They also got a chance to gain hands-on 

knowledge of a working factory, machinery and 

baking.  Most importantly, children had a unique 

experience of decorating cupcakes. Each child 

received a Monginis brand Tiffin and a 

certificate highlighting their baking 

accomplishments. 
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Grade 3, 4 and 5 – Kidzania 

 

Grades 3, 4 and 5 went to Kidzania in R-City 

Mall, Ghatkopar, on 6th January, 2017. At 

Kidzania, first the students went to the bank 

and got their Kidzos and credit cards. They 

could be adults for a few hours, fulfilling their 

career dreams. Some wanted to be a pilot, 

some a firefighter, some a doctor and so on. 

They tried their hand at making colas, 

chocolates and donuts.  

They had some adventures like wall 

climbing, they learnt some skills like 

animation, energy saving, face painting and 

card making. They used their kidzos wisely 

to participate in a variety of activities 

available. They also earned some kidzos by 

working as construction labourers and 

delivery boys and girls. Some of them went 

for glamorous activities like acting, dancing 

and jockeying. 

 

Workshop on -Amar Chitra Katha 
Grades 6 & 7 had a  Amar Chitra Katha 

workshop on 14th February, 2017.T he 

resource persons introduced ACK as a 

collection of illustrated classics that retold 

stories from Indian mythology, history, 

folktales, and legends through comics that 

appeal to people of all ages. They help build 

the spirit of nationalism and take pride in the 

history and culture of our great and diverse 

country. 

They introduced us to Uncle Pai, the creator 

of the series. He was inspired to start the 

series when he saw a quiz where Indian 

children could answer questions on Greek 

mythology but were unaware of the name of 

the mother of Lord Rama. 

They then explained the procedure of 

making of a comic through a video. We 

were then given illustrated sheets in which 

we had to fill in the dialogue bubbles. This 

was then acted out. 

After this, the team held a quiz, and books 

were given out as spot prizes. Though I did 

not win any prize, it was great fun as a 

group activity and I thoroughly enjoyed 

the experience. We all then went to the 

library and the ACK section was empty in 

no time. 

- Omkar Shrikanth 6D 
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Author interaction - Mr. Christopher C. Doyle 

Personally, my experience with the renowned 

author, Mr. Christopher C. Doyle, was a richly 

illuminating one. Each and every person present 

in the auditorium was enthralled by his speech. 

The different facts, mysteries and possibilities 

related to certain topics like the Stonehenge, 

Alexander the Great and the druids found in his 

books ‘The Mahabharata Quest’ and ‘The 

Mahabharata Secret’ seemed very realistic. 

They had such strong evidences that we were 

forced to believe in them. 

 
 

No website or book can give you the intriguing and 

fascinating information that his books can. 

 
 

Mr. Doyle shared with us the knowledge he had 

gained after the hard work, research, meetings 

and travelling to historical sites. 

 

I am very sure that after meeting Mr. Doyle many 

of the students amongst us have been inspired to 

become writers. 

 

- Aryan Ughade  8E 

Author interaction - Ms.Ilika Ranjan 

We had a very interesting author interaction on 

the 17th of January,2017. Ms.Ilika Ranjan, the 

author of ‘Secrets of Zynpagua:The Return of 

the Princess’,  gave us a brief summary of her 

book describing all the characters of the book.  

She also told us that her second book had 

already been released, and she promised to have 

another session with us regarding that book as 

well. All of us are really looking forward to 

another session with Ilika Ranjan. 

                             

 - Rhea Sanghvi 6D 
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 Bidding Adieu 

 

The glitz and glamour of the Academy 

Awards was brought to PPS, Bhandup on 

30th January, 2017. The tenth graders 

dressed themselves up in finery which 

enhanced their personalities to the hilt. 

The Mr. and Ms. PPS event saw many of 

them catwalk with confidence and elan.  

The highlight of the event was the 

heartfelt speeches made by the 

contestants vying for the crown.  All 

appreciated the efforts of the ninth 

graders who hosted this event for their 

seniors. 

  

Ms. & Mr. PPS 

      Best Smile              Best Catwalk        Best Dressed 
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Important Days 

Van Mahotsav  

 
The day began with the students reciting shlokas 

on trees in the stilt area. They spoke about the 

importance of trees on the Public Address 

System. 

In the auditorium during the Special Assembly 

session of Grade 8, the students danced, sang 

songs and put up a skit based on the ‘tree 

conservation’ theme.  

The preprimary students presented a role play on 

how the cutting of trees disturbs our ecological 

balance. 

The school, in association with the N.G.O. named 

‘Haryali’ took the initiative of raising saplings. This 

activity aimed at creating an interest in the 

students towards plants and enhancing a sense of 

responsibility in them. 

Nine students who have opted for 

Environmental Science in Grade 10 and their 

teachers undertook an outdoor trip to a local 

garden maintained by the Municipality. Each 

student carried a sapling and planted it in the 

garden.  

The highlight of the day’s event was the 

carrying of a decorated Palkhi (palanquin) 

containing a Tulsi plant, all through the school 

premises.  

The first floor Section adjoining the 

Preprimary Section was aptly decorated to echo 

the theme of ‘Plant trees, Save the Earth’.  

All the students were dressed in green ‘T’shirts 

in keeping with the theme of the celebrations. 
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 Quit India  

The Quit India Movement was started by the 

Indian National Congress under Gandhiji’s 

leadership on 8th August, 1942. At school, we 

celebrate this day with great pride every year. 

This year too, the students were shown an 

actual video of the activities during the 

movement and Gandhiji’s speech which had 

inspired people to join the movement. 

A Power Point Presentation was shown to the 

students explaining the importance of this 

movement in India’s freedom struggle. The Grade 5 

students were especially involved in the celebration 

as India’s freedom struggle forms a part of their 

Social Science curriculum. To give a feel of the 

days back then, students of grade 9 and 10 led a 

mini procession through the school corridors 

shouting out slogans of ‘Quit India’. 

 Teacher’s Day  

This year the Teacher’s Day was celebrated in 

the school auditorium on 3rd September. The 

PTA members welcomed the teachers with tikka 

and flowers. The proceedings commenced with a 

solemn prayer song rendered by one of our music 

teachers. The Principal, in her brief speech, 

recalled the contribution made by the   former 

Trustee and Board Member Mrs. Bansal towards 

the growth of the Pawar Public group of schools. 

Mrs. Bansal worked tirelessly towards the cause 

of Education in India. She breathed her last on 

Teacher’s Day, 5th September, 2013.  The Best 

Teachers’ Award was instituted in her memory in 

2014. 

The recipients of the ‘Best Teacher’s Awards’ were 

honoured as part of the celebrations. 

 

� Preprimary Section: Ms. Trupti Sarang 

� Primary Section: Ms. Sunita Bhandary 

� Secondary Section: Ms. Sarojadevi Ajithkumar 

� Administrative Section: Ms. Sejal Gaokar 

After the awards were presented, a cultural 

mélange followed in which teachers displayed their 

various talents through music, dance and acting. 

Amidst thunderous applause and cheers, the 

teachers performed with great enthusiasm. Thus 

the occasion turned out to be a very memorable 

one. 
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 World Ozone Day Celebrations  

‘The Ozone Day’ was celebrated with the aim of 

sensitizing the children towards the issue of ozone 

depletion. A power power point presentation was 

shown pertaining to this topic. The students 

understood the importance of the ozone layer in 

cutting off the harmful UV rays of the Sun and 

protecting the biosphere on Earth. 

The ozone layer is depleting due to the use of 

CFCs and this has resulted in the warming of the 

Earth. The students were made to understand 

that they need to reduce the use of air 

conditioners which release CFS. They have to 

spread awareness in the local community. 

Air Force Day 

The Indian Air Force 

Day is celebrated on 

8th October every 

year. The students 

were shown a video 

followed by a Power 

Point Presentation on Air Force Day. 

It was very informative and motivating. There 

was a class discussion followed by a quiz to 

recollect and emphasize the information given 

to students. Many children got inspired to join 

the armed forces. 

Dr. Kalam’s Birthday 

The students of the Pre-

primary Section celebrated Dr. 

A.P.J.Abdul Kalam’s birthday 

with great enthusiasm.  

The programme was titled 

‘Mother Earth’s favourite child.’ 

A globe was 

painted by the 

teachers and the 

students.  

His picture was 

displayed and his 

life as a student, 

as a scientist and 

as the President of our country was discussed in 

detail. 

International Peace Day 

Each year the ‘International Day of Peace’ is 

observed around the world on 21stSeptember. The 

United Nations has declared this as a day devoted to 

strengthening the ideals of peace, both within and 

among all nations and people. 

The students were shown videos on the negative 

effects of war on mankind. They were shown 

interesting videos to inculcate love, compassion and 

kindness among students.  

This day had special significance to the students 

as all of them were aware of the recent Uri 

incident. The teachers encouraged the students 

to maintain peace within themselves, in their 

families and among their friends. 
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  Cyclothon   

 
In big metropolitan cities like Mumbai, the 

problem of air pollution has reached monstrous 

proportions. Therefore, it is imperative that the 

citizens of Mumbai must be acquainted with this 

problem and do their bit to reduce pollution and 

global warming.  For achieving this objective, the 

students of PPS Bhandup took part in a Cyclothon 

organized by the school in collaboration with Tata 

Power in Dreams Complex. As the students 

pedalled their cycles enthusiastically, they raised 

slogans conveying strong messages. 

Cycles were used because they are an ecofriendly 

means of transport to spread the message around. 

The onlookers were impressed with the 

enthusiastic manner in which the students 

spread a socially and ecologically relevant 

message in the society.  

The students’ garden club in the school raised 

50 saplings which were distributed to the 

residents of the Dreams Complex. The residents 

happily accepted them and promised that they 

would nurture them. 

A street play titled ‘Ek Do Teen Char’ was also 

performed by the students with verve to convey 

the mantra of ‘Refuse, Reduce, Reuse and 

Recycle’.  Such events are sure to mould our 

students into environmentally sensitive citizens. 
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Maharally - Saving our planet  

The schools in Bhandup headed by Pawar Public 

School came together on 25th January, 2017, 

to make Mumbai cleaner and greener.The future 

citizens took up the noble cause of spreading 

awareness about the effects of climate change in the 

local community.  

The ‘Maharally’, revolving around the theme ‘Climate 

Change’, was the collaborative effort of schools and 

Tata power under the Club Enerji Programme. 

Besides the host school, eight other schools in the 

vicinity joined the rally. Students arrived in large 

numbers carrying banners and posters with slogans 

like ‘Global warming is global warning’, ‘Save 

environment’, ‘Reduce, Reuse, Recycle’. 

The rally was flagged off by an enlightening 

speech delivered by Sarojani Ayyapath, 

Headmistress of the Primary section. 

The event began with a prayer song and a 

melodious song about trees, which was sung by 

the choir group of the school. They also 

presented a skit titled ‘Change for the climate 

change’, highlighting the dreadful consequence 

of global warming and climatic changes brought 

about by human activities.  

During the rally, the school’s band, Lezim 

display and street play took the energy levels 

up a notch higher. Students carried numerous 

posters. Around 300 students participated in 

the rally and pledged to continue spreading 

awareness. 
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Induction of Interact Club Members for 2016-17  

The induction of the second batch of the Interact 

Club was organized in the school auditorium on 8th 

July, 2016.  

All the dignitaries present including the Chief Guest 

Past District Governor Rtn. Dr. Balkrishna Inamdar 

were welcomed with a rose. The Interact Club 

members presented a melodious song which was 

appreciated by one and all. This was followed by a 

speech by the outgoing President of the Interact Club 

Ms. Nidhi Lahoti and the presentation of the Annual 

report by the outgoing Secretary Ms. Trisha Rai and 

the outgoing Director Parth Chhathrapati. The 

Charter President of the Interact Club Ms. Nidhi 

Lahoti stated that she learnt a lot during her tenure 

and the experience would stand her in good stead. 

The President of the sponsor Club, Rotary 

Club of Mumbai Salt City, Rtn. Hari Sharma, 

delivered a speech in which he spoke about his 

plans and how he wished to take the alliance of 

the Rotary Club with the school forward. Ms. 

Hiral Manwani was inducted as the new 

President while Ms. Sanjana Ayyapath was 

inducted as the new Secretary.  

The students then presented a skit in which 

the changing face of our Motherland was 

depicted in a humorous manner. This was 

followed by a foot tapping dance number 

presented by the students. The Principal 

introduced the Chief Guest who then 

addressed the audience. 

How Blessed I am 

On the 26th of November, the Interact Club visited Vatsalya, an orphanage in Kanjur Marg. The 

members of the Interact Club collected two big bags of stationery items from the students of the 

school and donated it to the orphanage and interacted with the childre
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Food Mela – An Exhibition of Indian and International Cuisines  
A grand ‘Food Mela’ 

was organized on 

12th August, 2016 

in the school 

auditorium as a part 

of the International 

School Awards 

(I.S.A.) project 

titled ‘A La Carte’ for 

Grade 6 and Grade 7. 

The main objective of this activity was to expose the 

students to various popular cuisines from five 

countries namely India, Italy, Mexico, Thailand and 

China.  

Preparations commenced weeks before the event as 

the teachers guided the students in making the 

charts on various food items with their ingredients, 

nutritive value and the relevant pictures.  

The Grade 9 students who have chosen ‘Home 

Science‘ as their Elective subject were guided to 

prepare twenty five dishes by their teacher. The 

auditorium was aptly decorated with vessels and 

dishes aesthetically displayed on the stage.  

The five counters of the different nations had four 

students each, dressed in the nation’s traditional 

costume. The popular dishes of the nation were 

displayed artistically by the students.  

In order to give the authentic touch of a Food 

Exhibition, two counters selling popcorn and 

candy floss were installed. The five counters did 

brisk business as the children thronged them in 

serpentine queues.There was also a ‘Quiz 

Counter’ in which the students could test their 

knowledge on international cuisines. An 

attractive food video was played on the screen. 

The video showed recipes of some easy to cook 

recipes which the students could try out at 

home.  

The Principal Mrs. Suma Das inaugurated the 

Food Mela by lighting the lamp. She also 

released a cookery booklet compiled and 

designed by the teachers.  

The book gives a 

comprehensive summary 

of the cuisines which were 

on display in the 

exhibition. The P.T.A. 

members were very 

appreciative of the 

programme and enjoyed 

tasting the dishes. 

Link to Cookery booklet 

http://ppsbhandup.com/micm/newsletter/PPSB

%20Cookery%20booklet.pdf  

 Parental Support - Fun Fair 

The Fun Fair is an annual affair and is a manifestation 

of the involvement and the positive contribution of 

the Parent Teachers Association in the activities of 

the school.  This academic year, it was organized on 

22nd October, 2016. The numerous stalls put up served 

mouthwatering delicacies. Some of the stalls had 

diyas, rangoli and other Diwali items for sale. 

There were rides which attracted children and 

filled them with thrill and fun. There was also a 

science show which was enjoyed by one and all. 

Some P.T.A. members enthralled the visitors 

with their dance numbers. The entire 

atmosphere was like that of a carnival. 
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School Social Responsibility 

Swachh Bharat’ Cleanathon Drive - 2nd October, 2016 

 
Mahatma Gandhi was a stickler for cleanliness and 

worked hard to create the awareness for cleanliness 

in our country. His zeal is the inspiration for the 

‘Swachh Bharat Mission’ propagated by our Prime 

Minister, Narendra Modi. Hence his birthday 2nd 

October has been appropriately chosen for 

nationwide cleanliness drives. 

This year too, the Interact Club members along with 

other students gathered in the morning to clean 

the road outside the school.  

Armed with brooms, gloves and masks, 24 

students along with 2 teachers and the 

housekeeping and security staff set about the 

task of removing the litter from the road. 

The videos and pictures of the cleanup activity 

were sent to NDTV; the event was covered in 

the news channel as a part of the ‘Rashtriya 

Swachhata Diwas’ activities involving schools. 

Donation to N.G.O.  Cancer Patient’s Aid Association 

In yet another act of philanthropy and social 

service, the school joined hands with ‘Cancer 

Patient’s Aid Association’. All the students and the 

teachers were requested to bring five newspaper 

sheets daily for about 2 weeks in the month of 

September. The newspapers were collected and 

handed over to a representative of the ‘Cancer 

Patient’s Aid Association’.  

The students and the parents generously 

contributed as they were convinced of  

the genuineness of the activity. The money 

obtained from the sale of the newspapers is used 

for the cancer patients. In addition, a cheque of 

Rs. 4,350 was donated from the sale of 

newspapers during the previous month. 

The N.G.O. awarded the school with a certificate 

for the help rendered. In all, 196 kg of 

newspapers was donated by the school. 

Saplings for N.G.O. ‘Haryali’ 

On July 1st, 2016, the N.G.O. Haryali provided the 

school with seeds which were sown by the 

students of Grades 4,5,6& 7. The saplings were 

raised by the gardener and the students of the 

Gardening Club. The students were thus sensitized 

to the need of nurturing plants. 

 

After the saplings reached a substantial height, 

they were transported to a nursery in Mulund, 

‘Sonar Bangla’ in the month ofAugust where the 

N.G.O. Haryali would take care of the saplings and 

plant them during the next monsoon along the hill 

side.  
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Donation towards flood relief 

The  states of  Madhya Pradesh , Uttarakhand and 

Assam were devastated by floods as thousands were 

rendered homelss. 

 
The school co-ordinated with the N.G.O. ‘Goonj 

which works to help the victims. The school also 

joined the ‘Raahat India’ campaign to help the flood 

victims. 

The Interct Club members pitched in here.  On the 

Open Day, these students appealed to the parents 

to help with monetary contributions.  The parents 

responded well and the students managed to 

collect a substantial amount. 

The Interact Club students also appealed to all the 

students to donate blankets, medicines, food 

articles, candles, matchboxes ,  toys and games to 

the school. The collected articles were then 

handed over to Goonj, which in turn forwarded it 

to the flood victims. 

Book donation to Navjeevan School, Thane 

The Interact Club office bearers along with two 

teachers Mrs. Rekha Pradeep and Mrs. Radhika 

Padmanabhan visited Navjeevan School in Majiwada, 

Thane. The school is located in the slums and imparts 

education to 50 students residing there.  

The students and the teachers donated 400 books 

selected from the school library.  

  

 
This was yet another act of community service 

rendered by the student members of the 

Interact Club. 

Plastic bottle Collection Drive 

The Plastic bottle Collection Drive in collaboration 

with Bisleri was a success this year too.This drive was 

an attempt by the school to ensure that used plastic 

bottles are recycled to tackle the menace of plastic. 

All the students, teachers, parents and the House 

keeping staff of the school joined hands in this 

endeavour. The weight of the bottles collected in 2 

weeks exceeded 1500 kg. 
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No Plastic Drive 

The school has been organizing the ‘No Plastic Drive’ 

for the last 5 years. This year on 8th February, 

2017, we joined hands with Tata Power for 

distributing paper bags to the hawkers and vendors 

in the vicinity of the crowded Bhandup railway 

Station. 

 
The students of Grades 6 and 7 made paper bags in 

the school using old newspaper sheets. 

 

About 50 students walked in a procession with 

their teachers carrying placards, and raising 

slogans. In all, about 500 paper bags were 

distributed in the busy road outside the railway 

station, buzzing with pedestrians, shopkeepers 

and hawkers. 

 
Another set of students organized a signature 

campaign enlisting the support of the general 

public in and around the railway station to 

support the No Plastic Movement. 

 

Traffic Control 

The traffic congestion during morning hours and 

later, during school dispersal, poses a tremendous 

problem to the students, the staff, parents and the 

residents of Dreams.  

The school shoulders the responsibility of regulating 

and channelizing the traffic outside its premises for 

the safety of the students.  

Hence, a team of students, teachers and PTA 

members manage the traffic outside the school in 

the mornings and at the time of dispersal.  

This team directs motorists to control vehicular 

speed and regulates the arrival of school buses 

to enable a safe pick up and drop for the 

students.  

The students carry placards with traffic 

messages like ‘Thank you for driving slowly’, ‘No 

parking here, please’; ‘Thank you for wearing a 

helmet’. The students learn the importance of 

disciplined traffic movement and develop a good 

civic sense through this exercise. 
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Supplying drinking water to the needy 

The 2016 summer has seen one of the worst 

droughts in Maharashtra. Death tolls have been on 

the rise due to lack of water resulting from failed 

monsoons. Besides Latur and other interior places, 

even the nearby Thane district has pockets which 

have little or no access to water for their daily 

needs. One such locality is the New Sainath Nagar in 

Thane. 

The school, recognizing the grim water situation, 

decided to do its bit. 

The school appealed to its students and staff 

members to donate a litre of sealed mineral 

water bottle towards a noble cause. The 

school collected about 4000 bottles over just 

2 days. These were then distributed in New 

Sainath Nagar.  
 

The school fulfilled its social responsibility 

through this act as it did what was most 

essential in times of a severe drought. 

Station Beautification Drive 

 The school collaborated with N.G.Os ‘Make a 

Difference’ and ‘Mumbai First’ to sketch beautiful 

and colourful paintings on the walls of the Bhandup 

railway station. 

 

Twenty students from Grades 8 and 9 with staff 

members and P.T.A. members of the school 

participated in the project ’Station Hamara Shaan 

Hamari’.  

The students did a fabulous job under the 

guidance of their Art teacher. In one of the 

paintings, Mumbai’s Dabbawala was sketched 

against the backdrop of an old monument. 

Another painting depicted Mumbai’s 

impressive skyline. The third painting showed 

the city in its yesteryears. 

In about 2 hours, 

the brushes of the 

students created 

magic on the walls 

of the railway 

station. The 

students had done 

their bit towards 

the beautification 

of their railway station. 
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Certificate by N.G.O Green Citi for e-waste collection 

 
A slow but steady response was seen after the 

e-waste bin was kept near the entrance of the 

school premises. The N.G.O ‘Green Citi’ tied up 

with the school for this purpose. Soon electronic 

waste items like computer parts, CDs, torches, 

watches, radios were dropped into this bin. 

The N.G. O. Green Citi awarded a certificate for 

collecting the e- waste which would otherwise 

pollute the environment. The N.G.O. would 

recycle the items disposed off in the bin and 

the ones which were functional would be donated 

to the poor.  Installing this e- waste bin is a 

small step towards helping the municipality 

towards waste disposal. 

Composting: Students involvement 

The students of the Garden Club work on the 

composting and when it is ready, they are guided 

to pack the compost after weighing. 
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Sow Seeds This Ganpati - Green Ganesha 

 

The school decided to celebrate the Ganesh 

festival in an environment friendly manner and 

spread the message to the local community through 

our students. In its usual zest for green measures, 

the school put its best foot forward to translate 

the ideas into action. 

 

The Art Department sculpted a beautiful Ganesh 

idol from the soil available in our own garden. This 

was then placed on a mud bed with seeds. For 

decoration, only colourful sarees and potted plants 

were used. Paper and thermocol were avoided 

completely. The students were involved in every 

step of the activity.  

 

They were also shown videos and presentations on 

how eco-friendly Ganpati idols go a long way in 

reducing pollution. 

Cane baskets were provided in the school stilt 

area for disposing flowers and other 

biodegradable waste generated during the 

festival. Students, Parents and others living in 

the vicinity of the school were urged to take 

advantage of this facility as the floral wastes 

would be disposed off into the school compost 

pit. Simple measures which could be adopted 

to celebrate the festival in an eco-friendly 

manner were enlisted on a board kept at the 

entrance of the school. There was one board 

provided for students and their parents to 

write slogans or their thoughts, views and 

suggestions in this regard. 

On Anant Chaturdashi, our Ganesh idol was 

immersed in a novel way. Water was poured 

over it so that it became a part of the soil 

again. Plants grew out of it and so did the 

thought process of our students. Always a 

pioneer in green measures, the school urges 

the readers to take initiatives, multiply the 

messages, promote eco-friendly initiatives   

and make the world a better place. 
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Tata Power Club Enerji Carnival 

A grand carnival involving schools embracing the 

Club Enerji Programme was organized by Tata 

Power at Y.B. Chavan Auditorium on 12th July, 

2016.  The invitees included teachers, students, 

mentors and Principals from various institutions 

of Mumbai, Delhi, Bengaluru, Pune and Kolkata. 

An Art Competition was organized on the theme 

of ‘Sustainability and Resource Conservation’.  

Many students put their wonderful ideas on 

canvas and expressed their perspective on 

environmental protection through colours. 

Some schools also displayed imaginative projects 

on Energy and Conservation through well- 

crafted models. The stalls were abuzz with 

students who had engineered simulations of 

alternative sources of energy and energy saving 

technology. 

 

The award ceremony witnessed the Managing Director 

and C.E.O. of Tata Power Mr. Anil Sardana and 

dignitaries from the corporate giant. The highlight of 

the programme was the address of Mr. Cyrus Mistry, 

the then Chairman of the Tata Group, appreciating the 

schools for joining the Club Enerji programme and 

working towards resource conservation. 

Some schools regaled the audience with dances and 

street plays. The students of PPS Bhandup presented a 

dance on the theme centred around ‘Trees’. A subtle 

message was conveyed through the dance very 

effectively. 
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From Caterpillar to Butterfly 
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Grandparents’ Day 

The most awaited event of the year - 

‘Grandparents day’ was celebrated by the Pre-

primary Section with a lot of enthusiasm. The 

children sang and danced for their grandparents 

who cheered them on. 

The grandparents enthusiastically participated in the 

games organized for them.  The children handed over 

the greeting cards made by them in the class with a 

special message for their grandparents. 

 Graduation Day 

 

The Graduation Day ceremony was held for the 

students of Sr.K.G. as they graduated from the 

Pre-Primary Section to the Primary Section. The 

young graduates wore their graduation robes and 

caps. 

The Principal gave an inspirational speech and also 

gave away the scrolls to the students. The students 

sang a song which delighted everyone. They felt 

extremely proud as they had crossed yet another 

milestone successfully. 
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 World of Books 
Heidi 

-Johanna Spyri 
Heidi is an immensely popular children’s fiction 

book about a young girl called Heidi and her ever 

changing life events.  
 

Heidi is a young, orphaned girl who lived with her 

aunt Dete. But aunt Dete had to leave for 

Frankfurt for work, so Heidi went to live with 

her grandfather,Alm Uncle. Her uncle is initially 

rude and reserved but  he softens seeing his 

cheerful granddaughter. She befriends Peter, a 

good herd and his blind grandmother and they all 

live happily. 
 

After 3 years, aunt Dete returns and insists on 

taking Heidi to Frankfurt to live with a wealthy 

invalid girl called Clara Sesemann.  

But despite a great friendship with Clara, Heidi is 

troubled and homesick. The doctor advises Heidi to 

return to the mountains for her well-being. This 

makes Clara very lonely again even though Heidi was 

fine now. So Clara, despite her incapacity, is taken to 

Dorlfi.  
 

This cheers up both, but Peter feels jealous and 

ignored so he pushes Clara down the slope. But as an 

immense turn around, the incident prompts her to 

walk again and thus they all live happily ever after.  
 

We learnt that “All’s well that ends well and no one 

can ever forget one’s roots.” 

- Shalmali Mhatre 3B 

Goosebumps - The Headless Ghost 

-R.L.Stine 

Everyone knows about hill house. It’s the biggest 

tourist attraction in town. That’s because it’s 

haunted. Haunted by a ghost of a thirteen- year- old 

boy. A boy with no head! 
 

Duane and Stephanie love hill house. It’s dark. And 

creepy. And totally scary. 

Still they have never actually seen the ghost. Until 

the night they decide to go on a search. A search 

for his head. 
 

READER BEWARE- YOU ARE IN FOR A SCARE!!! 

- Navya Luhadia 5B 

Around the World in Eighty Days 

- Jules Verne 

This classic is about an Englishman, Phileaus Fogg, 

who puts his life’s savings at stake and accepts the 

challenge to undertake a journey around the world in 

just 80 days. His fantastic journey is full of 

excitement and has a great deal of risk involved in it. 

Along the way he is mistaken for a robber, he 

rescues a lady from being sacrificed in India, sails 

through many stormy seas and experiences many 

adventures. 

The story is simple and funny, with the highest 

regard for the main characters, especially 

Phileaus Fogg who is described as an intelligent 

English gentleman.  

This book is highly recommended for all the 

adventure lovers.  Will Phileaus Fogg  be able to 

win his bet to travel around the world in 80 days? 

Read the book to find out. 

- Sanjana Menon 6E 
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Dork Diaries: Party Time 

- Rachel Renee Russell 
Nikki’s school is organizing a Halloween Dance 

Party for which the Principal needs students to 

volunteer for different sections such as food, 

dance and entertainment. Mackenzie becomes 

the Head of the committee. Nikki has to sign up 

as a member of the Clean Up Crew, due to 

pressure from her friends. To avoid going as a 

Clean Up Crew member, Nikki agrees to 

entertain the students of a Ballet class which 

her younger sister, Brianna attends. She had to 

wear a stinky rat costume but it was better than 

the humiliation of being called a Clean Up Crew 

member. 

But an incident takes place & Mackenzie resigns 

from the committee. Slowly all the members 

resign except Nikki, Chloe, Zoey, Violet and 

Theodore.The Halloween Party has to happen 

but she cannot cancel her sister’s party at the 

eleventh hour. Both the parties are at the same 

time & on the same day. 

Will Nikki be able to handle both the parties or 

will it be a total disaster? To find out please 

read the book. 

 

- Kirti Kashid 7E 

The Nancy Drew Notebooks #1 –The Slumber Party Secret 

- Carolyn Keene 

Nancy’s friend Rebecca has a Slumber Party on 

her birthday . And the party invitations have 

been stolen. Her birthday is just two days away. 

The whole party is ruined! Or is it ?Then 

Rebecca gets 2 notes stuck on her table one 

after the other . They are about her party being 

ruined. Nancy promised to help find the missing 

invitations. Nancy had never solved a mystery 

before , but she already has a clue or two. 

Maybe if she puts them down in her special blue 

notebook , maybe if she thinks real hard … 

maybe, just maybe , she can make sure that 

Rebecca has a birthday party after all! Now the 

chocolate rose on Rebecca’s birthday cake has 

gone missing.  

After  the  birthday  party  while  everyone  was  

watching  the  movie,  Nancy  was  reading  the  

notes . She had  three  questions : 

1. Who stole the party invitation cards and why? 

2. Who wrote those notes and why? 

3. Who stole the chocolate rose from top of  

Rebecca’s birthday cake and why? 

While she was doing this Bess was staring at 

someone behind Nancy. Before Nancy could turn 

around, Bess opened her mouth as wide as she 

could and screamed . Nancy turned around and 

saw a horrible, scary monster with claws on the 

window sill. Can Nancy solve the case or would 

Rebecca’s party be doomed?  

-Tanuja kashid 5B  

Lakshadweep Adventure 

-Deepak Dalal 
India has its very own coral islands-the 

Lakshadweep islands.They are located in the 

Arabian sea and run parallel to the western 

coast.The author has written about the water 

sports in the island.Vikram,Aditya and their 

friend Faisal arrive at Kadmath island for their 

Winter Holidays on Aditya’s father’s invitation, 

and have a great time, snorkeling and 

windsurfing. But soon their perfect holidays 

seem to take a twist because of the VVIP guest 

who was brought in by Indian Navy; he’s a high 

security risk. 

The boys have no choice but to leave for the 

Kalpeni islands. The book has all kinds of twists 

and turns, and there are some genuinely 

interesting moments as Faisal tries to escape 

after being trapped, bound up and gagged by a 

few villains.  

The book has a lot of information on the 

Lakshadweep islands and details about its flora 

and fauna.This book introduces you to a new 

world of which only a few people are aware and 

fortunes for those who haven’t visited the 

islands. 

-Ravisha Vanjari 8D 
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The City of Bones 

-Cassandra Clare 

The City of Bones is the first book of the series 

“The Mortal Instruments” and sequel to “The 

Infernal Devices”. 

The City of Bones is a story based on a girl Clary 

Fray whose father is dead and lives with her 

mother. She thinks that she's just another 

ordinary girl until one night at the Pandemonium 

with her friend Simon she finds out that she is 

very wrong. 

           In an epic tale of twists and revelations, 

Cassandra Clare leads the reader to an entirely 

new world where Clary finds out that she has 

Shadowhunter blood in her, and she lives in a 

world with creatures that she thought of only as 

fantasy- Warlocks and Vampires. She starts her 

training as a Shadowhunter and learns that she 

has hidden talents that no one else among the 

Shadowhunters has or ever had.  She finds out 

about another important and influential 

Shadowhunter, (group of people who have angelic 

blood and fight demons) Valentine, who is 

presumed dead.  It is revealed to her that her 

mother had been lying to her for a long time and 

also that her parentage is greater than she had 

thought. The tales of revelations continue 

through a six short but very interesting book 

series. 

- Siddhant Jakhotiya 8D 

Percy Jackson and the Last Olympian 
- Rick Riordan 

If you love fantasy fiction novels then this book 

in the Percy Jackson series is just right for you. 

I am a fan of Percy Jackson novels and 

completed the first four and finally came to the 

last book of this series. If you don’t know about 

this series then let me take you down the lane of 

Percy Jackson series –  

Percy Jackson is a teenager who gets kicked out 

of his school because of his dyslexia. Later he 

gets to know that he is the son of the sea god 

Poseidon. He goes to a camp called the CAMP 

HALF-BLOOD where he meets children like 

himself and goes through a series of adventures. 

Most people get presents on their sixteenth 

birthday but here Percy receives a prophecy 

that he could save or destroy the world. In this 

book, Kronos, the Lord of the Titans, is 

beginning his attack on New York City where 

Mount Olympus stands virtually unguarded. Oh! 

and the dreaded (not to mention enormous) 

monster Typhon is also heading towards them. 

So it’s Percy and forty of his demigod friends 

versus untold evil… 

CAN PERCY STOP THE RAMPAGE OF THE 

TITANS, TO SAVE OYMPUS- 

A N D   H I M S E L F? 

- Parvati Mohanan 9D 

Rotten School #2: The Great Smelling Bee 

-R.L.Stine 

Bernie Bridges of the rotten school was always 

smiling but today his handsome forehead was 

wrinkled. Today he had a problem, a problem 

which could get him into big trouble. Bernie 

Bridge lived in a boarding school, in an old house 

called the rotten house.  Mrs.Heinie was the 

rotten house’s dorm mother and Bernie Bridges 

was scared that Mrs.Hienie would get to know 

his secret. 

Bernie Bridges received a courier from his 

parents, a box containing his pets  

Gassy, a dog and Lippy, a parrot. There was a 

letter from his parents which said that if Bernie 

could not take care of the pets, the dog had to 

go to a pound and the parrot had to go to a zoo. 

Bernie opposed the idea of sending his pets 

away, so he took charge of them. That is when 

Belzer his friend reminded him that pets were 

not allowed in school.  

Bernie decided to dress his dog as a new 

student.  Will Bernie get caught? 

- Anjali Kavthekar 7A 
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The Chambers of Secrets 
- J.K.Rowling 

This is the second year of Harry in Hogwarts. 

He had made two close friends Ron Weasley and 

Hermione Ganger during his first year in 

Hogwarts. Harry had discovered that Lord 

Voldemort had killed his parents and that he 

possessed the power to kill Voldemort. In the 

second year, deathly terrors had started in 

Hogwarts. 

Ginny, Ron’s sister, was used as a weapon by 

Voldemort to bring terror to Hogwarts. Harry 

discovers a journal of Tom Riddle.  Ginny 

Weasley was entranced by Tom Riddle’s ghost. 

Will Harry be able to enter the chambers, 

reveal the mystery of Tom Riddle and help Ginny 

to come out from the Chambers of Secrets?  

- Anagha Nair 6E 

Hardy Boys: Mystery of Room 12 

- Franklin W. Dixon 

Frank and Joe went for a vacation to a resort 

named ‘President’s Inn’. The bellhop took their 

suitcases to their rooms. At midnight Joe heard a 

pitiful wailing sound of a child at the corner of 

the bed. 

Joe felt it was a dream and went back to sleep. 

The next night too the same thing was 

repeated. Can the Hardy Boys solve this 

mystery? 

- Varun Sinha 3A 

Catch that Crocodile 

- Anushka Ravishankar 

One day, Falguni the fruitseller was selling 

fruits. Suddenly, she finds a crocodile in a ditch. 

All the townspeople are terrified and try to 

catch it. Probin policeman with his stick or 

Doctor Dutta with his trick? Or can Bhayanak 

Singh drag it away? 

Meena, the little fish-seller came up with an 

idea. She put fishes on the way to the river. Her 

clever plan worked when the crocodile ate the 

fishes and went into the river. 

- Aaditi Pujari 3B 

Russian Roulette 

- Anthony Horowitz 

“Living as a boy of fourteen in a Russian village, 

it had never been my intention to become a 

contract killer.” (Extract from the book) 
 

Meet Yassen Gregorovich. Once a boy named 

Yasha lived in Estrov, a poor, remote country 

village. Then an incident started a chain of 

events that changed his life dramatically. 
 

It all begins at the factory where his parents 

both work. When there is an accident and his 

father refuses to obey instructions, Yasha 

suddenly discovers the truth about what they do 

and must run for his life. 
 

One day he breaks into the flat of a powerful 

man, and his life takes yet another turn. Yassen 

is the name given to him by that man  who 

decides to keep him as a slave.  

The man needs a food taster because he has 

enemies who want to kill him, and Yassen is given 

that task, along with other even more menial 

jobs. Yassen escapes three years later, but it’s 

not the escape he imagined. It’s more of a 

rescue, and one that comes with a heavy price. 

Yassen ponders what it is that makes someone 

bad, what makes them a killer? He wonders 

whether he is one of them, and what his life 

might have been like if he had not had to leave 

Estrov in the way he did.  
 

Russian Roulette is in many ways more serious in 

its subject matter than the Alex Rider series, 

and rather chilling in its exploration of this 

character and his motivations, but the story is 

thought-provoking and entertaining. It can be 

read without knowing the Alex Rider books, but 

will be particularly enjoyed by those who have 

completed that series. 

-Aryan Ughade 8E 
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Ranthambore Adventure 

- Deepak Dalal 
Ranthambore Adventure is a 

book about wild tigers ruling 

their territory. The book 

deals with three scenes- 

Genghis, the main tiger in the 

book, Aditya and Aarti, who 

are boarding school students 

and Vikram, their classmate. 

The forest is situated in 

Ranthambore National Park. 

When Aditya tries to lay 

claim to a diary belonging to 

a ruthless poacher, many events take place. 

The poacher captures him.  His adventure 

plunges Vikram and Aarti into a thrilling and 

exciting journey that climaxes at the 

Ranthambore National Park. 
 

The book also traces the events from the life of 

Genghis- his birth as a helpless furball to the 

king of the forest. He becomes a powerful 

predator, but soon poachers enter his territory 

and try to claim his skin and bones. To join 

Aditya and Vikram in their adventure, and find 

out what happens with Genghis, read this 

thrilling book written by Deepak Dalal.                                     

- Ketan Patil 7A 
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Expressions  
The House Is In Session 

I Have the Power of the People with Me 
The topic given is “I have the power of the people with 

me” and I stand strongly in opposition of the statement. 

 

Let’s go back in time!  Some centuries ago, when Narad 

met Valmiki in the jungle, we all know what happened, 

right? Valmiki ended up penning the Ramayan.  My 

question to all of you is… … Why? Well! Valmiki 

understood the true meaning of life. He understood that 

no one… … no one but you are responsible for your own 

actions. Not your mother, not your father, not your 

wife, not your siblings; no one will be ready to take your 

blame on their head.  

 

We come alone, we go alone, whatever we suffer in life; 

we suffer alone. Yes, there may be people beside you, 

but they are only there to take you to a river, you have 

to drink the water yourself. It is your deeds, your 

actions, your endeavours that determine whether you 

rise or fall in life.  

 

As rightly said by Shakespeare, “Live how we can, yet 

die we must.” When you are breathing your last breath 

on your deathbed, there may be many who may come to 

console you; friends, family, but they don’t know what 

you’re going through. It is you who has to make that 

journey from this world to the next.  

 

I am sure all are familiar with the proverb ‘God helps 

those who help themselves’. You may have thousands of 

followers, millions of fans, but what really matters is 

how you perform at the right moment. A very recent 

example would be of Lionel Messi. He had the backing of 

an entire nation, he had millions of fans but could he 

take the penalty that would make Argentina WFA 

America Champion? No, he couldn’t. Success is not 

dependent on whether you have the power of the people 

or not. 

 
It was his hard work, his talent that got him 

to that field not the power of the people. 

Another point that I would like to make here 

is that the power or support of the people is a 

relative term. Today they may praise you, 

tomorrow they may criticise you. A very good 

example would be of Mussolini. When he first 

introduced Fascism in Italy, the people loved 

him, they supported him blindly. But later 

what happened?  He was killed by his own 

people. We should not be dependent on the 

power or support of the people. We should be 

our own inspiration. Before we go out to 

conquer the demons of the world, we need to 

conquer the demons that lie within us. The 

support of the people changes as frequently as 

our PM visits another country.  

 

A human being is special because he has his 

own individualistic attributes. We don’t need 

to depend on the people to determine our 

fate. I would like to conclude in the words of 

H. W. Longfellow –  

“In the world’s broad field of battle,  

In the bivouac of life, 

Be not like dumb, driven cattle,  

Be a hero in the strife.” 

- Parth Chhatrapati 10D 
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I Have the Power of the People with Me 

The statement put before me today is that, ‘I 

have the power of the people with me’ and I 

stand strongly in proposition of this statement.  

 

‘All the world’s a stage,  

And all the men and women merely players,  

They have their exits and entrances, and one man 

in his time plays many parts.’ 

 

By these very words, arguably the greatest 

playwright, in world history, William Shakespeare 

wants to tell us that man comes into this world 

with a purpose, the purpose being to be the 

support for people in and around him.  

 

Man is a social animal. He cannot live in isolation. 

He must have people accompanying him in body 

and spirit throughout his life. In your childhood, 

it’s your parents; in your adolescence, it’s your 

friends; and in your old age, it’s your children. 

Interdependence is the law of the world. Not 

only your family but also your colleagues and 

friends can be a support system for you. Let’s 

face it. What are we today without our parents? 

Can we go out alone and conquer the world?  

 

Let me justify my stand by giving an example - 

On March 12, 1930 – Mahatma Gandhi with 78 of 

his followers began the historic Dandi March 

from Sabarmati Ashram to Dandi – 380 kms 

away. Let me draw your attention to the 78 

followers. Do you think Mahatma Gandhi alone 

would have won Independence for our country? I 

don’t think so. It was the support of the masses 

that led to India’s freedom. Mahatma Gandhi 

himself said, “We can refuse to pay taxes only if 

we have the requisite strength.” Another 

example would be of Alexander the Great. The 

only reason why he could conquer the world was 

because of his army. 

What was the reason for him to return to 

Macedonia? It was because his army was 

exhausted and tired from six months of 

continuous war. Even his motivational and 

inspirational speeches could not get his soldiers 

to win against the Mauryan Empire.  One man 

armies are possible only in Rajnikant movies- the 

reel world, my friends, not the real world.  

A famous Jewish proverb goes thus, ‘Worries go 

down better with soup than without.’ The soup 

here implies company of family, friends and 

relatives. Power of the people does not only refer 

to the muscular strength; it is anything that a 

person can provide – hope, expectation, 

motivation, or inspiration.  As it is rightly said, “A 

healthy mind makes a healthy person.” Can you 

expect to get a healthy person from one who lives 

in isolation? Depression and loneliness is what 

haunts a person when he or she lives alone.  

 

Let us understand this better by another 

example. Neil Armstrong – the first man to step 

on the Moon. Was he able to change history 

alone? It was the scientists of America who 

committed themselves to this purpose and after 

a lot of hard work sent not one but three people 

to the Moon with the Apollo 11 project.   

 

Personally speaking, I do feel the power of the 

people with me. In today’s world each one of us 

has the support and encouragement of the people 

around us. If you do something wrong, your 

family, your friends and many others shall be 

found standing firmly beside you holding your 

hand, giving you the moral support to go out and 

face the consequences. Remember ‘United we 

stand, Divided we fall’. 

 

- Rohnit Sharma 10B 
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Ethical Living In This Materialistic World 

In this fast-paced world full of numerous 

lifestyles, ethical living has surely become one of 

the grave topics that necessitate debate. The topic 

given to me today is  ‘I believe that an ethical 

lifestyle in this materialistic world is possible’. 

 

Before I put forward my opinion, let’s take into 

consideration the meaning of ‘ethical living.’ Ethical 

living is the philosophy of making decisions for daily 

life which take into account ethics and moral 

values, particularly with regard to consumerism, 

sustainability, environmentalism, wildlife and animal 

welfare. So we are wondering whether  living 

righteously in this world full of people who are 

excessively concerned with physical comforts or 

the acquisition of wealth and material possessions, 

is possible or not. I think when an individual himself 

wants to change the way of his living and imbibe a 

way of living concerned with spiritual, intellectual 

and cultural values, he can live morally in any 

environment. Thus, it is possible to live an ethical 

lifestyle in this world. 

 

Even when money is our first precedence, we do not 

have to necessarily follow the wrong path. Since 

the Industrial Revolution, it is this challenge of 

overcoming the dominant paradigm of money that is 

now the greatest obstacle to living an ethical life in 

this amoral world. Living in the modern period does 

not always mean doing things that are not morally 

correct. It can always mean doing things in a 

virtuous manner. Taking an example, the modern 

youth today takes various steps which he knows is 

incorrect. What we do not understand is that doing 

the wrong things do not make us cool or more 

contemporary in the present world. 

Most people say that the various evils of the 

society coerce us to do wrong. I stand totally 

against this outlook. It is not the social order 

that forces us to do wrong. We are responsible 

for all our actions. Why don’t we take 

inspiration from our predecessors who even 

after being surrounded by evils chose the path 

of candour and wisdom and did what was right?  

 

Before proceeding, I would like to ask this 

question: How does living amorally help? How 

can we even live tranquilly when our conscience 

pricks us for our wrongdoings? Thus, to be able 

to live with ourselves, it is important that we 

live righteously doing what we know is correct 

and will not cause any harm, directly or 

indirectly to any person or thing and make living 

with ourselves easier than it used to be. 

 

To conclude, I would like to quote what 

Aristotle once said: “I count him braver who 

overcomes his desires than him who conquers 

his enemies, for the hardest victory is over 

self.” Hence, I believe that it is conceivable to 

live an ethical life today. It will surely take a 

lot of courage and boldness to do the veracious 

thing but as each one of us begins living 

morally, others will follow, and one day, the 

world will be filled with a race that has wholly 

adopted the principles of ethical living. 

 

- Arushi Rai 9C 
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Do you think it is impossible to lead an ethical life in today’s Materialistic World? 

The topic for discussion in this article is whether 

it’s impossible to lead an ethical life in this 

materialistic world. Well, I don’t think it is a 

debatable topic at all. My position is that we 

don't really choose to live ethically, but it sort of 

just happens in the way you happen to grow up. 

I'm a huge fan of the internet and its openness. 

And I confess I tend to jump onto quite a few 

bandwagons. So following the trend on the World 

Wide Web, this is my listicle on the Top 5 

reasons why we are heroes in the movie that is 

our life.  

1. We have no choice but to be honest with 

ourselves. What is this material living that we 

speak of? Do we really care that much about 

Prada and Starbucks? Will we actually sell our 

kidneys for the next iphone? Crime patrol will say 

otherwise, and maybe our virtual selves; but 

we're different from our avatars. We're fatter, 

gassier, have unphotoshopable dark circles and 

acne. But that's the best part. We're human. 

Human nature is not yet as mathematical as is the 

nature of materials. It doesn't fit inside 

equations, it isn't as contractual. And I'm not 

trying to glorify the human race as ‘The Human 

Race’ but just putting across some questions as I 

think aloud- Would you really be able to live with 

yourself and sleep at night after lying to 

yourself? Deep down you always know the truth. 

Would just money keep a mother up at night when 

she is confronted with the problem of her 

teenage child stealing and lying through his 

teeth? Think about it; calling our way of life 

today as ‘materialistic’ needs more thought. If 

being human is materialistic, no pun intended to 

Sallu bhai's clothes line, but if being human is 

materialistic then being ethical, is sitting at home 

reading classics and writing sentimental poems. 

So let's not simplify either. 

2. Ethics is a philosophy which means it is 

flexible. Our notion of ethics evolves as we 

evolve. Diagnose injustice and you will find a lack 

of morality but an equally forceful and potent 

strive for morality. 

Asking questions about fascists, about wars, about 

imperialism, about invasion, about plunder and about 

crime is fair. Maybe we cannot create a perfectly 

just world. But we can and have identified 

remediable injustices. Did not Parisians storm 

Bastille? Did not Gandhi challenge the Empire on 

which the sun supposedly never set? And did not 

Martin Luther King, battle white supremacy in the 

'land of the free and home of the brave'? And 

those are just the battles of yesterday! The very 

fact that we can question wrong, is proof of the 

existence of right. 

 

3. Democracy is a 'government by discussion and 

debate' and the idea of justice is derived from 

public reasoning. Yes democracy votes for Brexits 

sometimes or buys way too many Patanjali 

toothpastes but democracy means protecting 

individual rights. And that's, for those of us who 

speak 'ethics', totally and completely cool. 

 

4. Human Rights. The UN upholds human rights and 

punishes its violations. It's not just us but people all 

over the world everywhere that concur on a list of 

fundamental rights, and people usually never concur 

on anything. How cool is it that Human Rights 

literally rule the world! 

 

5. Law enforcement. The fact that we have a justice 

system is evidence of us living ethically. We have a 

constitution for it, and we have enforcers of law. 

We have to be responsible for all our actions and 

for our existence. Adam Smith, the father of 

modern economics, in his book 'The Theory of Moral 

Sentiments' says that there indeed is a framework 

of shared expectations in the society. This is 

essential to justice without which societies could 

not survive. Even those of us who carry the message 

that it isn't possible to live ethically are eventually 

moved by an ethical force.  As I conclude, words of 

Immanuel Kant come to mind where he said, 

‘Bringing reason to the world becomes the 

enterprise of Morality rather than metaphysics, and 

the work as well as the hope of Humanity.’ 

 - Sujatha Nair, English Department 
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Fast food is an essential part of our fast-paced life 

Cultural culinary techniques and cuisines have 

various dishes that can be panned out in less 

than 15 minutes.  Fast food is consumed so often 

because of its constant advertising, exotic 

nature and ready availability.  This in turn has 

gotten people to wallow in laziness.  Based on the 

above statements, I stand in firm opposition to 

the given topic. 

 

Modern-day living is all about having choices, and 

fast food gives us a variety of options to delight 

our palates. Fast paced life has also brought 

with it reluctance to turn on the gas knob to 

cook food at home.  This leads us to consuming a 

lot of fast food. 

 

The probable unhygienic conditions under which 

the fast food might be cooked are what the 

majority overlook. The ingredients used in 

cooking the fast food can be conducive to 

hosting an array of bacteria which is a scary 

prospect.  Food that is cooked at these fast 

food outlets can also be replicated at home more 

hygienically.  

More over, we are assured of the quality of all 

the ingredients that go into making the dish 

which would definitely be cheaper. Fast paced 

life itself has ill effects on our health, and so we 

need not compound the problem by consuming 

enormous amounts of fast food which is nothing 

but junk as it has hardly any nutritive value. 

 

But despite our best intentions, man is given to 

temptations, and sometimes it becomes difficult 

to resist the temptation of munching on 

appetizing food from your favourite fast food 

joint. Fast foods are godsend to modern-day 

man when time does not permit elaborate 

cooking at home.  The hunger pangs can then be 

effectively quelled by nibbling at burgers, 

pizzas, French fries – the works. But then, it 

would do us good to remember that each nibble 

is only going to add to our girth. 

 

-Aditya Singh  9C 
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Fast food is an essential part of our fast-paced life 

In today’s world, fast food has become the way 

of life as the busy world has no time to cook, 

hence many a times, we tend to eat out or rely 

on takeaways.  With easy availability of fast 

food, people feel lazy to spend time in the 

kitchen.  It has become an attractive alternative 

to traditional cooking.  I, therefore, strongly 

disagree that fast food is essential for our fast-

paced life. 

 

In my opinion, fast food is very unhealthy as it 

contains a lot of added preservatives, i.e., 

excessive salt, sugar and artificial flavours.  

Many a times, the food might also be stale.  Fast 

food is mainly prepared by using fermented 

dough, for e.g., pizzas, bread, etc.  Science has 

proved that consumption of fast foods lead to 

obesity.  Eating in excess can also cause heart 

diseases, type 2 diabetes, peptic ulcers and 

other life-style diseases.  Fast food does not 

give us all the nutrients necessary for the body 

as compared to home-made food.  It does not 

help in maintaining a healthy and balanced diet. 

 

We have no check or control on the food served, 

so we don’t have any idea whether it is fresh or 

stale. Stale food can lead to food poisoning or 

worse. Fast food cooking involves deep frying 

which destroys most of the essential nutrients 

of the food, for e.g., French fries. 

There is also very small amount of vegetables and 

fruits present in fast food as compared to home 

food. It is also said that the love with which 

someone cooks makes it tastier.  The ingredient of 

love is missing in fast foods. 

 

The greater the number of people eating a meal at 

a fast food restaurant, the bigger the bill.  It is 

noticed that families spend lesser time together 

now-a-days as they are busy savouring the tasty 

but unhealthy fare outside.  They tend to forget 

people around them and are lost in the mouth-

watering flavours and aroma of fast foods.  The 

bonding that happens over home-cooked food in 

each meal is sorely missing these days.  As a 

result, family members feel alienated from each 

other. 

 

Despite all this, people might still rely on fast 

food because of easy accessibility and time 

constraints.  Although it is easily available, risking 

your health for the sake of convenience is hardly 

prudent, and we might have to pay a heavy price 

for it in terms of heavy hospital bills running into 

thousands of rupees.  It is important to eat 

healthy and make good choices when deciding what 

to put into your mouth.  We should overcome our 

laziness and resist picking the easy way out of 

stopping by fast food joints on our way back home. 

We must make the right choices and eat 

vegetables and fruits for a healthy tomorrow. 

- Sharvari Parkhi 9C 
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Minds  
Gopala! Gopala! 

Festivals are the soul of India. Festivals in India 

carry important messages. They bring us together 

and create a positive environment.   They spread 

cheer among people.  
 

I remember the day when we celebrated 

Janmashtami. It is celebrated during Shravan 

Vaidya Ashtami. It is celebrated on the occasion 

of the birth of Lord Krishna. Lord Krishna is 

known for his pranks. He liked to eat butter and 

would make human pyramids to reach the butter 

stored in pots hanging above. 

When Krishna was young, the gopis used to feed 

him butter, but Krishna felt that stolen butter 

tasted better than the butter which the gopis fed 

him. Every year, we celebrate Janmashtami by 

making human pyramids and then breaking the pots 

filled with butter tied high above. I was given a 

chance to be a part of one such pyramid. The 

pyramid collapsed many times, but nobody was 

hurt. With one single hit, I broke the pot. 

 
It is said that if you collect the broken pieces of 

the holy pot, there will be no shortage of milk and 

butter in your house. As soon as I broke the pot, 

the pyramid collapsed. My friends and I rushed to 

collect the broken pieces. It was fun. 

It was the best festival I ever celebrated. Every 

year this festival is celebrated in our society. It 

gives us immense joy and great pleasure to be a part 

of it. 

-  Anushri Bhave 6E 

Ganpati Bappa Morya!  
Festivals in India carry important messages. They 

provide an expressive way to celebrate special 

moments with our loved ones. They play a vital role 

in connecting us with our families. 

I remember the day when I celebrated Ganesh 

Chaturthi with my friends and family. Just a few 

days before the festival, my mother started 

making preparations. As my brother and I had 

holidays, we too helped her to make laddoos, 

modaks and puran polis and also helped her to set 

the dais.  In the evening, we all went to the Ganesh 

idol shop and brought the idol home, singing 

“Ganapati bappa morya” all the way. The next day, 

we decorated the idol with flowers and lamps. We 

did not use thermocol decorations and brought 

home a safe and eco- friendly Ganesh idol. It is 

said that when the idol is worshipped for the first 

time, we breathe life into it. 

We did our aarti, and oh, the idol looked very 

beautiful and it was as if Ganesha was smiling and 

talking to us. It glittered when we flashed a 

decorative light on the idol.  

 

The guests started pouring in. Soon, all our family 

members had gathered. Everyone loved the 

decorations and of course, the idol. We prayed 

together and then gave modaks, laddoos and puran 

polis to our family members. My dear friends too 

came home. I talked to them and also played and 

had lots of fun. 

The festival brought immense joy to our home. It 

also created an environment of cultural harmony as 

we all gathered around and felt happy in the 

presence of our loved ones. I imbibed moral values 

like forgiveness through the celebration of this 

festival.                                    Gargi Shelar 6A 
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The time you were nervous about something, what happened and how you reacted 

There was a dance competition to be held in our 

school. My friend, Anita and I decided to participate 

in it. As soon as the date for the competition was 

announced, we took the form from the teacher- in-

charge. In the form, we had to select a dance form. 

Since I had learnt ‘hip hop’ and Anita had learnt 

‘Bharatnatyam’, we were conflicted in choosing a 

dance form but finally we decided on ‘Bharatnatyam’. 

We practiced daily. I had a hard time learning 

‘Bharatnatyam’ because the dancers are supposed to 

wear heavy ornaments, and I had never worn them 

before. Just two days before the competition, I had 

leg cramps. I couldn’t move my legs. My doctor 

advised me to take rest for the whole day, and so I 

couldn’t practise. I had horrible nightmares that I 

was unable to dance on stage, and the audience was 

laughing at me. 

On the day of the competition, I felt better. I 

got ready and recalled the dance moves. I was 

nervous about dancing on stage in front of the 

judges because of the nightmares. Our names 

were announced and we had to go on stage. I 

had butterflies in my stomach as soon as I 

stepped onto the stage. I convinced myself 

that the judges had disappeared and I started 

dancing. While dancing, my leg was hurting 

badly but I ignored the pain. After our 

performance, the judges gave us a standing 

ovation. 

As the results were just about to be 

announced, I kept my fingers crossed and 

hoped that we would win the competition. 

Finally, we won the competition and everyone 

appreciated us on our success. 

- Nidhi Karambelkar 7B 

If I were the Prime Minister of the Country 

If I were the Prime Minister, I would make India 

very different. I would make strict laws against 

hunters and poachers. I would create more wildlife 

sanctuaries and national parks. I would not fight 

with other countries; instead I would try to talk 

with them. I would protect all animals. I would rise 

against all those who lock birds in cages. The birds 

should be in their natural surroundings. Already 

some are on the brink of extinction.  

I would try to save all the animals. I would 

make strict laws against people who have two 

flats or more. The people who break traffic 

rules would be punished. Every house would use 

only public transport. There would be less 

pollution. I would spread awareness that we 

should grow more trees for a good future. 

If I were a real Prime Minister, I would really 

do all these things. 

- Miksha Chheda 5C 

Hobbies 

Hobbies are activities of interest which is done at 

one’s leisure. Most hobbies are creative like 

painting, drawing, dancing, singing, collecting stamps 

and collection of notes. 

I have many hobbies. But there is only one favourite 

hobby which I enjoy the most and that is reading. 

Reading gives me a lot of knowledge. It improves my 

vocabulary. I really don’t understand how time 

passes by once I start reading. 

I get so engrossed in reading that I forget my 

immediate surroundings. “A child who reads is 

an adult who thinks”. Reading is essential for 

everybody -a child, a student or an adult. “A 

room without books is like a body without a 

soul”. 

I like to read books by Enid Blyton and Charles 

Dickens.   

- Ishwari Veerkar 4D 
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Deadly Hours at the Hospital 

A wide smile spread over my best friend’s face 

as she bid me goodbye after school. While she 

was crossing the road, suddenly an explosion 

caught everybody’s attention…..CRASH!  A car 

had hit her, and she lay in a pool of blood. I 

rushed towards her, and some people helped me 

to take her to the hospital. 

I hurriedly charged into the hospital, screaming 

for the doctors to help my friend. A doctor 

came and told me that an operation would be 

required. While the doctor was taking her into 

the operation theatre, she held my hand. I 

consoled her that I would help her in every 

possible way and would always be there for her. 

I sat down on the bench outside the operation 

theatre.  I thought that life could not be so 

unfair to her. Her parents had also died in an 

accident. Her parents had always cared for me 

just like my parents. I was lucky to have got a 

chance to be pampered by someone else other 

than my parents. Her parents had always helped 

me in times of difficulties. I didn’t want to lose 

my friend. I was truly heartbroken and felt like 

I was all alone in the world with no one to share 

my secrets and have fun with. Just then, I felt 

someone touch my shoulder. I turned around and 

found it to be my other friend, Rhea. 

I hugged her tightly and wept bitterly. She 

consoled me and helped me calm down. I decided 

to take a walk around the hospital so that I 

could distract my mind.  As I was walking down 

the corridors of the second floor, I found two 

contradictory emotions experienced by two 

different families. One family was rejoicing at 

the birth of a new member in the family while 

the other family was steeped in sorrow at the 

death of their loved one. What a place of 

contradictions! 

I then saw doctors rushing about; some running 

to patients to save lives and some talking 

excitedly about their successful operations. 

While walking around the hospital, I came across 

the room where medicines were being packed. 

The smell of ‘spirit’ was interesting and I just 

loved it. But along with it came the smell of 

bitter medicines. I rushed back to the waiting 

room. The operation would have been just about 

over. My heart was beating fast, and I kept my 

fingers crossed hoping for the best. 

The doctor came out with the good news that my 

friend was successfully operated upon. I was 

very happy. In those anxious moments, I had 

realized the importance of life and that it 

should not be taken for granted. 

 

- Saloni Panchal  8B 
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All is Well that ends Well. 

On an early bright morning, I was woken up by 

the shrill ring of a phone call. Still sleepy, I 

received the call and greeted my mother on the 

other side in a dreamy voice. I was shattered 

and broken when I heard that my aunt had been 

admitted to the nearby hospital. 

 

My sleep vanished as I quickly sprang into action. 

Within ten minutes, my grandfather and I 

reached the hospital. In the waiting room, we 

met the entire family who were waiting for some 

news from the doctor since my aunt’s admission 

into the hospital. 

 

My uncle was crying a lot and my parents were 

trying to console him. I could see my family 

members constantly praying and my younger 

brother staring at each one of us as he was too 

young to understand what had happened and was 

confused.  

 

Feeling helpless at that particular moment, I 

decided to contribute by staying calm. So, I 

decided to tell stories to my younger brother to 

distract his attention. While narrating, I noticed 

my father glancing at me signaling approval, and 

somewhere he made me realize that I had made 

him proud. 

 

Within the next few hours, my brother was fast 

asleep. My uncle was a little calm, and I noticed 

a spark of hope in his eyes. Everyone consoled 

me that my aunt would be well soon. The nurse 

suddenly appeared from the operation theatre, 

and all my relatives rushed towards her. 

At the sight of the nurse, my uncle displayed a 

mixture of emotions on his face; depression, 

happiness, anxiety and confusion. 

 

We maintained our silence as we gave the nurse 

time to handle her sheets and reports of the 

other patients. Finally after a minute or two 

which was equivalent to an hour for my uncle, 

the nurse spoke. She replied cheerfully that my 

Aunt would be discharged soon. 

 

My Uncle's confused look was replaced with 

happiness. My grandfather’s frown was replaced 

by a wide smile which showed all of his crooked 

teeth. My parents also were overjoyed as they 

both kissed me. My brother, who had just woken 

up from his nap, carried the same confused 

expression not aware of the commotion around 

him. 

 

It is rightly said 'All is well that ends well’. At 

the end my aunt was discharged and everyone 

seemed very happy as if they had just won a 

lottery. On the way home, we halted at the 

temple and prayed for my aunt’s speedy 

recovery. After reaching home, everything 

seemed to get back to normal, except for me as 

in the time of grief; I had completely forgotten 

to complete my physics project! 

 

- Khushi Gupta 8C 
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Doctors – The Gods in our Lives 

I had just arrived from school when I caught my 

mother absently gazing at me. I asked her what the 

matter was, but she wouldn’t reply. She seemed 

tensed and worried. She had received a call from 

my grandmother informing her that my 

grandfather’s blood pressure had suddenly shot up 

and had to be admitted to hospital. 

 

We rushed to Fortis hospital which is well known 

for its highly qualified doctors and other 

specialists. When we entered the hospital, there 

were nurses and attendants, rushing about 

attending to the critical cases. On enquiring, I got 

to know that my grandfather was admitted to the 

Special Ward. I couldn’t bear to see the condition 

of my grandfather, so I rushed out to the lobby. 

There were many other people sitting in the lobby. 

They all seemed to be very concerned about their 

loved ones, and some couldn’t control their tears. 

I decided not to look at the miserable sights 

which made me sad and sympathetic too. So, I 

turned to look in another direction. I saw a nurse 

pushing an injured person on a wheelchair. 

Suddenly the red light at the top of the 

OPERATION THEATRE lit up and a sense of 

curiosity took over. I tiptoed across and peered 

inside. A heart surgery was being carried out. 

The doctors seemed confident and the nurses 

looked efficient helping the surgeons with the 

required tools. 

Soon, my mother called me into the ward. 

Grandfather was better. I sat beside him and 

consoled him. It proved effective as he smiled 

cheerfully at me. I felt satisfied and after 

bidding him goodbye, I walked home with my 

mother. 

 

That day, I truly felt the strong influence of 

doctors on the entire world. I salute them and 

just have one sentence to say. DOCTORS ARE 

NO LESS THAN GODS IN OUR LIVES. 

- Vishakha Deshmukh 8E 

An Hour at the Railway Station 

Last Diwali, I went to my native place by train. 

This was a journey I will never forget. We reached 

a bit early before the train’s arrival time. I saw 

many things on the railway station. There was 

crowd everywhere, but we found a place where we 

could sit comfortably. Many people were standing 

in queue to get the tickets for the local train. 

Porters were carrying luggage and leading 

passengers to their seats. Passengers were 

checking their names in the reservation charts. 

The train was delayed, so there was a lot of crowd 

on the platform. Suddenly the lights on the railway 

station went off and the announcements stopped. 

I heard some little children crying due to the 

darkness all around. After some time, the lights 

came back and we heard the announcement that 

our train was delayed by another two hours. We 

could see the vendors calling out their wares. 

I could smell the aroma of the food at various 

stalls. The railway station had tracks for both 

local trains as well as long distance trains. Not all 

trains were delayed but few of them were. After 

some time, the train arrived and everyone rushed 

towards the train. We boarded the train with 

great difficulty. We felt very tired after a long 

and hectic day. I thanked God that the day was 

over.                                 - Keerti Mehta 7B 
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Pulsating Railway Station 

One of the most interesting places in the world 

is the railway station. One comes across 

different kinds of people here. Rich and poor, so 

called high caste and low caste, old and young all 

assemble here. Travelling by train is cheap and 

comfortable, so a railway station is a place full 

of great hustle and bustle. 

 

On most of the railway stations, we get the 

aroma of delicious fast-food items being cooked 

in the crammed stalls. We hear the hawkers and 

vendors selling their wares in a sing-song style. 

A large number of people come to the station to 

see off their near and dear ones.  

We see young boys selling newspapers and 

cobblers polishing the shoes of the travelling 

gentlemen. Whatever the time of arrival or 

departure of the train, every person is impatient 

to get the ticket first. There is always an 

enormous crowd of people who are anxious to 

get into the train and occupy a seat. 

 

A railway station is hence, a place full of life and 

excitement. To visit a railway station is like 

visiting a human museum, where you learn many 

things and see many things. 

- Aarohi Dabholkar  7B 

Railway Station- A Perspective 

Last Sunday, I had been to the Chennai Central 

station to see my friend off. She was going to 

Delhi by the Howrah Mail. The waiting room was 

crowded with all sorts of passengers. There was a 

long queue in front of the booking window. 

Everyone seemed to be in a hurry. We reached 

the platform pushing through the crowd. Some 

people were sitting on the benches, reading 

newspapers, waiting for the train’s arrival. 

The vendors were having a busy time. They were 

shouting out their wares to attract the attention 

of potential customers. There was a rush at the 

tea-stall. I could smell the aroma of fresh tea 

being brewed. I loved the sight of the coolies in 

red uniforms sitting in a line. The blaring horn 

indicated the arrival of the train as it slowly 

chugged into the station. After that, there was 

noise and confusion everywhere. 

There was a great rush at the doors of the 

compartments. Many people got down and many 

more got in. Coolies were seen carrying 

heavy luggage on their heads. The scene on the 

platform had turned chaotic with the arrival of 

the train. 

Luckily, my friend got a comfortable seat near 

the window. Soon all were settled in their 

seats. It was time for the train to depart. I 

heard the engine blow its whistle and the train 

began to move out. I waved to my friend till she 

was out of sight.  As the train left the 

platform, peace and calm returned to the 

platform. 

- Yuveeka Chopda  7B 
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An Entertaining Wait 

At times due to unavoidable and unforeseen 

circumstances a train gets delayed. We were 

going to Goa on a vacation. I remember how we 

hurried about to get to the station early so that 

we didn’t miss the train under any 

circumstances. To our surprise, we reached the 

station quite early. Needless to say the 

announcement echoing throughout the station 

rattled us. It seemed that our train would be 

delayed for nearly an hour on account of intense 

fog and unfavourable weather conditions. 

 

In such a situation, one can only wait patiently. 

In the course of waiting for the train, I kept 

myself entertained watching the various scenes. 

The hustle and bustle of the railway station is 

quite invigorating. I could see people thronging 

the platform. The first thing I noticed was that 

a good number of people were at various 

counters demanding information and the reason 

for trains being delayed. The officers at the 

enquiry counter had no choice but to repeat the 

same answer to all passengers enquiring about 

the status of the Mumbai – Goa express train. 

 

After the passengers took stock of the 

situation, they realized that they had no 

alternative but to wait.  Thereafter some of 

them visited the rest rooms while others sat on 

the platform floor spreading some newspaper 

sheets or bed sheets as all the benches were 

taken. It was amusing to see vendors moving to 

and fro selling their wares. Some of them with 

hand carts were carrying passenger’s luggage as 

well. 

People were busy buying eatables such as fruits, 

chips, biscuits, wafers, bottled water, etc., for 

their journey. Some were eating homemade food. 

Vendors selling tea and coffee were doing their 

rounds almost every ten minutes. Apart from 

this, there was a restaurant inside the station 

catering to customers from all walks of life. 

 

The restaurant was crowded with people having 

their meals that ranged from Continental, North 

Indian, South Indian, Chinese and Bengali food. 

There was a good deal of commotion at the 

railway station. In the meantime, I too started 

feeling hungry. My father ordered some Chinese 

food for me because I love it. 

 

It was almost close to an hour and time for the 

train to arrive. We got our luggage ready 

expecting the train to arrive at the station any 

moment. It was such a long wait! Suddenly I 

caught a glimpse of the train. I was overjoyed! I 

was happy that finally the wait was over. The 

train arrived, and we got into the train. I saw 

the signal turning green which meant that the 

train could leave. The train started moving 

tardily, but I was filled with joy because we 

were about to leave for Goa after a long wait! 

 

  - Anjali Kavthekar 7A   
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A Crowded Market 

It was a cheerful Sunday where all the birds 

were chirping merrily and the children were 

enjoying the day. It was afternoon when my 

mother asked me if I could accompany her to the 

market. I happily agreed and went with her to 

the market. 
 

What a crowded market it was! There were 

hordes of people at the shops. There were cars, 

autorickshaws, scooters which were crowding the 

market even more. My mother and I kept to the 

footpath. As we moved on, we saw all sorts of 

goods being sold. There were cloth merchants, 

jewellers, electronic goods traders all selling 

their goods to eager customers. 
 

Very soon, we were in the centre of the market. 

My mother entered a shop which had branded 

suitcases, designer hand bags and leather 

briefcases. My mother selected and bought a 

pretty hand bag which had laces and a pretty 

bow. 

It was evening by then. The market looked 

mesmerizing due to the dazzling lights. As we 

walked further, we came across the vegetable and 

fruit vendors. I could hear them shout on top of 

their voices to attract the crowd. My mother went 

towards the fruit vendor to buy a kilo of apples. I 

saw fresh, ripe, red apples in his basket. I 

selected the apples and the vendor weighed them. 

My mother smiled as we deposited the apples in 

our market bag. 
 

As we made our way through the crowd, we found 

the exit. I saw a girl with ragged clothes, begging 

for money. With my mother’s permission, I shared 

an apple with her. Her eyes twinkled with 

happiness and there was a big curved line of smile 

on her face. The joy that the apple brought to the 

girl made my tiring day very fruitful.  Sharing 

spreads happiness is the valuable lesson I learnt 

that day.  

- Royina S Kshirsagar 7B 

Deliciously Corned 

"Kanda das rupaya kilo! Tamatar pandhra rupaya 

kilo!" are the voices of the fruit and vegetable 

vendors who sell fruits and vegetables on the 

sidewalks of the road. This is a scene found in 

the bazaars of India. My mother and I visited 

one such market on a fine Sunday morning. 
 

The market was very crowded as it was a 

Sunday. People generally like to go shopping on 

Sundays. I had held my mother’s hand firmly, so 

that I wouldn't be lost. The fruit and vegetable 

vendors made a lot of noise as they shouted out 

their wares.  Some of them had arranged the 

fruits in a very neat and orderly manner on their 

carts whereas some had scattered all the fruits 

and vegetables on their carts. My mother and I 

bought some apples though the price quoted by 

the vendor was really high. 

He told us that the Kashmiri apples would cost 

Rs.150 per kg and the Washington apples, Rs. 170 

per kg. My mother started bargaining for the 

Washington apples. Finally he agreed to sell them 

at Rs.120 per kg. After that we went to buy some 

vegetables. When my mother was buying 

vegetables, I could smell something delicious. I 

recognized that the aroma was of roasted corn! My 

mouth watered. Immediately, I asked my mother to 

buy it for me. The roasted corn tasted really 

delicious! After that I felt very thirsty, so we 

drank tender coconut water. 

 

The experience of visiting the market was really 

exciting. I would surely like to visit this market 

once again and would love to eat the delicious corn! 

  - Nandini Yadav  7B 
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The Unending Shopping List 

It had been a long time since I went to the 

supermarket. So one Sunday, I made a list of a few 

items which I needed and asked my dad to take me to 

the supermarket. We got caught in a heavy traffic 

jam, and it took us a long time to reach the 

supermarket. My dad asked me to sleep for a while 

and relax, so that I would be refreshed by the time 

we reached the supermarket. Finally, we reached the 

supermarket. We parked our car, took a trolley and 

joined the line to enter. 

 

There was a long queue at the entry, and it took a 

while to enter the supermarket. I could see lines of 

busy billing counters zapping the items, transferring 

the items into the bags, lines of trolleys moving in and 

out. I get to have this experience only once in a blue 

moon. So, it was a cloud nine event for me. Then, I saw 

lines and stacks of various items and products. We 

started to look for the items on my list. 

 

In a corner, a salesman was announcing a sale. We also 

headed towards it. People pushed and shoved their 

way through the crowd and picked up several articles. 

In the meantime, I was separated from my dad in the 

crowd and couldn’t find him anywhere. I shouted on 

top of my voice, “DAD!..... DAD!” But my voice couldn’t 

reach him as there was a lot of noise around. So, I 

went to the help desk and asked the person to help me 

reach my father. He announced my name on the PA 

system and my dad came to the counter. We then 

went to buy some groceries. 

We came by a counter that was selling 

perfumes. We sampled some perfumes; jasmine, 

sandalwood, lavender, rose… , and I was lost in 

its fragrance.  We bought a small bottle as a 

gift for my mother. The next counter offered 

us some special dish with hilarious names 

“Chocolatey Chips with Black salt” and 

“Strawberry Pie”. Chips were a little tangy and 

sweet and the pie, it was scrumptious and 

succulent. Then we headed to another counter 

that offered us hot and crusty “Margharita 

Pizza”, it was really very yummy and we took 3-

4 pizza bases, pizza sauce and parmesan and 

mozzarella cheese to make pizzas at home. 

 

I love fruits, so we went to the veggie section. 

There we bought apples, oranges, grapes and 

guavas. I was fascinated by a strange-looking 

fruit. I asked my dad what the fruit was called. 

He told me that it was kiwi. My father bought 

me four of them. As we moved further, I 

caught a whiff of delicious, ripe mangoes. It 

smelled like paradise. I had to have them, so we 

bought mangoes too.  

 

With all our purchases in tow, we went to the 

billing section. It didn’t take us much time as 

most of the crowd had dispersed by then. We 

paid the bill and were ready to leave. We went 

to the parking area and drove back home 

munching away at the ‘Chocolatey Chips with 

Black Salt’ and ‘Strawberry Pie’ and listening to 

the radio. With an experience like that, I would 

definitely love to visit the supermarket again. 

- Chinmay Ambasht 7B 
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Life without twists and turns 

Life without twists and turns is like food without 

salt. But sometimes, when the salt is more than 

required it can make you choke. My best friend 

Suhani and I were very happy until she was diagnosed 

with brain tumor. She had to be operated upon. Her 

parents were dead and she lived with her granny who 

was too old to take her to the hospital, so my family 

helped. We took her to the hospital immediately. 
 

Every second was nerve wrecking. My heart was now 

pumping with fear instead of blood.  Anxiety was 

creeping up my body. Thousands of thoughts crowded 

my mind. Would I be able to see her again? I didn't 

think the doctors could answer that. They had 

already informed us that only a few patients survive 

the operation. When we got a call from her grandma 

that she was having seizures, we decided to take her 

to the hospital. There we were told that the tumour 

was at an advanced stage. We were all devastated by 

the news. 
 

Suddenly I saw a body being rushed along the 

corridor; it was covered in blood. I got goose bumps 

seeing the horrible sight. I was freaking out. I could 

see a number of people in the hospital praying. As I 

went further in, I noticed a small temple. I prayed 

with all my heart, and felt a little comforted. The 

doctors informed us that Suhani’s head would have to 

be shaved. 

I recollected how her black, beautiful, thick 

hair would sway in the sunshine, but not 

anymore. I sat down on a chair outside the 

Operation Theater. I could smell phenyl and 

blood and could sense sorrow in the air. 

Immediately after the operation, the doctors 

came out and told us that they couldn't save 

her.  Tears streamed down my cheeks. My 

parents informed her grandmother. I ran into 

her ward. Her shaved hair was lying in the 

dust bin beside her bed. I hugged her and 

wept till my heart emptied its sorrow and 

memories. My parents came inside to take me 

home, but as I got up a gentle hand touched 

my shoulder. I remembered that touch.  

Suhani! The ECG machine started beeping 

again. The doctors and the nurses rushed in 

and spoke confusedly in unison. 

My heart was now filled with joy. I kissed her 

bald head and hugged my parents. This was 

truly a miracle. I learned that life teaches us 

something or the other at every stage. I 

really felt great to have learned something so 

valuable.  Without a doubt, I will carry the 

memory of this incident to my grave. 

 - Anushka Trivedi 8C 

How I spent my Summer Vacation 

Vacation is the best time to relax and refresh ourselves. 

Our school closes in May and reopens in June each year. 

Summer Vacation is the best vacation as it lasts longer. I 

was bored sitting at home and so pestered my parents to 

plan for a trip. 
 

As Alibaug is famous for water sports, we planned to 

visit there. Twelve more people joined us on the trip. We 

left on 21st of May. We had planned to stay there for 5 

days. We reached our hotel ‘Radisson Blu’ and we 

freshened up after a tiring travel. We sampled a lot of 

delicacies throughout our trip. The hotel also had a large 

Game room with different games. Everyday my friends 

and I would go there to try our hand at 

playing different games. The hotel was 

very big. It had a big swimming pool too. 

The water in the pool was very cold. It 

also had many rides. We played catch ball 

in the pool. We spent our time watching 

television in the afternoons and rested a 

while after that. Soon it was time to 

leave. I was very sad because I did not 

want to leave that place.  

We returned with sweet memories of the 

amazing trip. We clicked lots of photos 

and selfies. We did enjoy a lot. Given a 

chance, I would like to visit that place 

again. 

- Anushka Kenia  6B 
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Those 4 Hours 22 Minutes 

Hospitals have always been a place of fear and 

anxiety. It has always been a cold and 

frightening place for me. Thankfully, I visit 

them only once in a blue moon, but I had to visit 

it recently. It was for an inevitable reason.  The 

day was bright and warm on 3rd of September, 

but it didn’t stay the same for long as my friend 

and I got involved in an accident. 
 

I had to rush her to the hospital although that 

place was my worst nightmare. I could not help it 

because she was bleeding profusely. I had 

stepped into a hospital after many years. The 

hospital was the same as I always remembered 

it; cold, such a contrast to life outside. 
 

It wasn’t a very comfortable place. I couldn’t 

forget the scene I saw there. I saw doctors and 

nurses rushing from one corridor to another 

carrying different types of instruments and 

returning to my friend’s ward. Soon the light of 

the ICU turned red and there was silence all 

around. 
 

After about an hour, I sat on the metal chair 

nearby. It felt cold but that didn’t bother me. I 

was grief stricken, and my hands were freezing. 

I still had my head buried in them. Suddenly, I 

felt warmth returning to my body, so I looked 

up. My friend’s parents were standing there and 

comforting me. 
 

Another half an hour went by and still there was 

no news from the doctors. We all were seated 

quietly praying for good news. This is why I 

never liked hospitals. It is always so quiet and 

the air is filled with uncertainty.  

At times it does bring us joy by way of an 

addition to the family while at other times it 

carries sorrowful tidings of the loss of a loved 

one. There is always the peculiar odour of 

disinfectants and medicines whirling in the air 

which makes me giddy.  
 

The door opened and the doctor came out. I 

rushed towards him only to find out that they 

still couldn’t predict anything about my friend’s 

condition. It was now that I thanked God for my 

healthy life and good fortune. I took a sip of 

water from the filter nearby soon regretting 

the ice cold water numbing my tongue. 
 

It seemed as if we had been in this state of not 

knowing for quite a while. My hands and legs had 

turned numb sitting stiffly on the cold chair for 

such a long time. The whole place was silent and 

the only sound I could hear was the whirling of 

the ceiling fan overhead. 
 

Another hour passed by and I heard the door 

open once again. The doctor came out with a 

smile on her face and said that my friend would 

be fine and could be discharged after a week. 

On hearing the news, I let out a sigh of relief. 

Those 4 hours 22 minutes had given me a glimpse 

into the different experiences that we would 

probably have to face in our lifetime. Maybe 

hospitals weren’t such a bad place after all and 

with that thought I rushed into the ward to see 

my dear friend. 

- Priya Mahanta  8B 

The Naughty Boy 

Rahul was a naughty boy. He would trouble 

everyone by teasing them. He would also push his 

friends and fight with them. He would copy in 

exams. 

One day, he asked an important question to his 

friend. His friend didn’t reply. He repeatedly 

asked his friend to answer the question. But his 

friend refused to answer. 

He understood that his friend was not answering 

because Rahul troubled him. From that day he 

started changing his behavior and all began to 

like him. 

 

Moral - Don’t trouble others. You will fall into 

trouble. 

- Aaryan Shirodkar  3D 
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My visit to a Dentist 

Sitting in a dental clinic is as terrifying as it 

sounds. I myself had a ‘terrific’ experience 

recently in a dental clinic. The reception area 

and waiting room (both are the same room) 

themselves are as unfriendly and uncomfortable 

as is a hostile look or a drill operating inside 

your mouth. The photos of messed up gums and 

bad teeth with swollen parts in the mouth (I did 

not know they could swell) are supposed to scare 

you into keeping your teeth in perfect condition.  

 

As I stepped into the office of the dentist 

(where all the action happens!), the first ray of 

light that hit my eye was that reflecting off the 

sharp metallic instruments arranged ever so 

smartly it could easily be mistaken for a display 

of dental instruments in a hundred year old 

museum. 

When I sat on the chair, the ever so comforting 

leather cushion and back support provided 

softness to relax and rigidity to stay upright at 

the same time. Then in walked the saviour of 

teeth in all land, the enemy of cavity, the reason 

for healthy gums and teeth, and the dentist. 

The mean look on his face was petrifying, the 

dangerously sharp instruments looked like 

Dandiya in those experienced and weirdly white 

hands (I realized later that he was wearing 

gloves). 

At first, a five-minute unneccessary talk was 

delivered (I choose to call it a ‘talk’ but it was 

rather a ‘sermon’) to me about the importance of 

a keeping our teeth healthy. Then some 

horrifying pictures were shown to me about 

what will happen if I don’t keep my gums healthy. 

The pictures were so disgusting and revolting 

that it made me nauseaus. Of course, I couldn’t 

throw up on him as he would be the last guy I 

would want to irk holding the sharp knives and 

drills and hammers that would go INSIDE my 

mouth. 

  

Then the ACTUAL torture begins as he 

lubricates your mouth and then starts- a nick 

here, a tap there; a rod here, a rod with a 

mirror there and so on. Just when it seems that 

he has done a fabulous job of terrifying you (and 

of course of keeping your teeth in good 

condition) and you relax, he utters the following 

words, “come back for a follow-up checkup in 6 

months.” And at exactly that moment you freeze 

and wonder what wrong have you done to this 

man. Is he feeding fat the ancient grudge he 

bears against you?  You may talk to the smirking 

Gods above about the game they are playing with 

you, but it doesn’t help. I am willing to wager 100 

bucks with those reading this article that had 

they been in my place, they would certainly not 

look forward to this ‘follow up visit’.  

-Aditya Singh  9C 

The Super Power I would Like to have for a Day 

Mind reading would be a special super power I 

would love to have for a day. 

I would use it for many good things. I would help 

a police officer by reading people’s mind and 

detect a thief and find out what he is going to 

steal. I would also help someone if something sad 

is going on in their mind, and they are shy or 

scared to speak to anyone. But the most 

important reason is to have fun. If my friend or 

any other person is performing a magic trick, I 

would easily understand and also show that I too 

am a magician. If a shopkeeper cheats us, I 

would report it to my mother by reading the 

shopkeeper’s mind.  

Last but not the least if my friends and I are 

playing ‘statue’ and my hands are not crossed, I 

would simply read my friend’s mind and know 

whether he or she is going to make me a statue. 

If yes, then I would cross my hands. That’s just 

for fun. 

 

I would be very excited if it would happen with 

me.  My experience would truly be full of fun 

with my mind reading power. 

 

- Tanisha Bhandari  5B 
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To Market, to Market….. 

A market is a place which sells all the items we 

need in our day-to-day life. We get items like 

clothes, fruits, vegetables, combs, knives, 

mirror, toys, medicines… 

Last Sunday, I went to the market with my 

mother to buy items for Diwali. The streets 

were crowded with adults and children. The 

shopkeepers were shouting to sell their 

products. Some hawkers were selling lamps, 

diyas, colours, lanterns, decorative items and 

crackers. I asked my mother to buy some 

rockets for me.   

The rates were too high as many people were 

buying these items. The bags were heavy, so my 

mother asked me to carry a few bags. Then we 

ate snacks and had some fresh juice. We bought 

some gifts for our family and friends. We also 

bought some new clothes and sweets. We placed 

the items in our car and went home, but the road 

was full of traffic, hence we reached home very 

late and very tired.  

Markets are really useful to us. Markets should 

be built in every town.  

   - Soham Khandge 4D 

At the Railway Station 

A railway station is a crowded and noisy place. 

The trains halt, so that people can alight and 

board the train. I was at the station while 

coming from Udupi to Mumbai. 

At the railway station, I saw many things like 

people polishing shoes, weighing machine, people 

alighting and boarding the train. Announcements 

when a train is late, how late it is, whether the 

train is fast or slow, at what time it will arrive, 

and where it will go. 

Suddenly I smelled a nice aroma! It was coming 

from a shop in which the shopkeeper was making 

samosas. I told my father I wanted one. I also 

learned a new thing, not to cross the yellow line 

for if we cross it we will be too close to the 

train and it can knock us down. 

It was an amazing day and I felt it was a 

wonderful experience. 

- Gatik Shelar 3C 

Would you judge men who love wearing pink? 

Pink is said to be the colour of passion. It is said 

that at some point, pink was actually preferred 

for men because of its strong striking hue, and 

blue which was associated with the virgin Mary, 

was for women. But somewhere along the line, 

the colour associated with the genders got 

switched. Blue came to be associated with boys 

and pink with girls. 

Today, again, we see men wearing pink. Pink 

seems to be everywhere in men’s clothes. ‘Men in 

pink’ has become the new trend. It’s more of a 

fashion statement now.  

Pink is a unique and great colour, and I don’t 

think it should be limited to women. It all 

depends on how you look at a colour and not at 

the social perception of it. The meaning of 

colours is created by society, for e.g. pink 

appears weird on men to most because it was 

culturally identified that way. I believe that 

there is nothing wrong with pink on men.  

Is there some rule book out there that I am not 

aware of which says that men can’t wear pink? 

To be honest, I find it offensive when either 

gender claims to own a colour. I can respect a 

man who wears pink and doesn’t care what people 

think. Only a real man could pull off the colour 

pink because real men are bold enough to wear 

it. I would consider people narrow minded if they 

laugh at men in pink.  

Colour is an expression of personality and I 

wouldn’t like it if someone told me that I 

couldn’t wear blue because it was associated 

with boys.  

In today’s world when we talk about equality 

where we aren’t supposed to judge women for 

wearing what they like, why judge a man?  

I think it is time we moved past this thinking.  

And who cares what colour someone wears? We 

are all pink on the inside. 

- Anoushka Kumar 10E 
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Are Fairy Tales good for children and why? 

Someone has aptly said that fairly tales are true 

not because they tell us that dragons exist but 

because they tell us that they can be beaten. In 

a technologically advanced world like ours with 

so much exposure to age inappropriate content, 

we should certainly look into ourselves to see 

how simple yet powerful fairytales are. 

The idea of a charming princess, a valiant prince, 

a fairy godmother, magic of elves, dwarfs and 

giants, all of these taught us that life indeed can 

be lived and obstacles overcome. 

Yes, they did create a world of fantasy -

something that was difficult to accept but at 

least it fuelled our imagination and made us 

believe in it. Unlike the television, which kills our 

imagination, fairy tales fuel it.   

Most fairy tales have happy endings with morals, 

and it teaches children the way to live life. It 

teaches us to wait patiently and that help will 

come from unexpected quarters when you need 

it. The fairies in our lives can be friends and 

teachers who guide us. All you need is the power 

of belief. It teaches us to believe that miracles 

do happen.  It reminds us that bad days don’t 

last for ever and that there is light at the end 

of every tunnel! 

We need to continue teaching our younger 

generation about fairy tales and putting them to 

bed reading out stories which infuse positivity 

and happiness. Instead of sleeping to whatsapp 

conversations and snapchat pictures let them 

sleep to fairy tales and see how beautiful and 

powerful their minds can be.   

- Ritvik Kokal 10E 

Imagine you were walking on the beach. Your foot banged 
against something hard. You looked down and saw an old 
lamp. It was a magical lamp and a genie appeared!  
What happened next? 

The Magical Lamp on the Beach 

His eyes were red with 

anger. Then he asked, 

“Who woke me up!” Then 

I slowly told him, “I was 

the person who woke you 

up”. Then he threatened 

that he will eat me up! He 

then gave me another 

option that I will take 

place in the lamp. 

I didn’t know what to do. But then I saw a red 

and blue horn on its head. I gathered up 

courage and chose the first option. The genie 

grabbed me and took me towards his mouth. 

Suddenly like a flash of light, I broke his horn. 

He disappeared into the lamp again. I fell down 

with a thud. I threw the lamp into the sea. I 

narrated this thing to my family and friends. I 

wonder if anybody believed me. I don’t think so! 

- Kanika Ghare 3C 

The Magic Lamp 

The genie asked me what I wanted. I asked for a 

new gear cycle, a huge chocolate cake and a 

remote controlled sports car. After that I 

asked for many more things for my family, new 

toys, new books, new compass boxes.  

 

I decided to use all of them. When I used all of 

them, I wanted more, but I decided not to be 

greedy. So afterwards I buried the magic lamp 

back in the sand so that someone else could 

make their wishes come true. 

- Shlokh Poojary 3C 
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A Strange Day 
At first I was frightened but the friendly genie 

encouraged me to make a wish. I told him that 

my wish was to be in a huge fairyland full of 

happiness. And as soon as I blinked my eyelids, I 

was in the fairyland with the genie beside me. I 

sang and danced with all the fairies. After that 

we all were very tired and sat in a circle. 

The fairy beside me told me to share my 

feelings and thoughts. 

All the fairies spoke about very interesting things. 

When it was my turn, I said that “I am very happy 

and want to play games with you. “All the fairies 

laughed and played with me. Soon it was time to go 

home. 

I thanked all the fairies and the genie for 

entertaining me and I went back home with all the 

glorious and sweet memories to tell everyone 

about the fun I had in the fairyland. 

- Aditi Pujari – 3B 

The Magical Genie 

 
I was terrified! Still frightened, I 

asked, “Who are you?” he replied that 

he was a Genie and since I had rubbed 

the lamp where he lived, he would 

grant me all my wishes. I was so happy 

that I fell into the sea.  

When I came out, I started preparing a list of my wishes. 

After a long time, my list came to an end. It was so long that 

I could wrap myself 3 times! Next, I started asking the 

Genie my wishes. But in the end, the things were so heavy 

that I couldn’t carry them home, so I asked for a wish to put 

them in my house. The next day I called all my friends home. 

They became so greedy, that they started stealing 

everything. I requested the Genie to stop them from 

stealing. But the Genie said, “No, I can’t. This is the result of 

your greediness.” I was so sad that I said, “Go away! I don’t 

want you!” The Genie vanished, with all my things. I 

apologised to my friends. They went home sad after my 

disaster.                                            - Soham Pednekar 3B 

Read the part of the story already written, then complete the story in any 
interesting way you like. 

Bobby was doing his homework. His mother had gone to 
the neighbour’s house. He was alone in the house. 

A baby monkey was sitting on a branch of a tree just outside 
Bobby’s bedroom window. It was looking at Bobby. 

Suddenly, the monkey jumped into the room through the 
open window. It sat near Bobby’s desk and looked at him. 

Bobby and the Monkey 
Bobby was scared at first but then realized that it 

was a baby monkey. It looked sad & worried. Just 

then Bobby’s mother came home. Bobby told his 

mother about the baby monkey. Bobby’s mother 

called the baby monkey near. Suddenly when it 

came near Bobby’s mother, it started crying. 

Bobby’s mother now realized why it was sad, 

worried and also crying. It was because it had 

lost its mother. Bobby & his mother helped the 

baby monkey find its mother.  

Moral – Be good & kind to other. 

- Kinshya Akerkar 2C 

Kind Bobby 
Bobby was scared of monkeys so he got scared of 

this one too. He cried “Mummy! See this monkey!” 

But no one replied. He said “Go away!” But the 

monkey did not go. Gathering courage, Bobby said 

“If you don’t go then I will beat you.” The baby 

monkey started crying. Bobby took pity on the 

monkey and consoled it.  

The monkey jumped and said “whoop, whoop”. It 

wanted to say something. Bobby couldn’t 

understand. The monkey then painted 

something. It was bobby’s toy monkey. Bobby 

thought, the monkey wanted a friend and gave 

it to him. The monkey went away. Bobby’s 

mother praised him after listening to his story. 

- Krishendu Moitra 2E 
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A day in an orphanage 

It was Raksha Bandhan and I was going to my 

aunt’s place with my father. We were travelling 

by train where a group of children came to us 

asking for donation. They had a box and an 

information booklet in their hands. I asked my 

father about them, he explained to me that they 

were orphans. They live in an orphanage. Many 

people donate food, clothes, books, medicines, 

toys, and other essential items to them. Then I 

told my father that I too would like to visit 

them and donate something. Suddenly I got an 

idea that my piggy bank was full of money, and I 

would like to donate that money to them. So, my 

father and my mother, and I went to an 

orphanage. We took a lot of biscuits and 

chocolates for them. 

My mother gave them notebooks and told them a 

lot of stories. I gave them toys and taught them 

how to play with it. I saw a girl crying, so I 

played with her and made her laugh.  Then we all 

had food together. We all sat in a circle, 

laughing and enjoying. I danced with the 

children. 

Then finally it was time to say good bye, and I 

was feeling very sad to leave them. They also 

felt sad, so I promised the children that 

whenever it was possible, I would visit them. We 

came back home and while sleeping, I recollected 

all the moments I enjoyed with the children and 

slept with fond memories of the wonderful time 

I had. 

 - Vidit Bansode 4D 

Humour on Wheels 

I would like to recount a funny incident that 

occurred when we were travelling to Mumbai to 

attend my cousin’s wedding.  Nearing Mumbai, a 

man accidentally boarded our train.  He had 

wanted to get down at Thane station, and our 

train would not stop there.  The man got really 

worried upon realizing his mistake. 

 

Watching the man get anxious, a sympathetic 

co-passenger of ours decided to help him out.  

The co-passenger had been a regular on that 

train and had been travelling the same route for 

the past four years. He knew that just before 

Thane station, the train slowed down 

considerably to allow one to get off the train.  

He advised the man to get off the moving train 

and then continue running on the platform for a 

short distance so as to avoid falling and hurting 

himself. 

When the moment of action came, the train 

slowed down as the co-passenger had predicted.  

The man got off the moving train and continued 

running as he had been advised, but at top 

speed.  Such was his speed that he overshot our 

compartment.  Thinking that he wanted to catch 

the train, the passengers in the compartment 

ahead pulled him onto the train once again only 

to have the man curse and tell them that they 

had undone what he had managed with such 

difficulty. 

 

We had a hearty laugh imagining the frustrated 

look on the man’s face.  I can never forget that 

humourous incident ever in my life. 

 

- Mary Eapen  9C 
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Neeraj – Our Groom 

Train journeys can be anything but humorous. 

Well – but ‘exceptions make the rule’ - don’t 

they? The memory still stands clear in my mind, 

and I can’t resist recollecting it every time I 

step over the threshold of a railway 

compartment. 

 

It was the month of May.  The scorching heat 

that had caused so much perspiration also 

brought with it a wave of happiness into our 

family.  It was my cousin’s wedding, after all! On 

the 22nd of May, my cousin, Neeraj, was to get 

married.  The marriage was to be held in 

Mumbai.  We used to stay in Ahmedabad then.  

The train tickets were booked and by the eve of 

20th, we were all packed and ready to leave.  My 

family and the bridegroom’s family were to meet 

at Vapi station. 

 

We boarded our train and everything went quite 

well till we reached Vapi station.  All of us were 

in a cheerful mood, and we even managed to 

spread the cheer among the passengers around 

us.  As the train approached Vapi station, our 

excitement grew.  The train was supposed to 

halt at the station for about five minutes.  The 

first couple of minutes were spent in greetings 

and acknowledgements.  All the boys in our group 

then started to arrange the bags inside the 

compartment.  Even while going through such 

mundane activity, we were enjoying ourselves 

which set a mood of enthusiasm and fun. 

 

The train whistled shrilly as the guard waved 

the green flag. All of us got into the train in a 

hurry.  All of us let out a sigh of relief after we 

had boarded the train. Amidst the chaos and 

confusion of settling in, we forgot that Neeraj, 

the bridegroom had gone to the restroom.   

It was sometime later after the train started 

moving that it struck us that the man of the hour, 

the bridegroom, Neeraj, was missing. The 

atmosphere in the compartment suddenly changed 

to panic.  All of us started looking for Neeraj 

frantically.  He was nowhere to be found.  Then 

somebody looked out of the door, and there he 

was….. the fool, looking around and not realizing 

that the serpentine train which had been sitting 

on the track just a moment ago wasn’t there!  My 

uncle called out to him and that was when he 

realized that the train which he was supposed to 

board was gaining speed and leaving without him.  

For once in his life, he made a run for it, all the 

time struggling to zip up his pants as he had 

forgotten to do it in the restroom.  He was 

shouting out loud to get somebody to stop the 

train. 

 

By the time somebody thought of pulling the 

chain, the train had already gained considerable 

speed.  One of us ran and pulled the chain but to 

our surprise instead of stopping, the engine 

roared and doubled its speed, and the chain had 

come loose in our hands. 

 

Then we had no choice whatsoever.  The train 

would not stop.  As a result, Neeraj was left 

aghast and super shocked on the station.  We 

called him up and asked him to board the train at 

the next station, i.e., at Baroda.  Luckily, Neeraj’s 

taxi driver understood the gravity of his situation 

and drove as if all hell had broken loose to help 

him reach the next station in time for the train. 

The incident left me with an indelible memory 

albeit a humorous memory to cherish and enjoy 

throughout my life. 

- Heeral Manwani  9C 
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A Day with Butterflies 

One day I went to the park. There were colourful 

butterflies flying over beautiful flowers. As I went 

near one of them, I turned into a butterfly.  
 

Oh! It was so thrilling to be a butterfly. I had 

beautiful colourful wings. I could fly over the 

flowers just sucking the nectar. There was no need 

to chew the food and no studies at all! Only flying 

in a melodious mood.  
 

All the other butterflies invited me and they all 

became my friends. It was exciting to have new 

friends, flying with them. We were all surrounded 

by the children in the park. They were happy 

watching our colourful wings. 

Suddenly one girl came near me and she caught 

me by my wings. She held my wings within her 

pinch. Oh! It was so painful, I couldn’t fly. She 

held me for some time and showed me to her 

friends. After a while she left me on the 

ground.  

 

But it was so painful that I was half dead and I 

was unable to fly again.  

 

Moral: Children shouldn’t disturb God’s 

creations.  

                                                                                  

- Shreesha Hodge  3B 

My Secret 

While I was walking down the hill, I saw 

something black. When I got near it, I saw that 

it was a panther! I went near it and saw that he 

was talking! When he looked at me, my heart 

went racing.  Then he told me, “Don’t be scared, 

I am searching for my cub.” He looked worried. I 

went to my garage as I thought I had seen a cub 

entering it. I went there taking the panther 

along. I saw the cub there.  

Then I got to know that the panther was from a 

magic isle. The panther took its cub and went 

away. But while going they gave me a special locket 

which belonged to the Screen Rose unit which 

collected information about fantastic countries. 

So I was happy to have it and went home, but 

everything that happened is to be kept a secret. 

- Kanika Ghare  3C 
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May floss be with you… 

I was called in for a dental checkup recently, 

which I hated with every fibre of my being. I 

never liked sitting in one place for hours with my 

jaws open until it ached, this was no exception. 

When my mother told me that I had to skip my 

ballet class to show up for my appointment, I 

started throwing a tantrum, but my mother 

wouldn’t hear any of it. At last the dreadful day 

arrived. I pretended to have a stomach ache, 

but my mother scared me by telling me that I 

would get a big injection. I immediately raced to 

the car. It was a short trip and then we finally 

reached our destination, the dentist’s clinic, 

which was according to me, hell, and the dentist 

the devil. 

As I entered the clinic the quiet atmosphere 

was replaced by shouts and cries. There was a 

lot of hustle and bustle in the clinic. As I 

occupied the seat next to my mother on the 

couch, I saw a young girl crying her heart out as 

she did not want to go in, her mother had to lift 

her up and carry her inside. I felt sorry for the 

little girl. Next I saw a boy coming out from the 

dentist’s room with a tear streaked face 

constantly complaining that it had hurt and he 

would never come back again. The receptionist 

was busy answering incessant calls for 

appointments. I could still hear the poor girl 

crying like it was the end of the world. I turned 

my attention to the cat who was trying to catch 

a goldfish from the fishbowl. While catching the 

fish, the fishbowl fell and shattered into a 

million pieces and all the water spilled on a lady 

sitting beside it.  

The maid seeing this cursed and went to bring the 

mop to clean the mess. The lady on whom the 

water had fallen started an argument with the 

owner of the pet cat. My head started aching for 

real this time, and I just wanted to get this over 

with and go home. Then the receptionist called out 

my name, and I knew I was doomed. 

 

It was the moment; I finally had to go inside. As I 

entered the room I noticed the walls were painted 

white, which looked rather plain and boring. The 

dentist told me to sit on the chair. I did as 

instructed, followed by my mother who stood 

beside me. There were all types of tools kept, 

which frightened me to death. The dentist 

examined my teeth and announced that there 

were many cavities which had to be treated. He 

took out an injection. Seeing it I fainted, regaining 

consciousness I looked around to find I was still 

seated on the dentist’s chair. I realized that any 

moment now the dentist would inflict pain, but as 

I was waiting I suddenly saw in the mirror that my 

cavities were cleaned out while I was unconscious 

and the fact was it didn’t pain at all!!! I was very 

happy and relieved. 

As we were going out, the dentist told me I would 

have to visit again if I failed to keep my teeth 

clean. I was about to faint again, but my mother 

was there to support me. I promised myself that I 

would keep my teeth clean no matter what, but I 

would not come to this hell hole again. That was 

my last dental appointment. 

 

- Sharvari.Parkhi 9C 
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The Blue Braces 

It was a normal day during my summer vacation. 

I got up at ten, ate brunch at twelve and then 

started playing a video game on my computer. My 

mother entered my room and told me to get 

ready to go to the dentist. It had been years 

since I had visited the dentist, and whenever I 

went there I was treated for infections or had 

my tooth removed and at the end I came away 

with unbearable pain. This time I was going to 

have my front teeth fixed. They were crooked 

and my mom wanted to get braces. I have heard 

stories of people in which their inner lip gets cut 

or their gum gets pierced by the metal of the 

braces and it scared me to the core. But this 

was only a check up. 

 

After we reached the clinic, which was a 

kilometre away from my house, we had to wait 

for half an hour. Then the dentist’s assistant 

called out my name which sent shivers down my 

spine. The dentist took a look at my teeth and 

told my mother that I would have to wear  

braces for three years. I had refused to get 

braces earlier which would have done the work in 

just a year but now it would take me three years 

to get free of it.  My mother suggested that the 

dentist put the braces at that time itself as she 

knew that if I left the dentist’s clinic then, I 

would never come back. So in this situation ‘as 

you sow so shall you reap’ stands correct and 

made me realise that I should have done it 

earlier. 

 

The dentist asked me the preferred colour of 

braces. There was a wide range of colours and to 

my surprise there was even a dark brown mixed 

with yellow colour which only reminded me of 

vomit. 

My favourite colour is teal and I chose the 

braces which had teal coloured blocks of rubber 

connected to a transparent plastic string. The 

dentist made his assistant check if the teal 

braces that were shown in the brochure were in 

stock. She came back and said that they did not 

have it in stock so I chose the blue one. 

The dentist gave me a dose of local anaesthesia. 

The pain was unimaginable; it made my brain go 

numb instead of my gums. It gave me a headache 

and the evil dentist smiled at me, going through 

so much pain and said, “if you have a headache it 

means the process is going correctly”. How does 

getting severe headache make the process go 

right? After some time I couldn’t feel my teeth. 

They had finally gone numb. I kind of slept or 

fainted due to the pain.  I got up when the 

dentist said it’s done. I didn’t have the energy or 

the will to get up from the seat of the dentist. 

So, the dentist brought a hand mirror and 

positioned it in front my face. I couldn’t flex my 

lips, the numbness was still present. I lifted 

both my lips with the help of my hands and then 

saw the shiny blue braces rivetted to my teeth 

like a nut to a machine, and I knew that now I 

would have a lot of stories to tell of being hurt 

by the braces. 

My mom paid the bill and while leaving I could 

feel sensation return to my gums, lips and teeth 

again. The amount of pain was equivalent to a 

hundred full grown elephants standing on my 

single body! I had no idea about how I was going 

to handle the pain for another three years. This 

check up turned out to be the worst, as after 

the check up I had to put braces; the Blue 

Braces. 

- Nakshatra Narssimhan 9C 
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Late Kate 

 
It was the last paper of my mid-term examination. A 

day before it, I was in high spirits as it was the 

mathematics examination and I had prepared quite 

well. I had solved all the exercises over and over 

again but the day of the examination did not go as I 

had expected. This composition narrates my 

experience of how I was late for an examination for 

the first, and hopefully, the last time in my life. 
 

A week before the examination, my mother had 

informed me that she would have to leave early that 

day due to an office assignment and had time and 

again reminded me to set an alarm to wake up early. 

I had assured her that I would not forget.  The 

night before the exam, I was practising the review 

question and had decided to set the alarm as soon as 

I finished. But, alas! I forgot to do so and went to 

bed with no idea of the upcoming troubles. As 

anticipated, I woke up late in the morning the next 

day and had only fifteen minutes to ready myself. I 

hurriedly changed into my uniform, stuffed the 

exam essentials into my bag and left, and I reached 

school late. As punishment, my reading time was 

taken away by the discipline in charge. 

I was really upset and waited for the fifteen 

minutes of reading time to pass quickly. I knew 

that I’d be left behind in solving the questions 

as I had no clue what the questions were. I was 

cursing myself.  
 

Now that I had lost fifteen minutes of my 

reading time, I had started to understand the 

importance of being on time on all occasions. As 

soon as the writing time began, I hurried over to 

my seat and spent the first five to ten minutes 

in reading the paper. I risked a glance at my 

friends who were busy solving the questions. I 

thanked God for I knew how to solve every sum 

or I certainly would have failed in my favourite 

subject! I was able to finish the paper with just 

seven minutes left. I was quite satisfied with my 

answers and thanked the Almighty once again. 
 

As soon as the examination ended, I was 

admonished by the coordinator for being late. 

She explained to me the need for being 

punctual. Those who are not punctual always miss 

out on a lot of things and end up feeling 

shortchanged. It is always the early bird that 

catches the worm. I sincerely apologized to her 

and left the school premises. At home, I 

received scolding again from my mother and she 

resolved never to leave me alone ever again. 

I had learnt a really important lesson that day. 

Not only had I learnt that procrastination is the 

thief of time, but also that punctuality was an 

important virtue that all of us should imbibe.  

- Arushi Rai 9C 
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The Unexpected Gift 

 
It all started with me simply procrastinating 

assignments for about twenty-five days in a row. 

And that day was the last day of our summer 

vacation. As soon as my alarm clock went off on 

the 5th of June, my eyes flew open and I was up 

and about in a jiffy. 
 

The moment I finished my breakfast, I felt a 

sudden surge of energy within me and sat down at 

my study table to complete my assignments. I 

started completing my assignments with lightening 

speed. As the hour hand approached four in the 

afternoon, I had already dozed off only to wake up 

an hour later with my cheek in a pool of drool and 

a note under my palm. Quite apparently, it was 

from my mother. It said that she and father had 

an important family function to attend and would 

return late at night. And here was another 

problem added to my already huge heap. 
 

When there were only three to four assignments 

remaining, it was already quarter past four. I was 

relieved to know that soon I would be free off 

this seemingly eternal homework struggle.  
 

At about 7 o’clock, I was about to begin with my 

last assignment which was about the Mughals. As 

soon as I typed the word Mughals in the search 

box of Google, the doorbell rang. I was expecting 

my parents but soon realized that it was too early 

for them to be back. I went to open the door. 

It was my uncle and aunt and my nosy and 

aggravating little cousin! I welcomed them with a 

plastic smile plastered across my face. 
 

For the next two and a half hours, I was simply 

running around the house with either snacks, tea, 

coffee, cold drinks or a mop in my hands. The 

house was in total mess.  
 

My uncle and aunt had definitely not taught that 

stupid cousin of mine the way to behave at 

someone else’s house. He was a total nuisance, 

spilling snacks and cold drinks all over the house.   
 

Finally at around ten o’ clock when the doorbell 

rang and I saw my parents at the door, I heaved a 

huge sigh of relief. I could not express how 

annoyed I was. I felt very irritated as I was in no 

state to complete the last assignment. I wanted to 

sit and cry like a baby. I was completely 

exhausted and didn’t know what to do. 
 

But then a miracle happened that made me forget 

all the stress and irritation that I had been 

feeling.  My uncle gave me an encyclopedia on the 

different dynasties of India which contained a 

chapter on the Mughals; the best gift that I could 

expect at such a time!  It is rightly said, ‘All’s well 

that ends well’. 

- Aryan Ughade 8E 
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A Special Power 

One day, I was fast asleep at home when 

suddenly I saw a bright light and found a huge 

statue of God standing before me. I screamed 

for help, but then I realized that he was God! I 

joined my hands and fell at his feet. He asked, 

“Do you want a special power for one day?” 

 

I happily requested HIM to grant me the 

superpower to lift heavy objects with one stroke 

of my hand.” “Wish granted,” He said. And then 

a strong wind blew and He vanished. I fell 

asleep. When I woke up, I realized that it was all 

a dream. 

 

But to make sure, I tried to lift the table next 

to my bed. And ….. it was in air!!How could this 

be possible? I jumped out of my bed and 

grabbed the toothbrush, brushed my teeth, and 

bathed. I went down to play with my friends. As 

I was playing with them, I moved my hand 

towards a friend and … he was up in the air!  

 

How could this be possible? How? How? Then I 

headed towards the park nearby. As I got closer 

to the park, I heard somebody screaming, “Help! 

Help!”. I rushed to the spot. I saw a big cobra 

ready to strike a 3 year old child! His mother 

was screaming for help. 

I used my special power and lifted the snake off 

the ground and threw it away. The mother 

thanked me profusely and the crowd there was 

amazed to see this feat. 

 

 I was exhausted and decided to return home. 

Just then, I saw a bus stuck in a gutter. An eye 

witness told me that the driver had lost control 

of the bus while taking a turn. I used my 

superpower to lift the bus and landed it as 

gently as I could, on the road. Everybody was 

very happy and the crowd was cheering for me! 

 

Totally exhausted, I reached home, had my 

dinner and quickly fell asleep. Then I woke up 

late in the morning. I tried to move the table 

again. And ….The superpower was gone! 

 

I was sad that I did not have my superpower 

anymore, but having it was an awesome, 

exhilarating, experience which I will remember 

forever ……   

 
- Divij Butte 5A 
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The Unexpected Guest with Dan Brown! 

I was on my bed, reading an e-book on my iPad; a 

book titled ‘The Lost Symbol’. My eyes were 

burning and I felt tired, but I was not ready to 

quit since I had just reached a twist in the plot. 

I was so engrossed in the book that I didn’t even 

hear the doorbell ring. When I heard it; I 

rushed towards the door thinking it would be my 

parents or a postman, but it turned out to be  

my uncle. 

I got irritated. It’s not like I didn’t like my 

uncle, I just didn’t like being interrupted while I 

was reading an interesting book.  Even my 

parents at times got annoyed whenever I would 

read a book for hours on end. My mother had 

even considered telling my teacher to check my 

bag to make sure I didn’t carry my novel to 

school. My father interrupted me once while I 

was reading because he wanted to play some 

game with me, and I raised my voice higher than 

I should have, and that day didn’t go well for me.  

 

So looking at my uncle, I put on a plastic smile 

and said, “Oh, I didn’t know you were coming.” 

(and I hoped I did not sound too rude and 

angry.) “Mother and Father are not at home 

right now.” “Weird”, he replied. “I told them 

that I would be coming.” It didn’t surprise me 

though. Since the quest for my brother’s college 

had begun, my parents had begun forgetting 

many things. I invited him inside and that was 

the first time I really saw him and processed 

what I saw. He was wearing a tweed coat and 

casual sneakers and a rather unusually big bag.  

I asked my uncle if he would like some water. 

He nodded and so I turned towards the kitchen. 

I returned with the glass of water and half-

heartedly started a conversation.  

My uncle must have sensed my displeasure 

because he asked me if my exams were going on. 

I laughed and said that they were not, that load 

had been lifted off my shoulders a month ago. He 

tried to continue the conversation but I wasn’t 

good at small talk; my answers were always brief 

and to the point. He asked me about my new 

class, my friends and also about my health.  

 

I then asked him if he wanted tea. He promptly 

agreed, saying he was tired after his journey and 

some caffeine would do him good. So, reluctantly, 

I got up and headed for the kitchen again, 

cursing my bad luck. While I made tea, I 

contemplated the possibilities of what could 

happen next in the book. Lost in thoughts I made 

the tea, and even that task I managed to mess 

up. While trying to cool it I almost burned my 

hand, and the greatest of my problems- I put too 

much tea leaves. I took the dark red tea with 

some biscuits and gave it to my uncle with 

trembling hands, but fortunately he liked the tea. 

 

I spent an entire hour with my uncle, most of 

which went in a blur. It was then that my parents 

came, and they insisted that my uncle stay for 

dinner. So the whole time we were talking, I 

almost forgot about the book. It turned out that 

the huge bag my uncle was carrying contained 

books- the entire Dan Brown series. I was over 

the moon and the time spent with the unexpected 

guest wasn’t wasted after all. 

- Siddhant Jakhotiya 8D 
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A Stitch in Time saves Nine 

It was a pleasant morning, and I was busy with 

my History project. To be honest, the project 

was assigned “before” the summer vacation and 

I had to submit it “after” the vacation. Now, as 

it was the reopening week and the next day was 

the “submission”, I had to complete it. 

 

I was all alone at home as my parents had gone 

to attend a function in my brother’s college. The 

project was very complicated, and I was 

engrossed in its completion. 

 

After a while, the doorbell rang precipitously. I 

was expecting my parents, so I opened the door 

without a second thought. To my surprise, it was 

my uncle and aunt standing in the corridor, 

smiling pleasantly at me. For a minute or two, I 

just stood gazing at them. To hide my reaction, 

I welcomed them with a smile on my face. I was 

happy to see them at our place. I asked them to 

come in and have a seat, and served them cold 

water. 

In the meantime, my project was left 

“unattended” and I was worried as to how I 

would manage to complete it while entertaining 

the “UNEXPECTED GUESTS”. 

 

They asked me about the rest of the family 

members, and I informed them that I was ‘home 

alone’. I made them feel more comfortable by 

serving them a glass of cool rose milkshake. My 

uncle wanted to know if I had any doubts 

regarding my studies, and I assured him that 

there were none. 

But in reality, I was agonized about the 

completion of my History project. 

Just then my aunt took out a gift from her 

handbag and handed it to me. I was delighted to 

receive the present. I was very impatient to see 

what was wrapped within, I unwrapped the 

present. It was a thick book titled, “A GRASP 

INTO THE PAST WORLD” dealing with History. 

I felt very fortunate to receive such an 

informative book, so I thanked my uncle and 

aunt for their wonderful present. 

 

As the clock struck five in the evening, I was 

literally traumatized! Soon after, my uncle and 

aunt asked me to convey their regards to the 

rest of my family and left. I rushed into my 

room and continued with the project. 

The book which I received as a gift from my 

aunt was very useful in the completion of my 

project. Meanwhile my brother and my parents 

returned, but I was engrossed in completing the 

project. 

 

At last the activity was completed! It was 11 o’ 

clock and it had taken me 6 hours to complete 

just one project. 

Nonetheless, l learnt a very important lesson of 

being punctual and up-to-date in life. From then 

onwards, I decided not to delay any work and 

complete it on time. I also understood that 

completing my History project that day, was the 

exact example of the proverb, ‘A Stitch in Time 

Saves Nine’! 

- Vishakha Deshmukh 8E 
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Some super God granted you a super power 

The wind blew very hard. I could hear the 

thunder and rain. I was sleeping and suddenly I 

heard a commotion. The dogs started howling. I 

was very scared as people say dogs can see 

ghosts. A bright light came on, a light so bright 

that it could blind me even if my eyes were 

closed. A man who looked like a Viking God 

wearing a scooter helmet and black goggles 

appeared from the light. I asked him who he was 

and he replied in a funny childish voice, “I am 

the Viking God of mischief”. 

I asked him, “Can you give me special powers?”  I 

told him my story about the school bully who 

troubled me always. God replied that he would 

give me the power only for a day. 

I was more than happy when God gave me the 

power to tickle a lot. Next day in school, when 

the bully troubled me, I tickled him so much 

while he was drinking water that it shot out 

from his nose like a bullet. I had the powers, it 

was not a dream. On the way back home, I also 

caught a pick pocket using my power of tickling. 

I thanked God for the fun I had with the 

powers. Next day I was awarded a medal by my 

school for my brave act of catching the pick 

pocket and teaching the school bully a lesson! It 

was the best day ever!!! 

 

- Kaveesh Pendalwar 5E 

I became a Princess 

One day, as I was returning home from school, I 

saw an injured puppy and I took it home. I 

thought that my mother would be angry as I was 

late, but she opened the door happily. I was 

surprised when my mother told me that there 

was something nice awaiting me. I ran inside and 

saw a magic wand, and a princess dress laid out 

for me. My mother told me that I could wish for 

anything with my wand. I immediately wished for 

my daddy to be back home so that we could go 

on a trip. And whoosh…my dad was next to me!  

Next I wished for all of us to be in Paris…and 

there we were! And then I wished for the most 

important thing…  “Abracadabra” … make me a 

princess, my father- a king and my mother -a 

queen!  At last I was a princess! I was so happy, 

I had long beautiful gowns, a garden full of 

flowers and many toys to play with. I was so 

happy. 

 

Suddenly I heard someone calling me “Khushi get 

up!” And I realized that it was all a dream! 

 

- Khushi Shetty 3B 
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Hardwork Is The Way To Success 

 

When I heard the results of the NASA Space 

Adventure Camp which I had been eagerly 

awaiting for months, I was overjoyed. I was one 

of the fifteen students selected for the camp. 

We were informed that we would be trained for 

two years and then we might be sent in a rocket 

to explore the moon and planet Mars. 

 

When I gave my parents the news, they were 

surprised as they had never thought that I 

would be selected. My friends congratulated me 

on my success. I especially thanked my friend, 

Maya, who had helped me with my research. My 

parents always supported me. Sometimes I did 

feel that I wouldn’t be able to do it, but I 

motivated myself. 

 

I had to overcome many obstacles. My 

preparations for the project clashed with my 

exams, so I had to manage both simultaneously. 

But I managed to score well in my terminal 

exams.  

In school too I was engrossed in my project 

completion. I visited Nehru Planetarium for 

additional information and read many books 

related to Astronomy and experiences of famous 

astronauts.  I had to compromise on the time 

spent with friends as the submission date was 

round the corner. 

 

On the day of submission, I was very nervous. I 

was worried about how my interview would go. 

But all turned out well. I had to patiently wait 

for the results for six months. It was a relief to 

see my name on the list at last. 

 

We had been told that if we are successful in 

our training, we would be able to explore the 

moon and Mars. And perhaps on my mission I 

might find some aliens, different kind of plants 

or water. I learnt that hard work and patience is 

the key to success. So you should always work 

towards your goal and work hard to achieve it.  

- Madhura Golatkar  8B 

The Himalaya Mountain I visited 

Once we went to the Himalayan range of 

Mountains. It was cold in the Himalayas. I was 

very happy to visit it, but quite scared to step 

on snow. My mother told me not to be scared, as 

she would come with me. Then when I put a foot 

on the snow, I felt that nothing could happen to 

me. I was happy once again. I took the skating 

shoes and skated on ice. Then I felt very 

hungry, so we visited a restaurant. I ate noodles, 

cake, etc. I also ate chapatti and bhaji (healthy 

food). 

There I saw river Ganga too. My parents 

explained to me that river Ganga starts from 

the Himalayas. I was very happy to know this. 

Nature is very beautiful. It was a wonderful 

sight. Every morning, I heard the birds chirping. 

I could also see the orange sky at the time of 

sun set and sun rise. I wish I could have seen 

Lord Shiva, Goddess Parvati and Lord Ganesh in 

the Himalayas. Those were the most memorable 

days on the trip. I can never forget that 

beautiful scene. 

- Yashvi Bhadra  3D 
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]nmaoYa 
dhoja ek samasyaa 

ivavaah ko samaya maata¹ipta d\vaara ApnaI saMpi<a maoM sao 
knyaa kao kuC Qana¸ vas~¸ AaBaUYaNa Aaid ko $p maoM 
donaa hI dhoja hOÈ p`acaIna samaya maoM yao p`qaa ek vardana 
qaIÈ prMtu samaya ko saaqa¹saaqa yah isqait ]laT gayaIÈ 
dhoja¸ jaao phlao vardana qaaÂ AiBaSaap bana gayaa hOÈ 
ivavaah jaOsaa piva~ saMskar klauiYat bana gayaaÈ knyaaeÐ 
maata¹ipta pr baaoJa bana gayaIM AaOr ]naka janma 
maata¹ipta ko ilae duBaa-gya bana gayaaÈ 
 
Aaja kanaUna d\vaara pu~I kao ipta kI saMpi<a ka 
AiQakar imala sakta hOÈ Aaja laD,ikyaaÐ¸ laD,kaoM sao 
AiQak pZ, ilaK rhI hOMÈ k[- AvasqaaAaoM maoM tao drvaajao 
pr Aa[- baarat dhoja pUra na imalanao pr vaapsa calaI 
jaatI hOÈ sarkar nao kanaUnaI $p sao dhoja laonao¹donao pr 
p`itbaMQa lagaa idyaa hOÈ AiQak saM#yaa maoM baarat laanaa 
]icat nahIM hOÈ dhoja ko ilae knyaa kao satanaa BaI 
ApraQa hOÈ prMtu [tnaa haonao pr BaI prdo ko pICo dhoja 
cala hI rha hOÈ ]samaoM kao[- kmaI nahIM hu[- hOÈ 

dhoja p`qaa kao BaartIya samaaja ko maaqao pr klaMk ko 
$p maoM nahIM rhnao donaa caaiheÈ AaQauinak yauga maoM dhoja 
jaOsao AiBaSaap kao samaaPt krnao ko ilae iSaixat 
yauvaaAaoM kao Aagao Aanaa pD,ogaaÈ GaraoM ko yauvakaoM kao BaI 
dhoja kI raiSa svaIkar nahIM krnaI caaiheÈ jaba tk 
samaaja svayaM [sakao samaaPt nahIM krogaa tba tk kanaUna 
BaI kuC nahIM kr saktaÈ yaid hma Aagao baZ,naa AaOr 
p`gait krnaa caahto hOM tao ijatnaa SaIGa` dhoja kao imaTa 
doMgao¸ ]tnaa hI hmaaro ilae AcCa hOÈ 

 
¹ Sava-rI parKI  9saI 

Ba`YTacaar 
Ba`YTacaar Sabd kI ]%pi%t hu[- ‘Ba`YT’ AaOr ‘Aacaar’ ¹ 
[na SabdaoM sao È ‘Ba`YT’ ka Aqa- haota hO ‘dUiYat’ AaOr 
Aacaar Sabd ka Aqa- haota hO ‘AacarNa’È Aaja hmaaro 
samaaja maoM caaraoM trf Ba`YTacaar ka baaolabaalaa hO È baZ,to 
Ba`YTacaar nao hmaaro samaaja ka vaatavarNa dUiYat kr 
idyaa hOÈ [sanao hmaaro jaIvana ko maUlya ¸ saMskar AaOr 
AadSa- kao Basma kr idyaa hO È 

Ba`YTacaar ZUÐZnao ko ilae iksaI ivaSaoYa sqaana pr jaanaa 
nahIM pD,ta È hmaaro dOinak jaIvana maoM hI doiKyao È dUQa maoM 
panaI imalaanaa Aama baat hO È Kanao kI caIjaaoM maMo imalaavaT 
haotI hOÈ pazSaalaa maoM ibanaa DaonaoSana eDimaSana nahIM 
imalata hO È caunaavaaoM maMo fjaI-¹matdana haota hO È 

¹ kinaSk jaOna  7saI 
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daostI 

 
saaÐp sao saBaI Drto hOM È saba yahI samaJato hOM ik hr saaÐp 
ivaYaOlaa haota hO AaOr ibanaa karNa Dsa laota hO¸ magar 
saca yah nahIM hO È ek baar maaogalaI vana maoM ek saaÐp 
khIM baahr sao Aayaa È maaogalaI vana ko jaIva¹jaMtu ]sao 
ivaYaOlaa saaÐp samaJakr ]sasao iCpkr rhnao lagaoÈ saaÐp 
sabasao daostI krnaa caahta qaa È laoikna ]sao doKto hI 
maaogalaI vana maoM Baagaao¹Baagaao ka kaohrama maca jaata qaa È  
 
saaÐp nao saunaa qaa ik maaogalaI vana maoM haqaI dada baD,o hI 
saulaJao hue hMO È saaÐp nao dada sao imalanao ka mana banaayaa È 
 
ek idna saubah haqaI dada talaaba maoM DubakI lagaa rho 
qaoÈ tBaI saaÐp vahaÐ Aa phuÐcaa È saaÐp nao haqaI dada kao 
salaama khaÈ haqaI dada Drpaok nahIM qaoÈ vaoh saamanao 
Aae AaOr saaÐp sao pUCa¸ “khao @yaa baat hOÆ 
saubah¹saubah maoro dXa-na kao @yaaoM Aa gaeÆ”saaÐp nao 
Apnaa duKD,a saunaayaa AaOr kha ¸ “ maOM maaogalaI vana ko 
saBaI pSau¹pixayaaoM sao daostI krnaa caahta hUÐ È” haqaI nao 
javaaba idyaa¸ “ tuma Balao lagato hao [sailae maOM ivaSvaasa 
kr sakta hUÐ ik tuma iksaI kao Dsaaogao nahIMÈ laoikna 
tuma jaanao¹Anajaanao maoM iksaI kao Dsaaogao nahI¸ [saka 
ivaSvaasa kOsao ikyaa jaaeÆsaaÐp nao kha¸¹ Aap maorI 
prIxaa lao laIijaeÈ 
“laoikna jaMgala maoM kaOna hO jaao ApnaI jaana jaaoiKma maoM 
DalaogaaÆ”  
“ kao[- tao haogaa jaao yakIna  krta hO ik saba saaÐp 
ivaYaOlao nahIM haotoÈ” 

“maaf krnaa¸saaÐp Baa[- maOM tumharI madd nahIM kr 
saktaÈ” saaÐp inaraXa haokr cala idyaaÈ 
 
saaÐp kao rasto maoM ek KrgaaoSa imalaa ijasakao ek 
naukIlaI caIja, cauBa ga[- qaI È saaÐp nao doKa AaOr ]sa 
naukIlaI caIja kao baahr inakalaa È KrgaaoSa nao saaÐp kao 
kha¸ “tuma tao bahut AcCo hao¸ lagata hO [sa vana maoM 
nae hao ¸ tumharo daost kaOna hOÆ” yah saunakr saaÐp 
]dasa haokr baaolaa¸ “[sa vana maOM maora tumhara daost hUÐ È 
baaolaao¸ maOM tumharI @yaa madd kr sakta hUÐÆ” saaÐp 
KrgaaoSa kI daostI sao bahut KuSa huAa È saaÐp nao kha¸ 
“ mauJao saba ivaYaOlaa samaJato hOÈ [sailae kao[- daostI nahIM 
krtaÈ” KrgaaoSa nao kha ¸ “tumanao maorI madd kIÂ tuma 
ivaYaOlao nahIM hao saktoÈ kla jaMgala maoM pMcaayat lagaogaI 
AaOr tuma sabako saamanao mauJao Dsa kr idKanaa ik tuma 
ivaYaOlao nahIM hao È sabakao yakIna hao jaaegaa È 
 
Agalao idna pMcaayat baOzI È saaÐp BaI KrgaaoSa ko saaqa 
Aayaa È saaÐp kao doK saba jaanao lagaoÈ KrgaaoSa nao kha¸ 
“ Drao matÈ maOnaoM [sako mauÐh pr kpD,a baaÐQa idyaa hO È 
yah doKkr jaanavaraoM ka Dr kuC kma huAa È “ jaMgala 
ka rajaa Saor Aa gayaa È pMcaayat Sau$ hu[- È KrgaaoSa nao 
kha ¹ “rajaa jaI yah saaÐp ivaYaOlaa nahIM hO [sailae [sao 
maaogalaI vana maoM Saaimala ikyaa jaaeÈ” Saor nao kha tumhoM 
[saka p`maaNa donaa haogaa È saaÐp nao KrgaaoSa kao Dsaa 
laoikna KrgaaoSa kao kuC nahIM huAa ¸ vah Balaa caMgaa qaa 
È Aba saBaI kao yakIna hao gayaa ik yah saaÐp ivaYaOlaa 
nahIM hO È sabanao saaÐp sao daostI ka haqa baZ,ayaaÈ saaÐp kI 
KuSaI ka izkanaa nahIM rhaÈ pMcaayat samaaPt haonao pr 
saaÐp AaOr KrgaaoSa saaqa¹saaqa laaOTnao lagaoÈ saaÐp nao 
KrgaaoSa sao kha ¹ “sabanao p`maaNa imalanao pr mauJa sao 
daostI kI laoikna tumanao ivaSvaasa ko bala pr mauJasao 
daostI kI È tumharI daostI baoimasaala hOÈ maMO tumharo p`it 
hmaoSaa kRt& rhUÐgaa È 

¹ kRitka saabaU  6 DI 
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gaNaoSa catuqaI- 
ihndU Qama- maoM gaNaoSa catuqaI- ka bahut mah<va hO È yah 
p`cailat ]%sava Agast AaOr isatMbar ko mahInao maoM manaayaa 
jaata hO È 
ihndU Qaaima-k Aasqaa sao jauD,a yah pavana pva- Baart doSa maoM 
hI nahIM bailk pUro ivaSva maoM rhnao vaalao BaartIya BaI manaato 
hOM È 

Kasakr maharaYT/ maoM yah ]%sava baD,I QaUma¹Qaama sao 
manaayaa jaata hO È 

- AnauYka ¹ 4 DI 

 
gaNaoSa catuqaI- 

gaNaoSa¹ catuqaI- %yaaohar Bagavaana gaNaoSa ko janma idvasa ko $p 
maoM manaayaa jaata hO jaao maata pava-tI AaOr Bagavaana iSava ko pu~ 
hOM È gaNaoSa catuqaI- ihMduAaoM maoM p`cailat %yaaohar hO È saBaI ihMdU 
hr vaYa- yah %yaaohar bahut hI AanaMd sao manaato hOM È yah hr 
saala Agast yaa isatMbar ko mahInao maoM baD,o hI ]%saah ko saaqa 
manaayaa jaata hO È laaoga gaNaoSa jaI kI imaT\TI kI maUit- laato hOM 
È Ba@t Bagavaana gaNaoSa sao p`aqa-naa krto  hOM¸ maaodk caZ,ato hMO¸ 
Bai@t gaIt gaato hOM AaOr Bagavaana ka AaSaIvaa-d pato hOM È 

yah %yaaohar mauJao bahut psaMd hO @yaaoik hma gaNaoSa 
kI maUit- laato hOM AaOr ]nakI AaraQanaa krto hOM È 
Bagavaana gaNaoSa hOM jaao Apnao Ba@taoM kao bauiQd ¸ 
samaRiQd AaOr saMpi%t ka AaSaIvaa-d doto hOM È maUit- 
ivasaja-na ko baad Anant catud-SaI pr gaNaoSa 
catuqaI- ]%sava samaaPt haota  hO È 

 

- mahok dama ¹ 4 saI  
 

idvaalaI 
idvaalaI p`kaSa ka %yaaohar hO È [sa idna rama jaI AyaaoQyaa sao 
vaapsa laaOTo qao [sailae hma idvaalaI manaato hOM È [sa idna hma 
imaza[yaa> banaato hOM AaOr daostaoM ko saaqa imala ¹ baa>T kr Kato 
hMO È 

[sa idna hma pTaKaMo ka BaI AanaMd laUTto hOM AaOr 
Gar kao sajaato hOM [sailae idvaalaI maora psaMdIda 
%yaaohar hO È 

 

- inala sauinala   3 baI 
 

gaNaoSaao%sava 
gaNaoSaao%sava ihMdU Qama- ka ek p`isad\Qa %yaaohar hO È maharaYT/ maoM 
gaNaoSaao%sava kI sabasao AiQak QaUma doKnao kao imalatI hO È yah 
pva- maharaYT/ ka p`tIk bana cauka hO È 

[sao gaNaoSa mahao%sava BaI kha jaata hO È [sa 
daOrana p`qama paUjanaIya Bagavaana EaI gaNaoSa kI 
ivaSaoYa pUjaa kI jaatI hO È yah %yaaohar pUro dsa 
idnaaoM tk baD,I QaUma¹Qaama sao manaayaa jaata hO È 

- esa. EautI ¹ 4 saI 
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saanauBava 
vaRxaaraopNa 

p`acaIna kaLapasaUna maanava AaiNa inasagaa-caa far GainaYT 
saMbaMQa Aaho. Anna¸ vas~¸ inavaara yaa samasyaa vanaamauLoca 
sauTlyaa vaRxaapasaUna gaaoD fLo imaLalaI. %yaacyaa 
saalaI¹panaaMpasaUna GaalaNyaasaazI vas~o kolaI. %yaacaI 
laakDo AaiNa panao yaapasaUna Garacao CPpr banaivalao. 
p`acaIna kaLatIla saaih%ya taDp~avar ilaihlao gaolao va to 
AajahI saurixat Aaho.  
 
inasagaa-caI sava-EaoYz doNagaI vanao haoya. vanaaMcyaa 
ihrvaLIiSavaaya maanavaI jaIvanaaMcaI klpnaa krNao vyaqa- 
Aaho. janmaapasaUna maR%yaUpya-Mt laakDo maanavaacyaa kamaI 
yaotat. baalapNaI laakDI paLNyaat Jaaoko GaoNao¸ 
mhatarpNaI kazIcaa AaQaar Gao}na caalaNao¸ AayauYya 
saMplyaavar yaaca laakDacyaa icatovar JaaopNao hIca 
manauYyaacaI AMitmagatI Aaho.  
 
vaRxaaMpasaUna AapNaasa Saud\Qa p`aNavaayaU imaLtao. daT 
ihrvao jaMgala pahUna mana p`fuillat haoto. vaRxa svatÁ 
]nhat rahUna AapNaasa saavalaI dotat. jaaopya-Mt to 
ihrvao Asatat taopya-Mt AapNaasa fLo¸ Baajyaa dotat. 
yaaca vaRxaaMcaI ihrvaI panao̧  fLo Ka}na gaa[-¸ mhSaI 
SaoLyaa AapNaasa dUQa dotat jyaatUna AapNaasa p`iqanao 
imaLtat. 

hIca vanao pRqvaIlaa naapIk haoNyaapasaUna vaacaivatat 
BaU¹xarNa AaiNa pva-sKlana hao} dot naahIt. Aaplyaa 
ihrvagaarpNaamauLo pya-MTkaMnaa AaplyaakDo AakYa-Una 
Gaotat. AaiNa doSaacyaa p`gatIsa Aaiqa-k hatBaar 
laavatat. fulaaMpasaUna maQamaaSyaa AaOYaQaI maQa tyaar 
krtat.  
 
p`acaIna BaartIya saaih%yaat vaRxaaraopNaacaI Anaok 
]dahrNao saapDtat. ]da. kailadasaacyaa ‘AiBajaat 
SaakuMtlama\’ naaTkatIla naaiyaka vaRxa laavato. 
SaMRgaarasaazIsauQda fulao taoDIt naahI. Anaok dyaaLU 
rajaaMnaI rs%yaacyaa daonhI baajaUnao Dorodar vaRxa laavalao.  
 
vaaZ%yaa laaoksaM#yaomauLo p`dUYaNa vaaZlao. %yaamauLo Aata 
vaoLovar va BarpUr pa}sa pDt naahI. vanao¸ pSaU naYT 
haot Aahot. %yaamauLo pyaa-varNaacaa samataola ibaGaDlaa. 
jaao maanavaI jaIvana¸ pàNaI jaIvana naYT krNyaasa purosaa 
Aaho. mhNaUna vanaaMcao saMrxaNa kolao paihjao. irkamyaa 
jaagaI vaRxaaraopNa k$na vanao laavalaI paihjaot. p`%yaok 
naagairkanao ek JaaD laavaUna to vaaZivaNao ho Aaplao 
naOitk kt-vya samajalao paihjao. vanao hI pRqvaIlaa 
imaLalaolaI AmaUlya ASaI doNagaI Aaho. mhNaUna AaplaI 
yaoNaarI ipZI vaacaivaNyaasaazI vaRxaaraopNa kolaoca 
paihjao. 

¹ jaanhvaI paTIla  9A 
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inasaga-¸ maanava AaiNa vaaZto p`dUYaNa 
maanavaacao inasagaa-SaI Asalaolao naato far p`acaIna Aaho. 
Aaplyaa pUva-jaaMnaI yaa inasagaa-cyaa kuSaIt rahunaca vaodaMcaI 
rcanaa kolaI. tukarama maharajaaMnaI inasagaa-SaI saaoyarIk 
jaaoDlaI haotI. ‘vaRxavallaI Aamha saaoyarI’ mhNaUna to 
maaozyaa p`omaanao saaMgatat.  
 
inasaga- Aaplaa Annadata Aaho. inasagaa-cyaa kuSaItUna 
Aaplyaalaa Anna imaLto. inasagaa-nao idlaolyaa paNyaanao 
AaplaI thana Baagato. inasaga- Aaplyaalaa ivaivaQa 
p`karacaI AaOYaQao dotao. %yaatUnaca Aaplao ‘Aayauvao-d’ 
samaRd\Qa Jaalao Aaho. inasaga- far maaoza jaadUgaar Aaho. 
inasagaa-t KUp vanasptI Aahot.  
 
inasaga- ha maaNasaacaa ijavaacaa saKa Aaho. ]nhapasaUna 
maaNasaalaa vaacavaNyaasaazI vaRxa saavalaI dotao. ]nhacyaa 
dahktopasaUna maaNasaalaa vaacavaNyaasaazI vaYaa-va haotao. 
Pava-taMcyaa ]McaImauLo vaadLI vaaáyaaMpasaUna rxaNa haoto. 
JaaDaMcaI mauLo jaimanaIt Kaolavar gaolyaavar jaimanaIcaI QaUp 
qaaMbavatat. JaaDaMcyaa SvasanaamauLo ASaud\Qa vaayaU kmaI 
hao}na maaNasaalaa p`aNavaayaU imaLto. inasagaa-tIla ivaivaQa 
p`aNaI¸ pxaI¸ kITk ho doKIla jaNaU kahI maaNasaacyaa 
sauKacaaca ivacaar krtat. maQamaaSyaaMcyaa maohnatItUna 
maaNasaalaa maQaur maQa imaLtao. tutIcyaa panaaMvar paosaNaar 
roSamaacaa ikDa maaNasaalaa ma}saUt roSaIma Qaagaa dotao.  
 
‘inasaga- Aamacaa saKa’ mhNaUna maaNaUsa naohmaI inasagaa-caa 
gaaOrva krt Aalaa AahoÂ pNa haca maaNaUsa Aaplyaa 
AivacaarI kRtInao inasagaa-laa vaodnaa dot Asatao. kQaI 
karKanyaatIla malaIna paNyaamauLo nadyaa va samaud` yaaMcao 
paNaI dUiYat haoto. samaud`atIla paNaI dUiYat JaalyaamauLo 
%yaatIla maasao martat. nadyaaMtIla paNaI dUiYat 
JaalyaamauLo ipNyaasaazI vaap$ Sakt naahI. SahraMtIla 
vaahnaaMcyaa vaaZ%yaa saM#yaomauLo QvanaIp`dUYaNa va hvaocao 
p`dUYaNa haoto.  

PlaaisTkcyaa ipSavyaMacaa vaapr vaaZlaa Aaho. 
pRqvaIvarIla vaaZ%yaa p`dUYaNaamauLo kaba-na¹DayaAa^@saa[Dcao 
p`maaNa vaaZt Aaho. ha vaayaU AaoJaaonavar AitËmaNa 
krt Aaho AaiNa yaa hllyaat AaoJaaona naYT JaalaaÂ tr 
saUyaa-caI ‘AitnaIla’ (ultraviolet) ikrNao pRqvaIvar 
yaotIla va yaoqaIla jaIvasaRYTI par naYT hao[-la ASaI BaItI 
vaaTto.  
 
p`dUYaNaacao saMkT kahI p`maaNaat kmaI krta yao[-la. 
pNa %yaasaazI pRqvaIvarIla p`%yaok maanava yaabaabat 
jaaga$k Jaalaa paihjao. ‘JaaDo laavaa. JaaDo jagavaa.’ 
hI maaohIma p`caMD p`maaNaavar sau$ kolaI paihjao. yaa 
p`dUYaNaaMvar ]paya mhNaUna samaajaanao mhNajaoca sarkarnao 
kahI zama inaNa-ya Gaotlao paihjaot. AapNa p`%yaok 
naagairkanao Aaplyaa kahI savayaI badlalyaa paihjaot. 
JaaDo taoDNao ha sakarnao manauYyavaQaa[tkaca gaMBaIr gaunha 
maanalaa paihjao. karKanyaaMtUna va vas%yaaMtUna vaahUna 
yaoNaaáyaa saaMDpaNyaavar sa@tInao p`iËyaa krayalaa laavalaI 
paihjao. ASaa táhonao pàPt Jaalaolao paNaI baagaosaazI¸ 
SaotIsaazI va gaaDyaa QauNyaasaazI vaaprta yao} Sakto. 
PlaaisTkcyaa vaapravar kzaor baMQanao AaNalaI paihjaot. 
saava-jainak izkaNaI QvainavaQa-k vaaprNyaasa baMdIca 
GaatlaI paihjao. SaaLa¹mahaivadyaalayaaMnaI javaLpasacyaa 
maaokLyaa jaagaI maaozyaa p`maaNaat vaRxaaraopNaacao ]pËma 
rabavalao paihjaot. ho sava- kzINa vaaTlao trI AapNa 
kolao paihjaoÂ karNa Aata Aaplyaa Aist%vaacaaca p`Sna 
]Baa raihlaa Aaho² 
 

¹ inaQaI gaavaDo  8A 
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‘tI’ 
samaajaacyaa ËUrtomauLo ‘tI’ ibacaarI GausamaTlaI 

jaga pahNyaacaI itcaI svaPnao tI gaBaa-t  
Asatanaaca ivasakTlaI. 

‘maulagaa ¸maulagaI’ BaodBaavaamauLo yaotao itlaa saMtap 
kLtca naahI itlaa s~IjaatIlaa ka imaLalaaya ha Saap 
s~I jar dovaI Aaho tr ka kolaa jaatao itcaa Apmaana 

AaiNa svat:laa qaaor samajaNaara pu$Ya naakartao itcaa svaaiBamaana 
maulagaa jar vaMSaacaa idvaa Aaho̧  tr s~I idvyaatlaI vaat Asato 

AaiNa p`%yaok yaXasvaI pu$Yaalaa GaDvaNaarIhI hI ek s~Ica Asato. 
snaoha saDokr  10 D 

saNaaMcao badlato $p … 
 

gaNanaaqa gaNaaQaISaa È gaNaoSa gaNanaayaka È 
gaNaoMd`a gaMBaIra gauNaa È gaNaptI gajaanana È 

 
gaNaoSamaUtI- Aakaranao lahana AaiNa maatIcaI AsaavaI. 
hllaI baáyaaca maUtI- PlaasTr Aa^f p^irsanao tyaar kolyaa 
jaatat. ho PlaasTr Aa^f p^irsa paNyaat sahjapNao 
ivarGaLt nasalyaanao ivasaja-naanaMtr maUtI- paNyaavar 
trMgatat¸ iSavaaya paNaIhI dUiYat haoto. ASaa maUtI-Mcao 
naIT ivasaja-na haot nasalyaanao tao dovatocaa ekp`karo 
Anaadr haotao. tsaoca maaozyaa Aakaracyaa maUtIM-caI 
nao¹AaNa krNao KUp kzINa va Kcaa-t TakNaaro Aaho. 
%yaamauLo haoNaarI vaahtukIcaI kaoMDI sagaLyaaMnaaca 
AnauBavaacaI Aaho.  
 
rajyaatIla paolaIsa kamaalaa laagalaolao idsatat. mauMba[-
saar#yaa izkaNaI tr ivasaja-naacyaavaoLI tTrxakdlaacyaa 
javaanaaMpya-Mt sagaLojaNa kaya-magna Asatat. evaZo maaozo 
manauYyabaL¸ saMGaSa@tI yaa idvasaat kaya-rt Asato. 
%yaamauLo ]%savaasaUna haoNaaro AQyaai%mak laaBa yaa tulanaonao 
A%yalp zrtao.  

 

Aqa-tj&aMcyaamato¸ yaa ]%savaacyaa inaima<aanao haoNaaáyaa 
kaoTyaavaQaI $pyaaMcyaa ]laaZalaImaQaIla inammyaahUna 
AiQak pOsao maharaYT/abaahor jaat Asatat. %yaamauLo 
maharaYT/acyaa Aaiqa-k isqatIvar ivapirt pirNaama 
haotao. gaNaoSaao%sava maMDLaMcyaa kaya-k%yaa-MpasaUna to saMpUNa- 
maharaYT/at lahana¹maaozo imaLUna javaLpasa pstIsa 
hjaaraMvar saava-jainak gaNaoSaao%sava saajaro haotat.  
 
‘ho gaNaptIcao kaya- Aaho’ ASaI Ead\Qaa manaat AsalaI 
tr saava-jainak gaNaoSaao%sava yaSasvaI hao}na saMskRtIcao 
jatna haoto mauLIca kzINa naahI. yaa inaima%tanao 
saaMskRitk¸ Qaaima-k Baavanaa sava- gaNaoSaBa@taMnaI manaat 
saat%yaanao va dRZpNao zsaivaNaoca [YT Aaho.  
 

¹ iryaa saurvaDo   9[- 
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malaa pMK Asato tr… 
kalaca sakaLI baahorgaavaI  Asalaolyaa maaJyaa Aa%yaacaa 
faona Aalaa. tI mhNaalaI¸ “gaavaalaa ja~a BarlaI Aaho 
tU yaotosa ka Æ tovha AgadI sahja taoMDatUna inaGaUna gaolao 
“malaa pMK Asato tr²” gaavaI jaaNyaacaI AaoZ tr 
Aahoca pNa p`vaasaacaI dgadga nakaoSaI vaaTto.kQaIhI 
]zavaM va ]Dt jaavaM.AgadI sahja taoMDatUna inaGaUna 
gaolao. maI faona zovalaa va ivacaar kolaa kI iktI sauMdr 
klpnaa Aaho. manaamaQyao ivacaarcaË sau$ Jaalao. KrMca² 
malaa pMK Asato trÆ 
iktI sauMdr klpnaa Aaho naa ima~aMnaao² iktI majaa AalaI 
AsatI jar Aaplyaalaa pMK Asato tr²sagaLyaat pihlaM 
mhNajao kuzohI jaaNyaasaazI Aa[-¹baabaaMvar AvalaMbaUna 
rahavao laagalao nasato. kuzohI jaayacao Asaola tr sahja 
jaa} Saklao Asato. sauMdr Asao pMK psarvaayacao va 
vaaáyaacyaa lahrIbaraobar ]Mca ]Mca AakaSaat pLUna 
jaayacao. Aaplyaa raojacyaa ica~apoxaa kaoNato trI navaIna 
ica~ pahayalaa imaLola hI Baavanaa kayama manaat Asao. 
rs%yaavarIla GaaNa va KD\DyaaMpasauna mau@tta. 
AakaSaatUna Aaplao ho ihrvaogaar jaga iktI sauMdr Asaola² 
AgadI rakoSa Samaa-MnaI mhTlyaap`maaNao “saaro jahaÐsao AcCa 
ihMdUstana hmaara.”  

Aaplyaa maaoz¹maaozîa [maartI iktI lahana idsat 
AsatIla² AgadI mauMgîap`maaNao ² maaJyaa pMKaMcyaa madtInao 
maI AakaXaatIla inarinaraLyaa naatovaa[-kaMnaahI AgadI 
sahja BaoTU Sakona. idvasaBar maaokLyaa AakaSaat 
huMdDUna saMQyaakaLI Aaplyaa CaoTyaaSaa GarTyaat Aaplao 
pMK psa$na pxyaavaaNaI JaaopUna jaa[-na tr kQaI saUyaa-cyaa 
saaonoarI ikrNaaMBaaovatI ifrt raihna tr kQaI [Md`Qanaucyaa 
saat rMgaaMbaraobar KoLona. cMad` p`kaSaat samaud`iknaarI 
ivahar krona. sagaLyaat maaozM mhNajao SaaLot vaoLovar 
jaa[-na. ihmaalayaat ]Mca iSaKravar¸ naayagara QabaQabaa 
[%yaadI Anaok naOsaiga-k AaScayao- toqao jaa}na DaoLo Ba$na 
pahIna. makr saMËaMtIt ptMga hao}na ]Dayalaa far 
AavaDola. prdoSaI jaaNyaasa pOsao kSaalaa vaayaa 
GaalavaayacaoÆ Aaplyaaca pMKaMnaI ]DUna jaayacaoo. Aa%yaanao 
nausato ja~olaa yaotosa ka ivacaarlao maI idvaasvaPnao pahayalaa 
laagalao. 
baGaa……nausa%yaa ivacaaranaoca pMK fuTlao tr evaZa p`vaasa 
k$na Aalao. KrMca² malaa pMK fuTlao tr…² 

 
¹ EaavaNaI koLsakr  7 ba 

svacC Baart ¹ sauMdr Baart 

 
'svacC Baart ¹ sauMdr Baart' hI klpnaa mhNajao samaaja 
pirvat-naacaa ek Baaga Aaho ¸ svacCta va sauMdrta mhNajao 
inaraoogaI Aaraogya. ho sava- p`%yaok maaNasaalaa za}k AsatoÂ 
prMtu savaa-Mnaa %yaacaI jaaNaIva kÉna dyaavaI laagato karNa 
kRtI maa~ kaoNaIca krIt naahI Aaplaa doSa 21 vyaa yaugaat 
Jaopavat Aah¸o tsaoca vaO)ainak p`gatI hI haotca AahoÂ 
prMtu svacCta yaa GaTkakDo dula-xa haot Aaho.  

Aaplyaa doSaalaa svaatM”ya imaLUna 69 vaYao- JaalaI trIhI 
svacCtocao QaDo dyaavao laagatat hI A%yaMt laaMcCnaaspd 
gaaoYT Aaho.naroMd` maaodI yaaMsaarKo puZarI 'svacC Baart 
AiBayaana' puZo caalavat Aahot. laaokaMmaQyao jaagaRtI 
inamaa-Na krt Aahot. Aaplyaa doSaatIla ivaivaQa 
saMskRtI pahNyaasa Aalaolyaa ivaivaQa pya-TkaMsamaaor 
Aaplyaa doSaatIla AsvacCta daKvaUna AapNaca 
AaplaI maana KalaI Gaalat Aahaot. Aaplyaa doSaalaa 
sauMdr zovaNao hI AaplaIca jabaabadarI AahoÂ pNa hI 
jabaabadarI puropur par paDt Aahaot kaÆ ]%tr 
ekca Aaho 'naahI'. tovha AaLsa saaoDa. Aaplaa 
doSa svacC va sauMdr banavaUyaa. calaa tr maga AapNa 
sava- imaLUna %yaalaa GaDvaUyaa.  

svacC Baart¸ sauMdr Baart 
¹ maanasaI GaaogaL  9 k 
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AMQaEad\Qaa ek saamaaijak samasyaa 

 
samaajaatIla AinaYT $ZI prMpraMnaa samaUL naYT krNyaacaa 
p`ya%na pUvaI- samaajasauQaarkaMnaI kolaa haota. Aajacyaa 
iva&anayaugaanao tr maaNasaacyaa jaIvanaalaa Daiva-nacyaa 
isad\QaaMtanausaar ek Saas~Iya AaQaar idlaa Aaho. trIhI 
samaajaatIla daird`ya AaiNa iSaxaNaacyaa ABaavaI samaaja 
AMQaEad\Qaocao staoma kmaI Jaalaolao naahI. Sahrat AaiNa 
KoDaopaDI Sakuna¹ApSakuna ¸ Bagat ¸ maaMi~k ¸ bauvaabaajaI ¸ 
Qaaima-k kma-kaMD¸ narbaLI %yaathI navyaanao janmaalaa yaoNaaáyaa 
foMgaSau[- ¸ vaastuSaas~ ¸ flajyaaoitYa [%yaadIMnaI tr Aaplaa 
QaumaakUL Gaatlaa Aaho. samaajaat jaaga$kta yaavaI yaasaazI 
AMQaEad\Qaa inamaU-lana saimatI gaavaaogaavaI jaa}na iva&anainaYz 
p`yaaogaanao AMQaEad\Qaocao qaaotaMD ]GaDo paDt Aaho. yaa 
sagaLyaalaa AaLa GaalaNyaacao kama sarkarI patLIvar caalaU 
AsatanaahI maaNasao AMQaEad\Qaolaa baLI pDt Aahot. 
KoDaopaDI tr yaa AMQaEad\Qaocao povaca fuTlao Aaho. AMgaavar 
pala pDNao¸ rs%yaatUna maaMjar AaDvao jaaNao¸ papNaI 
fDfDNao¸ Qaaima-k p`saMgaI baLI doNao¸ yaasaar#yaa ApSakUna 
AaiNa SakunaaMcyaa foáyaat ‘maaNaUsa’ [tka gaurfTUna gaolaa 
Aaho kI¸ tao svat:cao jagaNaoca ivasa$na gaolaa Aaho. satt 
kSaacaI trI Anaaimak BaItI %yaacyaa manaamaQyao Aaho. 
Aaplyaa AinaiScat jaIvanaabaabat %yaaMnaI evaZI QaastI GaotlaI 
Aaho kI¸ tao ek p`karcaa maanaisak ivakaranaoca pCaDlaa 
gaolaa Aaho. Garat kaoNaI AajaarI pDlao Asata %yaalaa 
maaMi~kakDo¸ BagatakDo naahItr eKadîa bauvaakDo naolao 
jaato. %yaat tI vya@tI dgaavato. %yaapoxaa vaoLIca %yaalaa 
Da^@TrkDo naolao Asato tr %yaacaa Aajaar baradoKIla Jaalaa 
Asata. kuladOvatacaa kaop haoNao hI ek p`karcaI KuLI 
samajaUt Aaho. maga %yaasaazI javaL purosaa pOsaa nasatanaahI 
laaok kja- kaZUna kuladOvatacaI yaa~a k$na yaotat. hjaarao 
=pyaaMcaa AiBaYaok krtat. P`asaad vaaTtat. 

Garat yaa~apUtI-cyaa naavaanao pUjaa baaMQatat. yaa sagaLîat 
%yaaMcaa evaZa pOsaa Kca- haotao kI¸ KayalaahI purosao pOsao 
svat:kDo ]rt naahI. maga %yaasaazI laaok kja- kaZtat. 
iSavaaya yaa sagaLîa Jaalaolyaa QaavapLImauLo maanaisak AaiNa 
SaarIirk vyaaQaIhI jaDtat. maga yaa sagaLîa Jaalaolyaa 
vyaaQaI GaalavaNîasaazIhI BarpUr pOsaa Kca- haotao. vaastivak 
yaa sagaLîapazI AsalaolaI ‘AinaYT $ZI’ prMpra 
Aaplyaalaa Gaatk zrto. Garacyaa daravar ilaMbaU¹imarcyaa 
baaMQaNao¸ AaZîalaa kaohLa baaMQaNao¸ Garacyaa daravar 
GaaoDyaacaI naaL TaMgaNao /zaokNao¸kaLI baahulaI laavaNao¸ yaa yaa 
p`karcyaa AinaYT samajautIhI Aahot. Aajakala narbaLIcaa 
p`kar vaaZt Aaho. Aaplyaa maulaacaa jaIva vaacavaNyaasaazI 
Saojaarcyaa GaratIla lahana ABa-kacaa ‘baLI’ idlaa jaatao. 
hI kaoNatI ‘maaNausakI……’ ha ek p`karcaa saamaaijak 
ApraQaca Aaho. Aaplao ‘BaivaYya’ jaaNaUna GaoNyaasaazI 
Aaplyaa saarKI sauiSaixat maaNasao ‘flajyaaoitYaI’ cyaa maagao 
laagatat. Aaplyaa raSaInausaar KDo banavaUna¸ AMgazYaa 
k$na ¸jyaaoitYaalaa Barmasaaz pOsaa do}na laaok yaa p`vaR%tIlaa 
baLI pDt caalalao Aahot. ‘foMgaSau[- ’ yaa p`karanaohI Aaja 
p`caMD staoma maajavalao Aaho. Garat pOSyaacaI Aavak 
haoNyaasaazI ]Mbarzyaavar Aatlyaa idSaolaa taMoD k$na 
Qaatu$pI baoDUk p`itmaa laavaavaI¸ Aalaolaa pOsaa Garat iTkUna 
rhavaa. ASaa naanaa p`karo AMQaEad\\Qatonao Aaplyaalaa ga`asalao 
Aaho. ‘dSaiËyaa’ ivaQaIcyaa vaoLI ‘kavaLa’ iSavaNao hI ek 
hIna caalarIt Aaho. kavaLa iSavalaa naahI tr Aa%maa 
BaTktao AaiNa Aaplyaalaa ~asa dotao hI ek vaa[-T samajaUt 
Aaho. AapNa maa~ maaMi~kaMnaa bauvaabaajaIlaa KtpaNaI 
Gaalatao. Aaplyaa ‘sva’ baLavar ¸ vaaTlyaasa saMGaTnaa 
]Baa$na samaajaatIla vaa[-T caalaIirtIMnaa AaLa GaalaUna 
‘saurajya’ AaNaU Saktao. ekda saurajya Aalao kI maga 
maanaisak taNatNaava rahNaarca naahIt. maga AMQaEad\Qaolaa 
baLI pDNyaacao karNaca naahI. pNa %yaasaazI AaQaI iSaklao 
paihjao. ‘iSakola taoca vaacaola’ hI kRtI AapNa AMmalaat 
AaNalaI paihjao trca AMQaEad\Qaocao samaUL ]ccaaTna krta 
yao[-la. 

¹ [-Saa gavaLI  9 baI 
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saNaaMcao badlato sva$p 
manauYya ha janmatÁ ]%savaip`ya Aaho. mhNaUnaca 

saNaavaaraMcyaa saaohLyaat tao rmaUna jaatao. saNaaMcaa 
saaohLa maaNasaacyaa Qaaima-k BaavanaaMnaa satt jaagao 
zovatao. tsaoca %yaacao saamaaijak jaIvanahI samaRd\Qa haoto. 
%yaacyaa manaacaI ]darta ]Mcaavato mhNaUnaca saNaavaraMcaI tao 
Aaturtonao vaaT pahtao.  

Aaplyaa doSaat ivaivaQa Qamaa-Mcao¸ jaatIcao laaok 
rahtat. yaoqao ihMdU¸ masalamaana¸ SaIK¸ baMgaalaI¸ parSaI¸ 
gaujaratI¸ madàsaI¸ pMjaabaI¸ isaMQaI Asao ivaivaQa Qamaa-Mcao va 
jaatIMcao laaok gauNyaagaaoivaMdanao rahtat. ho laaok 
Aaplyaa Qamaa-p`maaNao Aaplao saNavaar¸ pva- saajaro 
krtat. %yaamauLo Baart doSaat vaYa-Bar saNaaMcao 
saajaropNa caalaUca Asato. gauDIpaDvaa¸ dsara¸ idvaLI¸ 
[-d¸ naataL vagaOro iktItrI saNa vaYa-Barat saajaro kolao 
jaatat. ekMdrIt Baart doSaalaa saNaaMcaI gaaOrvaSaalaI 
prMpra Aaho.  
hoca saNa jao maaNasao AgadI pUvaI-pasaUna saajaro krt 
Aahot¸ to Aata doKIla saajaro kolao jaatat¸ prMtu 
%yaaMcao sva$p maaozyaa p`maaNaat badlalaolao Aaho. ihMdU 
idnadiSa-kop`maaNao¸ vaYaa-tIla mah<vaacao saNa mhNajao haoLI¸ 
rMgapMcamaI¸ gaNaoSa catuqaI-̧  idvaaLI. ho sava- saajaro 
krNyaacaI pd\Qat maaozyaa p`maaNaat badlalaI Aaho. 
rMgapMcamaI¸ (a saNaat sagaLIkDo ivaivaQa rMga idsatat. 
rMgaaMcaa QaUr jaNaU sagaLIkDo Asatao. (a saNaat mauLat 
pUvaI- naOsaiga-k rMga vaaprlao jaayacao¸ prMtu Aata %yaaMcyaa 
jaagaI kRi~ma rMga vaaprlao jaatat. %yaaMnaI Aaplyaa 
%vacaolaa hanaI paohcato.  

Aajacyaa jamaanyaat ‘rona Dansa’ yaa navaInaca 
Aalaolyaa p`qaomauLo t$Na maulao va maulaI banaavaTI pavasaat 
naacatat. %yaamauLo paNyaacaI naasaaDI haoto. ASaa 
p`qaaMmauLo rMgapMcamaIcaa baorMga haot Aaho. pUvaI- dhIhMDI 
faoDtanaa gaaoivaMdaMcaa qar ha daona majalyaaMcyaa [maartI 
evaZa haota prMtu Aata %yaacaI ]McaI caar to paca 
majalaI [martI evaZI Asato. %yaamauLo ivaivaQa ApGaat 
Jaalao Aahot va AnaokaMnaa maR%yaUnao kvaTaLlao. pUvaI- 
gaNaoSa catuqaI-laa¸ saava-jainak gaNaptI maUtI- hI paca to 
saha fuTacaI AsaayacaI. pNa Aata %yaacaI ]McaI vaIsa to 
tIsa fUT evaZI Asato. (a %yaaMcyaa ]McaImauLo %yaaMcao 
ivasaja-na krNao kzINa Asato. kQaI maUtI-cao tukDo samaud` 
iknaaáyaavar pDlaolao saapDtat va to dRSya duÁKI 
krNaaro Asato. 

tsaoca idvaaLIt mauLat fTako ]Dvalaoca jaat 
naahIt. idvaaLI ha idvyaaMcaa saNa Aaho. %yaat 
sagaLIkDo ]jaoD va sauK psarto. prMtu̧  (a 
fTa@yaaMmauLo ho sauK naahIsao haoto. %yaaMcyaamauLo QvanaI 
p`dUYaNa¸ jala p`dUYaNa¸ vaayaU p`dUYaNa GaDto¸ jyaaMcyaamauLo 
Anaok Aajaar ]d\Bavatat.  

p`%yaok saNa ha kahI karNaanao saajara kolaa 
jaatao. prMtu̧  Aajacyaa yaugaat tao saajara krNyaacaI 
pd\Qat va %yaaMcao mah<va ho sagaLojaNa ivasart Aahot. 
Aata (a saNaaMcyaa Káyaa $pacaI AaoLK savaa-Mnaa k$na 
idlaI paihjao. (aMcao saaOMdya- savaa-Mnaa kLayalaa hvao.  
 

¹ p`saad prba 9 DI 
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Poets’ Corner 

My Baby Brothers 

 

I have twin brothers, 

Ammesh and Vaidhiish are their names; 

It’s very difficult to manage them for my 

mother, 

And we also play many games. 
 

One likes to read and write, 

While the other likes to play a lot; 

One takes me here and there, holding me very tight, 

While the other likes to go under a table or a cot! 
 

I love my baby brothers very much, 

And they too love me a lot; 

There is no doubt as such, 

That due to them, so much joy and happiness we have got. 

- Arjun Arvind  3E 

The Ant 

 

There was an ant 

Who had a bat 

But never hit with it.  

Otherwise he would run like a rat 

Up the hill 

Where the air would be chill. 

So he paid his bill 

And quietly went back to the ant- hill  

 
- Eshaan Sharma  3A 

 

My Routine 
 

Every day I forget to keep, 

The telephone off the hook before I sleep 

As I sleep the rats peep, 

Through the long pipes that run deep. 
 

When I wake up at 6 O’clock sharp, 

It seems to be extremely dark. 

I start my car which I park, 

With my pet a beautiful skylark. 
 

When I finish my tiring work 

My pet gives a melodious chirp. 

I share with him my tasty chocolate perk 

Which his beak pecks as if it is a dirk. 
 

Finishing my work, I reach home 

My home with a small dome 

A small home where I roam 

In search of network for google chrome. 

 

- Manas Inamadar  6C 

My Cat 

I have a cat 

Who likes to sit on a mat 

But my cat doesn’t like rats 

She likes black hats 

But doesn’t like bread 

My cat likes the colour red 

She doesn’t like the number hundred 

But she likes to go to bed. 

She is fair. She has fluffy hair 

She wakes up in the afternoon 

And likes to eat one full 

Spoon of sugar 

My cat goes for a walk and  

Comes back soon 

At night, she likes to watch the moon  

- Shreeja Dubey 3A 
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My Cute Little Sister 

 

My cute little sister 

Her name is Peehu 

She sings like a cuckoo 

Her soft tiny hands 

Make castles with sand. 

 

My cute little sister 

Her baby pink dress 

Her so soft lips 

Her many hairclips. 

Leaves everyone impressed. 

 

My cute little sister 

She has smooth and silky hair 

We two make a nice pair 

A special sister and best friend 

Time with you, I love to spend 

 

- Yashvi Sanghvi 6C 

A Christmas Vacation 

 

I went to Delhi for Christmas 

I had a lot of fun 

I ate a cake but not a bun 

I played outside for some gaze  

And solved a pretty maze 

 I saw Delhi in its craze 

At night I went to sleep 

In the morning I woke up with the alarm’s beep 

Today was a new day 

For some fun and frolic 

Then we return home 

With our things and our joy 

 - Soham Pednekar 3B 

Caged Bird 

 

I saw a caged bird 

Ooh! Her chirps that I had heard 

 Was now replaced by cries 

Which I could not stop even after many tries. 

She was in the cage  

At such a tender age 

She has not seen the beauty of Nature 

Neither a small creature. 

She dreams that she could sing 

  If she used her wings 

But people like us will never fulfill her wish 

Because we are selfish. 

I asked the owner to set her free 

As she would help humans, without a fee. 

The owner shouted at me  

But I still pray that there will be a miracle 

 And the owner will set her free. 

- Anjali Kavthekar 7A 

The Fish 

 

There was a fish who didn’t like to be made a dish. 

 To be happy was his wish. 

He swam around without a sound. 

So he was not caught in a net, round. 

He found a pearl in an oyster, 

Was careful not to touch it 

When it is in its place, sweeter. 

He liked to live in an ocean, very cool, 

 And not in a warm warm pool. 

He splashed water on his friends, 

Which was a secret never to be bend. 

There was a fish, never to be made dinner was his 

only wish ……. 

 

- Aaditi Pujari 3B 
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Grandma’s Glasses 

 
I love my Grandma 

From her hair to her toes,  

But what I love the most,  

Sits at the tip of her nose.  
 

You see my Grandma uses glasses,  

She needs them to read,  

They hang around her neck……  

“Let me try them”, I plead. 
 

“No dear”, comes her quick reply,  

“You’ll spoil your eyes, 

Glasses are important, 

And can’t be tried for size” 
 

Grandma calls them her ‘specs’,  

I think that sounds so funny,  

She says they are for her eyes only,  

And cost a lot of money. 
 

I run into Grandma’s room,  

There they are right on her bed,  

I just HAVE to try them,  

No matter what Grandma said! 
 

I quickly sit them on my nose,  

And everything looks blurry,  

I look at our cat,  

She seems less furry! 

I can hear footsteps,  

Someone’s coming in! 

I take them off quickly,  

And run out with a grin.  
 

And then there’s my Grandpa,  

He says his eyes are ‘just fine’, 

He brings the newspaper,  

And can’t read a single line! 
 

“Argghh!” says he,  

“It must be the light” 

Though we all know for sure,  

He has poor eyesight.  
 

Why doesn’t Grandpa like glasses? 

I think they are super cool! 

If I could only get a pair,  

I’d wear them to my school.  
 

I speak to my Mum,  

But she shakes her head,  

She takes me and buys me,  

Sunglasses instead! 
 

Now I’m really happy,  

As happy as can be,  

I call them my ‘shades’, 

They’re the best – don’t you agree? 
 

And when they slip down,  

To the tip of my nose,  

I look just like my grandma,  

From my head to my toes.  
 

- Ishana Dixit 5A 

Teacher 

Thank you Teachers 

Thank you for all the  

Hours you spend, 

Attention you give, 

Needs you tend, 

Knowledge you pass on, 

Your special touch, 

Offering guidance, 

Undaunted by much, 

Time you spend planning, 

Efforts you make, 

Angels of learning, 

Chances you take. 

Here’s to our teacher 

Each one a gem. 

Recognized now!  

We, Salute them!  

- Anushka Mishra 4D 
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Imagine 

 

Imagine a pig 

In a big purple wig 

Imagine a car 

In the shape of a star 

Imagine a bear 

Wearing pink underwear 

Imagine a fox 

Wearing red fluffy socks 

Imagine a shoe 

That always stayed new 

- Nidhi Patil 4D 

 

 

Jungle 

 

I went to a jungle 

And saw a bear 

But actually 

It was scared 

 

I saw a lion  

Who was roaring  

But its family 

Was snoring 

 

Then I saw  

Some trees, 

They were 

Standing in the breeze 

 

I saw a  

Cute deer 

And it had 

Very large ears 

 

My trip to the jungle 

Was wonderful 

 I saw many flowers  

Which were colourful 

 

- Arushi Darveshi 4E 

 

Environment 

 

The environment with its treasure 

All so countless to measure 

Fish and whales in the deep blue waters 

Life in the sea, so alive 

 

Grasslands and forests with terrestrial life, 

Cold freezing mountain peaks 

And hot, tiring deserts 

Life among the trees and sands, so alive 

 

Sky so blue with air so clean  

Only sun, moon and stars to see  

Eagle and vultures take their turn  

Life in the sky, so alive. 

 

- Mahek Dama  4C 
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Teacher Rap My Shadow 

Tuck your shirt in, sit up straight, 

Here comes our teacher who’s great. 

 

Don’t be rude now, if you wanna go far,  

Complete your homework if you wanna Gold Star. 

 

Teacher, Teacher tell us how you do it,  

It looks so easy, like there is nothing to it.  

 

My studies from you I have known,  

Every seed of greatness you have sown.  

 

Good and bad you’ve taught me,  

Nurtured all of us to be a tree.  

 

When the lessons end, we can share,  

In you we see a friend.  

 

Teacher, Teacher tell us how you do it,  

It looks so easy like there’s nothing to it. 

 

At this moment I would love to say, 

How grateful we are every day. 

 

- Aadit Guin 5B 

There was no light  

The shadow was out of sight  

It was very dark and deep 

And the shadow was asleep  

 

The shadow was without any fame 

It had only himself to blame  

However one day some bright magic helped him 

open the gate  

Of his very own fate 

All it wanted to share 

Was some love and care  

 

But soon he started to fade  

Smiling and waving goodbye it bade  

At night I met him in my nightmare  

Which was very very rare  

He wished me goodbye  

As I sung him a lullaby  

 

He was the best among the rest  

He was the coolest  

One morning he came back crossing a mile  

Wishing me good morning with a wide smile 

 

- Ankita Nair 5A 
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DAD 

Dad I love you so much every day, 

It does not seem to fade in any way. 

You always taught me to value myself, 

You never stopped once to think about yourself. 
 

Nobody can replace you in my life, 

Not even your beloved wife. 

You have made my future secure, 

You are like crystal water clean and pure. 
 

You are just not my father but also a friend, 

Who will always be with me until the very end. 

I want to come home every day and give you a hug, 

I remember you waiting for me with coffee in a mug. 
 

When I kiss you the world just seems to melt away, 

I just wish I could do it every single day. 

I want to become small again, 

In your arms I want my life again to begin. 
 

You are a creative teacher, 

Who has taught me to have the best features. 

You fulfill all my needs, 

You always protect me as if I am a seed. 
 

You never look for praises, 

You are never the one to boast. 

You just go on quietly working, 

For those you love the most. 
 

I am the most lucky girl, 

To have a father like you in the world. 

A daughter is never too old to cry on her father’s shoulders, 

Because she knows he will be there standing strong like a boulder. 
 

Always remember that, ‘Every Dad can treat his daughter 

Like a princess but very few like you… 

Can teach their daughter how to take on the world like a queen.’ 
 

And I will always remember that, ‘When my father 

Doesn’t have my hand…    he always has my back.’ 

- Sharvari Parkhi 9C 
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Call of the Mountains 
 

Standing tall on this Earth, 

Even before Man’s birth 

Were the mountains, tall and green. 

But slowly their aura went unseen. 

A Nature lover, down to my heart 

While living in the city, I left behind my life’s best part 
  

 

Now living in a world where time rushes by 

Till we are almost about to die. 

No there’s no space here to let our thoughts run free 

No there’s no space here to plant a tree 

No there’s no space for God’s own creation 

No we don’t have time for carefree recreation. 

 

In a world of many a hollow heart 

Where everyday a forest falls apart 

Tempting to me will be a place of adventure 

Where the boundaries are endless for my venture 

Tempting to me will be a place where one will 

Wake up to hear the mountains sing 

I believe that will be quite a beautiful and mesmerizing thing. 

 

Tempting to me will be to get lost in these 

Beautiful mountains, so green 

Imagining my feet getting wet in the rivers so clean 

So once and for all, I let my temptations drive me 

And believe me I landed up in the shade of a tree. 

I landed up in a beautiful wood 

Nature to my mind doing something good. 

The call of the mountain had been so strong 

That I wished I had stayed back a little while long. 
 

I got up to leave the woods that day, 

I wished every human at least once should answer the call 

Of the mountains which stand green and tall 

And learn the lessons it has got to teach 

An experience that always seemed so out of our reach. 

Hang up on the call from alluring greed. 
 

The call of the mountains, Oh! It’s so strong 

Yet, I walked out, wanting to stay back long, 

Really wanting to stay back long. 

- Bhagyashree Birje 8A 
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The Mountains 

 

The mountains are calling, shall I go? 

To the peaks of everlasting snow, 

The land where rivers take birth, 

To provide water to Mother Earth. 

 

I shall go to this massive pillar 

Where the climate will be colder. 

I would sit and watch the starry nights, 

Sit for hours and watch it with delight. 

 

To the peaks where temperatures are low 

Yet, Nature finds a way to grow, 

Where Nature’s true beauty exists 

And the skies are covered in mists. 

 

To the peaks away from settlement 

And stay around a campfire in a cozy tent. 

But the mountains no one dares to climb 

While others think it is a waste of time. 

 

 

Yet, no one realizes the beauty of the mountains 

Where rivers jump over rocks like a fountain. 

No one realizes what beauty really is, 

No one experiences the feeling of true bliss. 

 

 

 

 

The mountains are calling, and I must go 

To the peaks of everlasting snow 

I must go away from home 

To the place where the reindeers roam. 

 

 

 

- Dhruv Ojha 7E 
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Kill’d 

 

Hello, this is my tale. 

Name- Shera, gender- male. 

I was born to a tigress- 

Amidst the green mess. 
 

With two sisters and a mom 

Who was ready to have a cub again- 

We were going to be a family of five,  

Living under the cover of a wild lane. 
 

Yes just five! 

One day, when the humans came- 

The day still hangs like a photo frame. 

They dragged my father to the valley 

of the dead,  

We weren’t lucky enough to visit his death bed. 
 

Since then, I take care of my sisters; 

My mom wanders- she is the family mister. 

She tells me stories every night, 

Which end with four legs good, two legs bad- 

As they were the reason Millie never saw our dad. 
 

It was a fine day like any other in the forest-My 

Mother was shot precisely in the chest!Yes, they had 

come, the men- 

To our one roomed den. 

They had come once again, to deliver the pain. 

 

No signs of their arrival- 

The birds didn’t make noise. 

They walked smartly without a single voice. 

The birds fluttered their wings, 

When the bullet came out of the ring- 

placed in front of a tube like thing! 
 

I begged for their mercy, 

I shouted she was going to be a mom again. 

I bit their ankle as hard as I could but they 

didn’t seem to feel the pain! 
 

They wouldn’t listen to a single word, 

My mother lay there in a pool of blood! 
 

They dragged her away from our house. 

My mother would never have her fourth child, 

It’s been a year and we no more live  

In the wild. 
 

The place which used to be our den 

Is now occupied by the same men. 

On the same place their house is built 

Where a year ago, a family was Kill’d! 

 

- Heeral Manwani 9C 
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Plaint of the Tiger 

I am a helpless creature, hear my plight 

What’s happening to me is just not right 

So many of us have been killed 

On these rocks our blood is spilled. 
 

My skin and bones 

Are like precious stones 

Which are illegally sold 

To obtain gold. 
 

The forest has turned into a warfront 

Due to the poachers who hunt 

With traps, cages and gun 

To always keep us on the run. 
 

Are my children going to be extinct 

Before they have even blinked? 

They are all in danger 

Thanks to the poaching stranger. 

 

 

There are so few of us remaining 

Our presence is gradually waning 

But no one feels the guilt 

For making us wilt 
 

Around the forest we want to roam 

For it is rightfully our home 

Oh Lord, hear our plea 

We just want to be free. 
 

We want to survive 

So help us revive 

Our previous number 

Or face our permanent slumber. 
 

- Radhika Balasubramanian 9D 

Shakespeare 

Once upon a time, there lived a man in this globe 

Who performed in 'The Globe' 

And 'Shakespeare and Co'  

Was what he formed with his men folks. 

A playwright, a writer and a storyteller , 

The theatre,  the  nobility and the Queen 

together 

Marvelled at what this genius could put on the 

Platter. 

No intention had he to set a trail and create 

History 

Thanks to his friends for unravelling his 

mystery. 

In bits and pieces and fragments of parchments 

, 

Parts were made whole with folios to unfold. 

Generations passes and still the crowds  

Thronged  

To hear the Bard of Avon after all. 

His pen was mightier and it grew stronger  

With every cheerleaders' applause. 

What Summer or Winter? Or peace or war? 

This gems' calibre encompassed every weather. 

The sonnets to the Dark lady and the ones to the 

Man, 

Propelled themes of love, marriage and joy with 

Elan. 

Every Tom, Dick or Harry from every castle, 

Cottage or street 

Could hear the Bard roaring in their own tongue to 

Please. 

Bollywood and Hollywood might have rubbed every 

Wood  

To enlighten our screens with adapted movies 

From his books. 

And here we lie still, celebrating his 400 th 

Anniversary  

With he in his grave, a little topsy - turvy. 

The Bard is a genius, the Bard will be alive 

As long as literature lovers keep his flame burning 

Bright. 

- Belita Sequeira, English Department 
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]Ya:kala 
isapahI 

 
KUna jamaatI zND maoM BaI¸ 
saInaa tanao KD,o hue¸ 
badna jalaatI gamaI- maoM BaI¸ 
saImaaAaoM pr DTo hue¸ 
baaÐQa Sahadt ka saohra¸ 
maR%yau sao byaah rcato hOM¸ 
doSa ko vaIr isapahI doKao¸ 
maa^M ka kja- caukato hOM È 
 

maaÐ¸ p%naI¸ baccaaoM sao dUr¸ 
raYT/¹Qama- maoM rmao hue¸ 
ApnaI jaana gaÐvaakr BaI¸ 
duSmana kao QaUla caTato¸ 
doSa ko vaIr isapahI doKao¸ 
maaÐ ka kja- ]tarto È 

 
[nhoM janma donao vaalaI  
kaoK ko AhsaanamaMd  
[sa Atulya %yaaga kao  
hma imalakr salaama krMo  
doSa ko vaIr isapahI doKao  
maaÐ ka kja- ]tarto È 

¹ Qa`uva hlaomaz 9saI 

mauJasao baD,a hO - maora ivaSvaasa 
 
idvya Sai@t banaI hO Svaasa, 
Aaja hao gayaa mauJao ivaSvaasa, 
maanaao imalaa hao kuC Kasa È 
 
idvya AiBanava jyaaoit pakr, 

Aaja pulaikt p /aNa maoro, 
kamanaa basa ek qaI, 

maOM banaU> dRZ, ivaSvaasaI È 
 
Aaja mauJasao baD,a hO -maora ivaSvaasa,  

pqa ¹ pqa pr imalato qao kMTk, 
ijanhoM hTata maora ivaSvaasa,  
yaid jaIvana maoM maOMnao kuC payaa,  
vah qaa maora dRZ, ivaSvaasa È  
 

mauJa sao baD,a hO -maora ivaSvaasa È 
 

¹ pava-tI maulauMkla  9DI 

ittlaI 
pMK haoto Agar ittlaI jaOsao, 
dUr gagana maoM ]D, jaata maOM È 
hr ]pvana maoM ]D,kr jaata 
fUlaaMo ka rsa lao Aata maOM È 
mammaI papa ka  maOM Pyaara 
ittlaI sao BaI Pyaara hU> È 
rajakumaar sao BaI baZ, kr 
]naka rajadulaara h> U È                       ¹ irYaBa vamaa-  7 baI 
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[sa doSa kao baohtr banaae>gao … 

 
AaAao hma saba imala-jaula kr 
kdma sao kdma baZ,ato hue 
p /gait ko pva-t pr caZ,to hue 
garIbaI kao imaTae>gaoÂ 

AaAao, hma saba [sa doSa kao baohtr banaae>gaoÑ 
 
hr baccaa pZ,-ilaKkr,  
Apnao sapnao saakar krogaa... 
sapnao jaao doKo qao ]sanao, 

]nhMoo vah pUra krogaa› 
 
hr naagairk ka raojagaar haogaa, 
hr pirvaar saMpnna haogaaÂ 
raoTI ko ilae tD,pogaa na kao[- 
Anaaja hr Gar maoM BarpUr haogaa› 
 
Ba/YT naotaAaoM ka Aist%va imaTae>gaoMÂ 

p /dUYaNa kao BaI maar Bagaae>gao, 
 
AaAao, hma saba imala jaulakr  
[sa doSa kao baohtr banaae>gaoÑ 
 
   ¹ Aa$YaI raya 9saI 

Bagavaana ka dUsara $p hO… maa^Ð 
 
]nako ilae doMgao jaana¸ 
hmakao imalata jaIvana ]nasao 
kdmaaoM maoM hO svaga- basao 
saMskar hmaoM isaKlaatI  
AcCa¹baura hmaoM batlaatI 
hmaarI galaityaaoM kao sauQaartI 
Pyaar vah hma pr barsaatI 
tbaIyat Agar hao jaae Kraba 
rat¹rat Bar jaagato rhnaa 
maa^Ð ibana jaIvana hO AQaUra 
KalaI¹KalaIÂ saUnaa¹saUnaa 
Kanaa phlao hmaoM iKlaatI 
baad maoM vah Kud hO KatI 
hmaarI KuSaI maoM KuSa hao jaatI 
duK maoM hmaaro Aa^ÐsaU bahatI 
iktnao KuSanasaIba hOM hma 
pasa hmaaro hO maa^Ð 
haoto badnasaIba vao iktnao……È 
ijanako pasa na haotI maa^Ð ²       
 

¹ kunaala Zakor  7 saI 
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panaI 
panaI p`kRit ka ek vardana  
jala ibanaa jaIvana saUnaa¸ saUnaajahana È 
 

panaI tao Anamaaola hO 
]sakao bacaa ko riKe 
babaa-d mat kIijae [sao  
jaInao ka salaIka saIiKe  
 

panaI hO gauNaaoM kI Kana  
panaI hO QartI kI Saana  
gamaI- sao raht idlaata panaI  
hr p`aNaI kI Pyaasa bauJaata panaI  
 

baccao baUZo, AaOr javaana  
panaI bacaae banao mahana  
@yaaoMik jala hO tao ‘kla’ hO È 

 
¹ kIit- maohta  6saI 

ittlaI 
yao nanhIM saI maasaUma¹saI 
rMgaibarMgaI ittilayaa>, 

sauMdrta Apar, manaaohr hao tuma AnaaoKI, 
pMK fOlaakr }>caa[yaaoM kao CUtI, 

Apnao rMgaaMo sao fOlaatI hao tuma KuiSayaa> È 
CaoTI¹saI ittlaI, nanhI¹saI ittlaI È 
 

rMgaibarMgaI PyaarI ittlaI, 
saba ko mana kao tuma BaatI hao È 
[sa baigayaa sao ]sa baigayaa maoM, 
tuma ]D,kr QaUma macaatI hao È   
PyaarI saI ittlaI, sayaanaI saI ittlaI È 

 
¹ yaSa saoz  9 saI 

@yaa hma BaI…² 
}Ðcao phaD,̧  bahtI naidyaaÐ… 

ibana BaaYaa ko kh do saba kuC…  
saba kuC dokr BaI… caup hO saUrja…  
 camak camaa cama… camak camaa cama…È 
 

baigayaa maoM hiryaalaI saundr saI…  
 mana bahlaatI… rhtI hO…  
Apnao klarva maoM… pxaI…  
 saMdoSa saunaato rhto hOM…È 
 

kaoyala kI vaaNaI saunakr jaao…  
 vaaNaI¹mah<va samaJaato hOM…  
ApnaI vaaNaI kaoyala¹saI kr do tao…  
 naa samaJaanaa… naa… kuC… khnaa…È 
 

SaaoBaa maoM… caaÐd lagaanao…  
 Aata basant… jaata basant… 
taik… 
Aa… Aakr… dota navajaIvana…  
 maQaubana saa… manaBaavana… jaIvana…  

 

yao Baava jagao… maoro mana maoM…  
 p`stut pMi@t ilaKto… ilaKto…  
 

@yaa hma BaI… hma BaI… hma BaI…Æ 
 saba kuC dokr caup hOM…Æ 
doto tao…  
 duinayaa ka rMga gaulaabaI haota…È 
 

naa ihMsaa ka Aalama haota…  
 naa laalaca ka BaMDara…  
 

naa laUT¹maar… naa inanda¹caugalaI…  
 naa raga¹vdoYa… naa doSa¹d`aoh…  
 

dor nahIM hO Aba BaI… dor nahIM hO Aba BaI…  
 imalakr saRiYT ka sammaana kroM…  
saRiYT ka saakar $p…  
 maanava ka sammaana kroM…  
saMyama¹saiht sausaMskRt jaIvana… ³2´ 
 saccaa Qana hO… svaIkar kroM…   
saccaa Qana hO… svaIkar kroM…   
 

¹ rmaIlaa kUpr 
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rsa¹trMigaNaI 
 

 

  

ivaDMbana 
iktI trI idvasaaMt 

 

iktI trI idvasaaMt 

naahI SaaLomaQyao gaolaao 

iktI trI idvasaaMt 

naahI prIxaolaa basalaao̧  

‘baMk’ maarNyaacaI AaoZ 

Aaho maaJaI hI jaunaIca 

AaiNa ‘daMDyaa maarNyaacaI’ SaIL 

Aaho AaoLKIcaI tIca. 

kovha trI ‘isanaomaagaRhat’ 

Paunha jaa[-na inaBa-ya 

itkDcyaa maulaIMnaa hsavaUna 

jaagaRt krIna ivasmaya 

Aaja AMtrat BaItI 

‘AToMDonsa roijasTrcaI’ qaaoDI 

AaiNa iSaxak¹Aa[-¹baabaaMcaa AaorDa 

AMgaavar kaTa kaZI 

bara mhNaUna [qao Avaa^D-¸ 

‘hMDroD prsaoMT AToMDoMnsacaa’ 

barI vaaTto Aata ‘iSast’ 

iSarI kMTaLa¸ mauKaI ‘pòJaoMT’ 

¹ saaihla iSaMdo  10 A 

³ p`stut ‘iktI trI idvasaaMt hI rcanaa p`isad\Qa kvaI 
baa.saI. maZo-kr yaaMcyaa iktI trI idvasaaMt yaa 
kivatocao ivaDMbana Aaho.´ 

Paa}sa 
 

Paa}sa² Paa}sa² kovhahI yaotao 
sagaLyaaMcaI QaaMdla ]DvaUna jaatao 
 
sagaLo pxaI AanaMdanao naahtat  
iBajalao kI sadI- Gao}na GarI prttat  
 
JauLJauL vaara JaaDaMnaa gaudgaulyaa krtao  
pavasaacao maaotI do}na jaatao  
 
thanalaolyaa maatIlaa paNaI imaLto  
SaotkrI dadacaI kLI Kulato  
 
]nhacao kahIca icanh naahI  
kaLyaa maoGaaMcaI AakaSaat Gaa[- 
 
DaoMgar JaaDaMbaraobar AaMGaaoLIlaa basatat  
tI dRSyao manaalaa maaohUna Taktat 
 
maaJyaasaazI Paa}sa mhNajao AanaMdacao xaNa  
paNyaat baaoTI saaoDayalaa Qaava Gaoto mana 

¹ AnauEaI Baavao   6[- 
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maO~I 
mast Aaho naajaUk Aaho 
maO~I AamacaI iTkNaarI 
nausatI baDbaD Qamaala mastI 
hIca maaJaI ip`ya daostI 
 
mastI daostI AaiNa Qamaala 
baGaa Aamacyaa daoGaaMcaI kmaala 
AamacaI daostI na tuTNaarI 
AaiNa JagaDa na krNaarI 
 
nama`ta AaiNa ip`yata 
naahI ksalaa vaad 
baMQauta AaiNa ima~ta 
KoLNyaabaagaDNyaacaa Aamhasa naad 
 
naahI Aamacyaat jaast vaOrI  
caao$na Ka} kccaI kOrI 
Asaa maaJaa ima~ Asaavaa 
Aa[- vaiDlaaMcyaa manaat basaavaa 
 

 
¹ ivanaya saaolasakr 7D 

Aa[- 
maaJaI Aa[- Aaho gaaoD 
maaJaI Aa[- Aaho kzaor 
daonhI Baavanaa itcyaa maaJyaacasaazI 
SaovaTI Aaho maaJaI Aa[-. 
 
AajaarI maI¸ ~asa itlaa 
basaUna raihla maaJyaa ]SaapaSaI 
malaa lavakr barM krNyaacaI ekca [cCa 
tI dovaakDo krI 
SaovaTI Aaho maaJaIca Aa[-. 
 
maaJaI Tok haoto purI¸ 
itcaI tr kQaIca naahI 
paya Qaravao laagatat itlaa maaJao  
samajaUna Gaoto malaa caaMgalaI 
SaovaTI Aaho maaJaIca Aa[-. 
 

 
 

¹ vaOdohI saavaMt 6k 
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The Linguist - A Language Extravaganza Inter school competition,  

Universal High, Ghatkopar – (Mono Act) 
Sr. Name Std./ Div. Position 

1 Arjoo Das 8/A 1st 

NCPA – Stage Right Interschool Theatre Competition- 2017 
1 Arjoo Das 8/A Best Actor (Female) 

Aesthetica – Interschool Competition Designing a book cover at  

Gundecha Academy 
1 Sharvari Rane 9/B 1st 

2 Anushka Kenia 6/B Consolation 

Lights Camera Action’ Event - St. Gregorious High School, Chembur 

1 Arjoo Das 8/A 

1st 

2 Heeral Manwani 9/C 

3 Maahi Lakhani 9/D 

4 Yash Chedda 9/D 

5 Aryan Ughade 8/E 

6 Manan Chothani 9/B 

Conquiztador Quiz Competition by PES University, Bangalore 
1 Prithvi Shetty 10/B 

2nd 
2 Ritvik Kokal 10/E 

Solo Dance Competition held at Gyanmandir Vidyalaya, Powai 

(Dancing Star of Powai) 
1 Prajna Satish 5/ A 2nd 

Musicapella 2016 – An All Mumbai Interschool Western Solo and Group 
Singing Competition 

1 Vaishnavi Dalvi 7/C 2nd  (Junior Solo singing) 

The group of proud Winners: 
Sr Name Std/Div Sr Name Std/Div Position 

 1 Vidhi Rughwani 10/E 7 Nikita Kumar 10/D 
4th  

(Junior Western  

Group Singing 

Competition) 

2 Diya Valeja 10/D 8 Kusum Purohit 10/A 

3 Pranjal Singh 10/D 9 Anoushka Kumar 10/E 

4 Vaishnavi Dalvi 7/C 10 Adriel Soni 10/D 

5 Ananya Iyer 10/E 11 Kinjal Doshi 10/A 

6 Shraddha Joshi 10/B 12 SomThakkar 10/C 
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Creativity Conclave – 2016 Interschool Dance Competition at Birla School, 
Kalyan 

(Feet to the Beat) 
  

 

Creativity Conclave – 2016 Interschool Debate Competition at  

Birla School, Kalyan 

(Voice your Votes) 
Sr. Name  Std/ Div  Position 

1 Parth Chhatrapati 10/D The Best Debater  

3rd  2 Rohnit Sharma 10/B  

3 Aditya Singh 9/C  

Sri Ma Vidyalaya 

XIV Inter School Folk Dance Competition 2016 
Sr. Name  Std/ Div Position 

1 Saloni Shirke 7/A  

 

 

 

 

 

2nd  

2 Raunit Thakkar 7/A 

3 Karan Vora 7/A 

4 Piyush Kashid  7/B 

5 Kunal Dhaker   7/C 

6 Jhalak Pavani  7/C 

7 Ishita Pimple  7/D 

8 Ruchika Chandnani  7/E 

9 Charmie Panchal 7/E 

10 Avani Parte   7/E 

11 Bhargav Patil  7/E 

12 Shubham Ghorpade    7/E 

  

Sr. Name  Std/ Div Position 

1 Mokshi Rathod 8/C  

 

 

1st 

2 Priyanshi Golatkar 9/A 

3 Amanpreet Singh Bumbra 9/A 

4 Shubharata Bhadange 9/B 

5 Ananya Shetty 9/B 

6 Sahil Chavan 9/B 

7 Saloni  Naik 9/E 

8 Gayatri Nair 9/E 
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Sri Ma Bal Niketan High School, Thane 

XXIV Inter School Competition 2016-17 

The proud Winners are: 
Name Position Category Medal 

Mahek Dama 2nd  Story Narration (III-IV) Silver 

Divij Butte 2nd Story Writing (V-VI) Silver 

Chinmay Ambasht 1st English Essay Writing (VII-VIII) Gold 

Kinysha Akerkar Consolation Story Narration (I-II)  

Mahek Devadiga Consolation Story Narration (III-VI)  

 

Nrityanjali Fest 2016- Inter School Competitions 2016 
Sr Name Std/Div Category Position 

1 Pranjay Yelkotwar 7/B 
Hindustani Sangeet 2nd 

Light Solo 3rd 

2 Arnav Sawant 8/A Hindustani Sangeet 3rd 
 

ART – Walsingham High School  ART - Universal High School 

Sr Name Std/ 

Div 

Position  Sr Name Std/ 

Div 

Position 

1 Shalmali Lugade 10/B 2nd  1 Maahi Lakhani  9/A 3rd 

2 Shruti Manoj 9/C 2nd      

 

Event – News Doodle held at St. Gregorious School, Chembur 
Sr. Name Std/Div Position 

1 Maahi Lakhani 9/A Consolation 

Inter School Creative Writing - Short Story Writing Competition (category II) 
held at St. Gregorious School, Chembur 

(Once Upon a Time…) 
Sr. Name Std/Div Position 

1 Radhika Balasubramaniam 9/D    Winner 
 

Interschool Science Competition organized by Maharashtra Seva Sangh, 
Mulund on National Science Day. 

(Science Experiments from Trash Material) 
Sr. Name Std/ Div Position 

1 Kanish Panchal 7/A  

1st 2 Krish Punatar 7/B 

3 Khushi Gupta  8/C 

4 Vikrant Bagal 8/E 
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(Science Quiz Competition) 
Sr. Name Std/Div Position 

1 Aditya Singh  9/C 1st 

2 Pratik Shah 9/A 
 

SAEVUS ECO Achievers Quiz held at ‘EURO School’ 
Sr. Name Std/Div Position 

1 Vansh Jain  5/D  

1st 2 Manomay Upadhye 6/B 

3 Hari Balaji 7/E 
 

Programme for Environmental Awareness in school [PEAS]  

held at Billabong, Thane 

(Poetry Writing cum Painting festival) 
Sr. Name Std/Div Position 

1 Bhagyashree Birje 8/A 3rd  

2 Sanchi Mehta 8/B 
 

CRYPTIC Crossword held at Rajhans Vidyalaya, Andheri 
Sr. Name Std/Div Position 

1 Rohnit Sharma 10/B 3rd 

 2 Parth Chhatrapati 10/D 
 

� Ms. Rhea Mane of 8/B was selected by The Times Group as  

TIMES NIE  Top 10 Star Correspondent 2016-17. 

 

� Mst. Soham Pednekar of Class 3/B has secured the 1st position at the  

WHIZ Juniors Competition conducted by Clone Futura for the year 2017. 
 

Rhythms Talent Fest 2016 - Story Telling Competition 
Sr. Name Std/Div Position 

1 Aarna Gupta KG 2nd 
 

� Mst. Priyam Sawant from Grade 2/C  became a champion at the State level  

Abacus and Mental Arithmetic  Competition. 

� Mst. Deep Pandit of 3/A placed 3rd in the All India Level Exam of Unified Cyber 

Olympiad 2015 
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ICE Innovative Council for English 2015 
Sr. Name Std/ 

Div 

  Sr. Name Std/ 

Div 

 

1 Soham Pednekar 3/B Gold  8 Tanisha Bhandari 5/B Gold 

2 Deep Pandit 3/A Silver  9 Aditya Murukate 5/C Silver 

3 Anushka Pingle 3/A Bronze  10 Navya Luhadia 5/B Bronze 

4 Shalmali Mhatre 3/B Bronze  11 Anushka Deshmukh 5/A Bronze 

5 Advaith Anand 4/E Gold  12 Vansh Jain 5/D Silver 

6 Dhruvjyoti Deb 4/A Silver  13 Manas Inamdar 6/C Gold 

7 Kimaya Akerkar 4/B Bronze  14 Aryan Ughade 8/E Gold 

Outstanding Performance in ASSET summer 2016 
Sr. Subject Name Std/Div 

1 Maths Soham Pednekar 3/B 

2 Maths Subarno Nath Roy 9/A 

Brihan Mumbai Ganit Adhyapak Mandal 

Maths Concept Examination July 2016 
Sr. Name Std/ 

Div 

Grade  Sr. Name Std/ 

Div 

Grade 

1 Jainam Jain 5/B A  10 Riya Manoj 5/E A 

2 Tanisha Bhandari  5/B A  11 Reyansh Iyer 5/C A 

3 Nirved Ghose 5/D A  12 Akshat Mannur 5/A A 

4 Aditya Murukute 5/C A  13 Siya Modi 5/C A 

5 Lavya Surana 5/C A  14 Labdhi Shah 5/D A 

6 Vansh Jain 5/D A  15 Anirudh Shenoy 5/E A 

7 Zeeshan Salam 5/D A  16 Jill Tapadia 8/A A 

8 Dheer Prasad 5/E A  17 Shubham Rathod 8/B A 

9 Dhruv Tapadia 5/B A      

Dr. Homi Bhabha Balvaidnyanik Competition  (2016-17) 
Sr Name Class/ Div Medal 

1 Manomay Upadhye 6/B Silver  

2 Aryan Sawant  6/E Silver  

3 Gargi Shelar 6/A Bronze  

4 Subarno Nath Roy 9/A Gold 

The following students have topped each grade in the plastic bottle collection 
drive organized by Bisleri. 

Sr.No. Students’ Name Std/Div Collection 

1. Maheka Poojary Jr.K.G./ F 1078 bottles 

2. Kavish Rajeshirke  1/C    2000 bottles 

3. Kinysha Akerkar 2/C 540 bottles 

4. Avaneesh Iyer   3/E 877 bottles 

5. Adit Naik   4/A 5119 bottles 

6. Nirved Ghose 5/D 1868 bottles 

7. Shreyas Shetty 6/E 705 bottles 

8. Shravan Somani 7/C 1187 bottles 

9. Ananya Naik 8/B 5120 bottles 
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The following divisions have topped each grade in the plastic bottle collection 
drive organized by Bisleri. 

Class Bottles Collected Class Teacher 

Junior K.G. ‘F:’ 1238 Ms. Charmi Savla 

1C 2280 Ms. RanjeetaYadav 

2C 1174 Ms. Asha Menon 

3C 2026 Ms. Vasanti Vishwanath 

4E 9756 Mrs. Rakshita Asgekar 

5D 3704 Mrs. Rashmi Virmani 

6D 2292 Ms. Sapna Chauhan 

7D 2578 Ms. Vanaja Sivaramakrishnan 

8B 6730 Ms. Chetna Gupta 
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Sports Achievements 

Dr. Vaze Interschool Chess Tournament 

 

U-12 Gold Medalist Team 

 

U-10 Gold Medalist Team 

DSO Taluka Interschool Basketball Tournament 

U-14 Boys Winner Team 

 

U-16 Girls Runner up Team 

Interschool Dominic Savio Tournament 

 

U-11 Girls Basketball Team secured the 2nd Runner up Position 
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U-17 Boys Team won the District Championship & Mumbai Division Handball Championship 

 

MSSA Interschool Handball Tournament 

U-10 Girls bagged the Silver Medal U-16 Girls bagged the Silver Medal 

Phoenix cup Handball Tournament at the DY Patil Stadium 

 
U-16 Boys Team bagged the Gold Medal 
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U-14 & U-17 Boys Secured the 1st place in Interschool Football Tournament at the Taluka Level 

 

Mumbai District Athletic Championship AISM Interschool Lawn Tennis Tournament 

 
 

Isika Pinto (10/D) Won the Gold in Long Jump and 

Silver in 100 mts Sprint in Mumbai District Athletic 

Championship. She represented Maharashtra State 

in Long Jump at the National level. 

Arya Zalte (8/C) secured the Gold Medal in AISM 

Interschool Lawn Tennis Tournament.  

She was also selected to represent Junior Girls 

Maharashtra State Team.  

The team bagged the Gold Medal in the event. 

� Vandit Thosani and Atharava Palshetkar were selected for the Maharashtra Handball Team to 

participate in the ‘School Nationals’. 

� Ananya Shetty, Nakshatra Salian, Aarushi Naik and Deepti Havaldar were selected for the ‘Mumbai 

Handball City State Team’. 
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ICSE Interschool Gymnastic 

 
Siddhi Gadkar (7/B) secured  

the Bronze medal in  

� Vaulting Horse 

� Balance Beam  

And the Silver medal in individual overall 

championship 

 
Girls U-8 Gymnastic team secured  

the Bronze medal. The participants were: 

Alisha Jadhav              3/C 

Nirja Haldankar  2/E  

Prabgun Kaur   3/D 

Vaulting Horse 4th place 

Gatik Shelar   3/C 

Isika Pinto 10D and Het Dedhia 8C were felicitated as ‘Best Handball Player of 

the Year’ 2016-17 by the Mumbai School Sports Association 
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Achievements of the Teachers  

� Mrs.Rekha Pradeep (HOD, Computer Science) won the ‘TopTech Savvy Teacher Award’ 

conferred by Whiz Juniors Pvt.Ltd. 

� Ms. Erica James (Teacher, History Department) was conferred the ‘Champion Teachers 
Award’ by the DeshApnayen Foundation.   

� The Action Research paper on ‘The 21st Century Learner’ presented by Mrs. Sarojani 
Ayyapath, Headmistress ( Primary Section), was one of the top 5 papers short listed and awarded  at 

the International Conference of Principals, Lucknow – Primary and Pre Primary(ICPPP) 

� An article titled ‘Treasures from Trash – Goldmine in your garden’ by Mrs.Radhika 
Padmanabhan, HOD Chemistry and EVS was published by Azim Premji University in a Science 

magazine ‘i Wonder’. The article deals with the origin and benefits of composting and how it was taken 

up successfully at our school. To view the article please click on the link below: 

http://azimpremjiuniversity.edu.in/SitePages/pdf/I-WONDER-MAGAZINE-Issue3.pdf 

� Ms.Belita Sequeira (Teacher, English Department) has written and published her book of poems, 

'Trailing Inroads: The inner self' 

  

 

Achievements of the Principal  
� The Global Teacher Role Model Award 2016 by the Manushyabal Vikas Lokseva Academy. 

� Bharat Nirman Award presented by ‘Citizens’ Integration Peace Society’ in 2016 

� ‘Nelson Mandela Peace Award with Gold Medal’ presented by Global Achievers Foundation for 

outstanding contribution in the field of Education at national level. 
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 Achievements of the School  
� Ranked No. 1 in India for ‘Academic Reputation‘ in a survey conducted by Education Today. 

� ‘Best National Energy Savvy School Award 2015-16’ conferred by Tata Power under its Club Enerji 

Programme. 

� ‘Desh Apnaye School award 2016-17' by the Desh Apnayen Sahayog Foundation. 

� Top Schools in Mumbai – HT C-Fore Survey: 

• PPS Bhandup was rated among the top 50 schools in Mumbai according to the Hindustan Times C-

Fore Survey. 

• The School was rated as one of the best educational institutions in Mumbai East Zone. 

�  ‘Top Tech Savvy School award’ by Whiz Juniors Pvt. Ltd. The school is ranked fourth in Maharashtra 

and eleventh in India. 

� PPSB was nominated among the ‘Top – 30 Education Projects in India’ by the Skoch Group and was 

conferred with the ‘Skoch Order of Merit’ Award.  
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